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THE UNY.TED NATIONS WAS ESTABLISHED 3'5 ' VEARS AGO IN THE WAKE ·of · 
THE DEVASTATION O~ WORLD. WA~ II TO PROMOTE PEACE A~ONG THE NATfONS 
AND THE WELL•BEING OF ALL THEI~ PEOPLES~ IT CAME INTO BEtNG WITH A 
MANDATE TO OPPOSE VIOLENCE AND. TO PREVENT WAR, TO ~lGHT 'HUNGER ANO · 
DJ SEASE, TO EXPLORE AND ADVANCE THE HUMAN 'CONOiTION, 

BUT THf UNITED NATIONS IS NO LONGER THE GUARDIAN or SOCIAL: 
I . • • 

JUST!CE, HUMAN RIGHTS AND EQUALITY A~ON.G NATIONSm INDEED, PERVERTEO 
SY IRRELEVANT POLITICAL MACHINATIO~S, IT IS IN DANGER OF BECOMING A 
FORCE AGAINST PEACE ITS~LF~ . 

·- - - --. ·;,- ,_ ~ ·- - ·. . ·-=-~~· : -. -- --- _ .... __ __ - ~ - - . , .,.__,_ -.. - .... ---
NOWHERE IS THE FAILURE OF THf. UNITED NATIONS MORE TRAGIC: THAN 

IN THE MlDci~E EAST~ THE SOVIET INVASION OF AFGHANI~TAN, THE WAR 
BETWEEN IRAN AND IRAQ, · HIE PROLONGED .INCARC£RAT10N OF AMERICAN 
HOSTAGts IN TE~ERANr GRAVE CRISES IN INOOCHlNA ANO . ELSEWHER~ . GO 
VIRTUALLY UNCHALLENG~D WHILE T~E UNITED NATIONS ?U~SUES A COURSE OF 
ACTION DESTINED To UNOERMlNE THE PRINCIPLES ON W~IeH THE ORGANIZATION 
WAS FOUNDED, 

THIS CONVOCATION MUST BEAR WIT~ESS TO THE ASSAULJS ORCHESTRAT~D 
BY THE SOVIET AND ARAB BLOCS lN THElR CAMPAIGN TO tSOLATE ANO 
OJSCREDIT ISRAEL ·. THE UNITED NATIONS CONOEMNS THE HISTORIC. 
E~YPTIAN~ISRAELI-PEACE TR~ATY AND EXALTS PLQ TERRO~ISTS. TMOSE WHO· 
VOW TO ELIMINATE THE STATE OF/ !S~AE!.. AND REFUSE. TO . MAKE ·PEACE ARE 
PERMITTED TO SIT IN THE COUNCI(S OF THE · PEACEM~KERS, WHILE ISRAEL, 
A HEM6ER $TATE CRE-TED IN FIDE~lTY TO THE . PRINClPL~S OF T~E UNiTEO 

.NATIONS, Is ' SLANDERED AND FACEO WITH THE THRE.T o~ ·oELEGITIM?ZATtON, 

THE UNITED NATIONS RESOLUTtON ~Htt\,~~~~!DED ZlONfSM :., THE· 

- ' '\ . 

TO REPLY BY MAILGRAM. SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR WESTERN UNION'S TOLL • FREE PHONE NUMBERS ., .. . . 
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NATIONAL LIBERATION MOVEMENT OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE • WITH THE FA~SE 
LABEL Of RACISM MUST BE~R SOME RESPONStSILITV FOR THE ScOURG£·:oF: 
ANTI•SEMIT!SM NOW REAPPEARING JN MANV PARTS ·OP THE WORLD~ 

IN ITS 08SES~ION WITH PALESTI~JAN "R!GHTS," THE · UNITED NATIONS 
NEGLECTS THE PLIGHT OF MILLIONS OF MEN, WOMEN ANO ~~!LOREN IN OTHER 
PARTS OF THE WORLD WHO ARE IN iMMEDIATE OANGER OF OEATH FROM 
FAMINE, DISEASE AND WAR! 

!t'iE MA~JIPUL,ATION OF THE WORLD FORUM HAS REACME" BEVONO THE · HAl,;LS 
OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY' ANO 1:4AS POLIYICIZE01 . Ati[) T.HE .RE.B _Y._C~lPl?LE~ 
MANY OF THE UNJ°TED NATIONS SPECIALIZED AGENCIES, THE CAMPAIGN 'TO 
OSTRACIZE ISRAEL HAS OBSTRUCTE~ THE EFFORTS Of THE INTERNATIONAL 
LABOR ORGANIZATION, THE WO~LO HEALTH ORGANIZATION, , THE UNITEO 
NATIONS EDUCATIONALr SClEN!IFlC ANO CULTURAL ORGANIZATION, AMONG 
OT~ERS, AL( DEDJCATED TO PROMO~ING HIGHER STANQAROS Of LIVING~ 
sociAL. AND ECON0"1IC PROGRESS, tNTERNATIONAI.. 'CUL Tl)RAI. ANO 
EOUC•lIONAL COOPERATION, IT ~AS MAOE AN INTERNATIONAL· CHARADE· 
OF THEIR LABORS TO EXTEND 'FRfEDOM OF SPEECH ~NO PRESS, TO "ELp: THE 
WORKING MAN ANO WOMAN, TO MEET THE NEEDS OF eHIL~REN1 TO AC~IEVE 
EQUALITY FOR HOMEN~ 

IN (>EVOTION TO THE FUL;FILLMENT OF THE · UNITED NA.TIONSi 
HUMANlTARI~N ANO PEACEFUL GOALS, WE CANNOT REMAIN siLENT WHILE · 
FORCES wH IC H l NC I TE HATRED M.JO FOMENT WAR ·sE TRA y OLJR HOPES. FOR 
WORLD PEACE AND P~OGRESS~ WE CALL UPON THE UNlT~O NATIONS ·• ANO 
EACH MEMBE~ NATION"' TO EMBRACE ONCE AGAIN THE· IOE~LS OF THE 
UNITED NATIONS CHARTER AND TO ~ESTORE· TH~ PROMIS~ ~HAT T~E UNITEO 
NATIONS CAN ACHIEVE A BETTER WORLO·FO~ ALL HUMANITv • 

• · • .I ·• • • 

P!,.EASE !.:ALL ·to!.'.i...EcT 212 .. s32-s9oq ro LET us KNOW !Fi 

l, WE MAY USE YOUR NAME AND AFFILIATION CFOR . InENTTrICATION 
PURPOSES ON~Y) FOR POSS~BLE · PUBLIC RELEASE 

2, you ARE ABL.E TO 

THE COMMITTEE rOR U,N! 

KENNETH ARROW 
SIR ISAIAH BERLIN 
HANS A~ 8£::TriE 
FEl.lX BLOCH 
ROBEP.T J, KIBBEE 
ANDRE LWOFp . 
ELIE i>lIESEL 

23;53 EST 

ATTENOe 

l NTEGR IT Y ( )J~t~...l~~ 
~t"!-6'-. \~-O, \ 

G~ f Q\ \1'-'t\·V~ 
Gr\,~/ ..... 

~ MGMCOMP ... 
"' -~ 
:; 
N ... 
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HANS A, BETHE 
l='ELIX SL.OCH 
ROBERT J, KIBBEE 
ANORE L.WOFF 
EL.IE WIESEL. · 

01117 EST 

MGMCCMP 
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WE ARE ALARMED AT THE GROWING DANGER TO ISRAEL RESULTING FROM 
THE MANIPULATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS BY ISRAEL4S ENEMIE S. ·we ARE · 
THEREFORE CALLING AN EMERGENC¥ INTE~NATtONAL CONVOCATION. IN NEW VORK 
ClTV ON SUNDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1980, CDETAIL.S TO FOL.1.;0W), THE - . 
CONVOCATION WILi. BEAR WITNESS TO THE . VIC·IOUS ASSAUL.TS .. ORCHESTRATEO 
BY SOVIET ANO ARAB. BLOCS IN THEIR CA~PAiGN TO ISOLATE ANO DiStREOlT 
ISRAEL• THE U,N, CONO~MNS THE HISTORIC EGYPTIAN•I~RAELl PEACE; . 
TREATY AND EXALTS THE PLO TERRORISTS WHO VOW. TO ELIMINATE TAE .·STATE 
OP IS~AEL, GRAVE CRISES lN AFGHANISTAN, IRAN ANO IR~Q, ANO ELSEWMERE 
GO VIRTUALLY UNCHA~LE~GEO WHILE THE U,N, IS OBSESSEQ W?TM -

. "~ALESTINIAN RIGHTS," BY LABELLING ZIONISM AS RACISM~ THE U,N, MAY BE 
PERCEIVED AS 1.EGITlMIZING THE RISE · Of ANTI•SEMITISM 1·'. TrfE . U,N. IS NO 
LONGER THE GUARDIAN OF SOCIAL JUSTICE, HU~AN RIGHTS ANO EQUALITY 
AMONG NATIONS, BUT° IN 'MANY wA·ys SEEMINGLY A FORCE i\.GAINS! PEAtE; 
ITSELF, OUR CONVOCATION WILL REMINO THE l NTERNATIONA~ COMMUNITY 
THAT THE U,N, WAS ESTABLISHED IN THE WAKE OF WORLD WAR It TO OPPOSE· 
TYRANNY1 ISRAEL, A MEMBER STAT~ CREATED IN FIDELITY ' TO THE: PRINCIPLE$ 
O~ THE UNITED NATIONS~ SHOULD NOT BE . SACRIFICED 'TO A NEW GENERATION 
OF ' TYRANNY, . . . 

. ' .. F .0 R . J.H E..- .u-, .~J •. -T-0, -P-E.!i.S I. s T,..-1 .~.:. l'-H.t.s~-A-:T.H ~c A.N_.Q ~ y. -UN O·E·~.M lNE·· -~ 1-!l-E- . . ...: ... ·_,_ Ji:. -
PRINCIPLES ON WHICH THE ORGANIZATION WAS · FOUNDEO, ~NO THE : REASON ' 
FOR. ITS VERY EXISTENCE, FOR THOSE 'OF. US WHO ·HAVE 1 DEVOTED: OURSELVES. 
TO THE FULFILLMENT-OF THE .MUMANITARIAN ANO PEAC£FUL GOALS · ORIGINAL~Y 
FOR~ULATED FOR THE U,N,, ITS PRESENT COURSE . MAY - WELL · LEAD SOM~ 10 . 
QUESTION CONTINUED PARTICIPATION IN THE .. WORI< OF ITS .VARIOUS ' ;. 
AGENCIES, . 

MAY WE ADD YOUR NAME TO THE LlST OF DISTtNGUISMED SPONS~~S - OF ' 
THE CONVOCATION AND MAY · wE : COUNT ON YOU TO PARTICIPATE: ON SUNDAY, 
DECEMBER 7, 1980, YOUR PRESENCE WILi,. : STRENGTHEN ·OUR APPEAL., . 
P.!;.EA~E RSVP COLLECT TO (21'2) _ 532.sooq~ WE 'ALSO· HOPE YOU WILLi SIGN 
THE CALL TO CONSCIENCE to .ef PRESENTED 'TO u,·N •. SECRETARY GENERAC : 
WALDHEIM AND RELEASED ·PUBLIC!. Y, ." WE SHALL· SEND THE TEXT . TO YOU: FOR. 
APPROVAL, .. - . . . 

C~MMITTEE FOR U,N, INTEGRITY 

KENNETH ARROW 
SIR ISAIAH BERLIN 

TO REPLY BY MAILGRAM. SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR WESTERN UNION'S TOLL· .FREE PHONE NUMBERS 
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The Civilized Countries v. a UN Majority 

Barbarous Parliament 

by Paul J~hnson 
The recent votes at.the t)nited Nations-first in the UN 

· Social, Humanitarian and Cultural Committee, more 
recently in the. General Assembly-that sought to 
stigmatize Zionism as·a racist ideology, and lsrae_l as a 
racist and i_mperialis~ s_tate.:-have at least ser:ved one 
useful purpose. The ·voting lists enable us to draw a 
dear and dec-isive. line between the civilized and the 
noncivilized st!!tes tliat · compose the world OfS!!niza
tion. It is true.that some civilized states, for a variety of 
political, military and economic reasons, lacked the 
courage to vote "no" and. took refuge i.n ·abstention
just as, for instance, in the Second World War, Sweden 
and Switzerland were too terrified of Hitler to declare 
themselves against him. 

In general, however, the head-count of nations was 
wholly accurate and casts a penetrating beam of light 
across the world political landscape. On Israel's side 

Paul Johnson is the former editor (1965-1970) of the 
British Socialist weekly New Slattsman. 

were the· chief repositories of civilized culture: states
including it should be clear Third World - states
that uphold and support "the rule of law; where there is 
freedom of the press, speech and public · a·ssembly; 
where representative parliaments are freely elected by 

.secret .ballot, in a multi-party system; where 
governments are dismissed by votes, not force; where 
the armed forces are the servants pf the civil power, not 
its masters; and where the Citizen feels that he can play 
some part in runn!ng h_is co1.mtry. 

Voting against Israel, using all the resour~es of the 
massive doublespeak and non-think vernacular, was 
the entire alliance of the barbarous states, what can 
accurately be called a pandemonium of powers. Here were 
to. be found Soviet Russia, the world's most efficient 
tyranny, and its dutiful cohort of East European 
colonies: nations, once civilized, held in abject subser
vience by political police and their concentration camps, 
backed by the threat of Soviet tanks and missiles. And 
here, too, was the Arab-Moslem bloc:. all its members 



one-party military dictatorships, police states or feudal 
monarchies of unspeakable degradation-the one 
exception, Lebanon, torn to bloody pieces by uncon
trollable civil war. Joining these two foci of barbarism 
were a multitude of new recruits from Africa and Asia: 
former colonies ruthlessly turned into Soviet-or 
China-style one-party regimes, with a full panoply of 
secret police, torture-dungeons, camps, execution
centers and mass, unmarked burial-grounds; or, 
alternatively, those which had quickly degenerated into 
pre-colonial tribal kingdoms, ruled by savages, jovial or 
brutal according to their mood. exercising arbitrary 
justice over a terrified populace. 

Consider some of the outstanding figures in this 
motley coalition of antidemocratic regimes, who took it 
upon themselves to condemn Israel as racist and 
imperialist. Leonid Brezhnev, for instance, the party 
machine-boss who personally directed the occupation 
of civilized Czechoslovakia by Soviet tanks, and who 
had its legal premier, DutKek, dragged before him like a 
recaptured slave in an oriental despotism, to listen to 
his jeers and insults. Or Gaddafi, the military dictator 
of Libya, whose delight in terrorist violence is such that 
he freely supplies arms to both Protestant and Catholic 
factions in Ulster. Or, perhaps most notable of all, 
"Field Marshal" Amin of Uganda, the ferocious
perhaps demented-former sergeant, whose tribal 
warriors have slaughtered many thousands of his 
compatriots, and who himself is said to have supervised 
the beating to death of the Uganda Lord Chief Justice 
for daring to defy his edicts in court. Amin, though 
feared by some African leaders, indeed disdained by the 
best of them, is not without honor in his own continent, 

since he was recently elected chairman of the Organiza
tion of African Unity, and presided uproariously over 
their weird festivities in Kampala. 

What made the condemnation of Israel by this 
confederation so uniquely gruesome was that, with few 
exceptions, all practice blatant forms of racist or 
collective inhumanity. Soviet anti-Semitism, mas
querading as anti-Zionism, is notorious; but the central 
Soviet state systematically persecutes more than a 
score of minority groups in its vast empire, solely on 
grounds of race. Iraq, often the raucous leader of the 
Arab pack against Israel, has recently expelled, with the 
utmost callousness and brutality, more than 300,000 
Kurds, whose only crime against the dominant Arab 
race was their ethnic origins and ancient culture. Nor 
must we forget-it is too often forgotten-that the 
Arab states collectively, from Morocco to Iraq-have 
dispossessed, over the past 20 years, more than 500,000 
Jews, from enclaves in which they have lived often for 
nearly two millenia, since before the Arabs came. These 
half-million victims of Arab racist persecution, perhaps 
more numerous, if the truth could be finally estab
lished, than the Palestinian Arabs allegedly "forced 
out" during the struggles of 1947-8, have all been 
quietly and successfully absorbed in the Israeli state, 
without the need for appeals to international money 
and sympathy. 

As for the African states that so glibly lined 
themselves against Israeli" racism," it is hard to think of 
one that does not practice forms of mass discrimina
tion. Some have expelled or persecuted white and 
Indian minorities, stealing their property, as Hitler 
once robbed the Jews, or reducing them by legal diktat to 

Tiu· Cannibals 



the rank of second-class citizens. In other states, such 
as the Sudan-once, under the Anglo-Egyptian con
d9minium, a multiracial society where all were equal 
before the law-the dominant Arab element has 
persecuted the blacks of the Upper Nile, has murdered 
them in their thousands using modern jet aircraft 
supplied by the Soviet Union~ and still subjects them to 
a variety of legal and administrative disabilities. This is 
a common pattern in African states where Arabs have 
the upper hand-as, indeed, they had in the 19th 
century, until Britain and then France destroyed 
African slavery. More common, more insidious and 
usually still more cruel and reprehensible, is the 
intertribal persecution that is the hallmark of many 
African states, especially in central Africa. The 
existence of tribal paramountcies, wjth the consequent 
racist bullying of weaker or less well armed tribes, is 
known to UN officials; but such facts are not allowed to 
rob the strutting representatives of these states at the 
UN of the right to cast their votes against Israeli 
"racism." That is not the way the UN works. 

Nor are these. varieties of racism confined to Africa. 
In Indonesia, for instance, and to some extent in other 
Asian states, there has been, for many years, 
systematic racist persecution of the Chinese trading 
communities~ Even in imperial times the Chinese 
sometimes faced trouble in these parts; i.n Dutch 
ter~itories, they were discriminated against by law. But 
their position today is in all respects infinitely worse; 
for they are subjeet to sudden and unpredictable 
pogroms, in which their lives are taken and property 
confiscated-without the possibility of recourse to the 
courts-just as, in Tsarist times, the Russian Jews were 
at the mercy of marauding Cossack bands. 'such 
Chinese minorities are tolerated, if at all, solely because 
the internal economies · of these ill-administered 
coun~ries simply cannot function without a measurf! of 
Chine~e skill and industry. 

Finally let us not forget that the worst form of racism 
is slavery itself, invariably practiced. against the most 
defenseless and primitive African communities. The 
one remaining world center of slavery, as abundant 
evidence testifies, i$ the Arab Middle East; and the chief 
offender in this area is Saudi Arabia, richest of all the oil 
states; paymaster of Arab aggression and terrorism 
against Israel, ringleader of the movement to brand 
Israel . as racist, and whose UN representative, the 
unctuous ·Mr. Baroodi, sets the record, even by United 
Nations standards, for humbugging hypocrisy. . 

So mµch for the UN votes against Israel. They can 
carry no weight whatsoever. They have no effec
tiveness. As I say, they even have the merit 9f 
demonstratii:tg that the civilized world has aligned itseif 
with Israel's right to independence and freedom. Yet 
they cannot be ignored either, for in some respects they 
demonstrate a marked and perhaps irreversible declen
sion in the moral authority and practical effectiveness 

of the United Nations. History may come to see them, 
as for instance it now sees the Nazi reoccupation· and 
militarization of the Rhineland, as a watershed in the 
political landscape, a point from which there could Qe no 
return to the past. For Israel and the United Nations 
have always had a special relationship. It was UN 
recognition, almost as much as the struggles of the 
Palestine Jews themselves, that brought the Israeli 
state into being. Indeed, without UN endorsement and 
moral and political support, it is at least arguable that 
the Zionist state might not have survived. Israel could 
be termed the first born of the United Nations, the first· 
former colonial state brought into fully independent 
existence within the context of the UN concept of 
international law. Or, to vary the metaphor, if the UN 
cannot claim to be the father of Israel, it has a case for 
claiming to be the midwife. Moreover, and even more 
important, the ·creation of lsrael,'and its recognition by 
the UN, set the pattern for post-colonial development. 
Israel was' the prototype for many scores of new states, 
brought into being with UN encouragement and moral 
support, and rapidly granted the membership and 
privileges ·of the organization. Israel's part in this 
continuing process has been by no means passive. No 
other state, certainly no other state of its size and 
resources, has tried to do more to assist the new 
countries of the Third World, both in the preparatory 
period before independence, and in the difficult years of 
autonomous existence. Israel has always been con
scious of its anti-colonial and post-colonial origins, and 
has felt a special sympathy-demonstrated in practical 
terms-for those undergoing the same process of self-
creation. 

Israel has also tried to help the new states in what 
ought to be the most effective manner: by example. 
There are.a great many things wrong with Israel, as the 
Israelis-surely the most self-critical people on earth
are the first to point out. But on all the things that really 
matter, it is a model to any neophyte country. Despite 
all Israel's troubles, it has remained a social democracy, 
perhaps the nearest approach to a free Socialist state in 
the world; its people and government have a profound 
respect for human life, so passionate indeed that, 
despite every conceivable provocation, they have 
refused for a quarter of a century to execute a single 
captured terrorist. ~o country certainly takes greater 
pains to avoid the civilian populace in warfare. They 
also have an ancient but vigorous cu lture, and a 
flourishing modern technology. The combination of 
national qualities they have assembled in their brief 
existence as a state ought to point the way for many 
other new members of the UN. 

There is a third manner in which Israel and the UN 
have, or ought to have, a special relationship, which 
arises not only from Israel's origins, but from the UN's 

· own. For the organization came into being not as a 
world assembly but as an alliance of free 'states against 
the Hitlerian tyranny. As such, it was flawed from the 
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start, since· the sheer necessity of survival forced the 
Western democracies into a military pact with the 
Soviet Union based on nothing more morally substan- . 
tial than Rtalpolifik. All the same, the fact remains that 
the UN, initially a British concept, came into existence 
as an instrument for fighting the racist terror of Hitler. 
It was, within its limitations, an expression of human 
brotherhood and equality, and the victims of Hitlerism 

·were to be seen as entitled to its special regard and 
protection. Hitler was a racist aggressor of unparalleled 
ferocity. H~ killed five percent of the population of 
Poland; more than 10 percent of the varied peoples of 
Yugoslavia. But in the case of the Jews, he killed more 
than one in three of their total global population. For 
this reaso~, if for this reason alone, the Jews haye a 
historical and moral right, above that of any o~her 
people, to enlist the support and sustenance of the UN 
both as an institution and a collection of nations. And it 
was this historical and moral right, I think, that 
undoubtedly played a· part in giving the new state of · 
Israel the rapid recognition that helped it to survive. 

In view of all these reasons, we can now grasp the full 
moral. enormity of the votes against Israel. They 
amount not merely to a blatant defiance of truth and 
reality-for all. know that Isra~, far from being "a 
threat to world peace," stands in perpetual danger of 
extermination by its neighbors-but to a complete and 
total repudiation of the UN past. Everything for which 
the UN was originally created, everything for whic~, at 
its best, it has stood i.n the years of its existence, was 
denied by these barbarous majorities. The UN building 
still glitters above the East River. Its officials and 
delegates still scurry about in varying postures of self
importance. But the truth is, at the moment when the 
General Assembly branded Israel as a racist state, the 
organization lost its ethical heart, and its moral 
justifi~ation for existing at all. How Hitler' would have 
laughed! How Stalin, permitting himself o~eof his ra~e 
and Arctic smiles, would have rubbed his hands! These 
two monsters would have joined in self-congratulation 
that the instrument of international probity should 
prove so vulnerable to assault, and so easy to capture by 
men like themselves . 

The UN fell to! a fatal combination of t~o forces: 
Soviet diplomacy ~nd Arab oil money. Neither, iri itself. 
was powerful enough to bring the edifice down. The 
diplomatic resources of the Soviet empire-the last, 
now that th~ Portuguese has gone, of the great l 9th
century style empires-are considerable, taken in 
conjunction with the fact ~hat it can control the votes of 
cer~ain cli~nt ! states it arms or those it effectively 
occupies. Yet Russia alone has never been able to swing 
more than· a third of the General Assembly behind 
itself. The ·alliance with the Arabs did the trick. For 
si·nce the Yorn Kippur war, and the revolution in oil 
prices. the Arab states can, in effect, purchase the votes 
of a score of countries, and the silence (or abstention) of 

a dozen more. Oil has proved the great corrupter of 
the human race . There is a passage in Golda Meir's 
recent autobiography that struck me as symptomatic of 
our age. She attended the meeting of the Socialist 
International following the Yorn· Kippur ·war, during 
which several states with Socialist" governments had 
taken deliberate steps that might have led to the total 
defeat of the Israeli forces, and the consequent 
destruction of the Israeli people. She asked the 
assembled Socialist leaders-some of them prime 
ministers-whether such behavior toward a fellow
Socialist state was justifiable. No one answered. Then, 
she relates, someone behind her said: "Of course they 
can't talk. Their throats are choked with oil." 

The UN itself is choked with oil. Though it does not 
even pay its share of costs for Palestine refugees-the 
US bears the burden here as in everything else at the 
UN-Arab oil money has turned the organization into 
one of the most corrupt and corrupting creations in the 
whole history of human institutions. The decisive 
moment came, I believe, when it agreed to provide a 
form of recognition to Yasir Arafat and his terrorist 
organization. At this point the UN, by its own action, 
repudiated its primal principle that disputes should be 
settled by negotiations and not by force. The PLO gets 
the point, too: every indicatipn of international 
sanctio~ has been followed by some death-happening at 
terrorist hands. For the Arafat organization, and its 
backers in . the Arab and Soviet worlds, most 
emphatically do not believe in negotiations; they put 
their entire trust in force. Arafat's gang has no mode of 
operation other than the exercise of violence, usually 
against the innocent and defenseless. Recently Arafat's 
so-called "foreign minister" made the objects, inten
tions and methods of his organization brutally clear in 
an interview with Nwswuk. Much of what he said, of 
course, was merely the violent rodomontade of a racist 
street-corner orator: "Any Arab state is more 
democratic than Israel by definition . . . Even Saudi 
·Arabia." But much of what he said has to be taken as a 
serious statement of intentions that will actually be 
carried out if he and his colleagues and backers ever get 
the chance. 1:-fe flatly denied· the right of the Israeli 
people to have a state of their own, irrespective of any 
frontier concessions: "In time they will have to accept 
it." "We have," he said, "no alternative but to fight and 
you can expect we will escalate our activities ... We 
have become good warriors and we are fond of it." He 
offered the Israelis the alternative of total political 
surrender, or a war to destruction: .,.If they choose the 
latter, they will surely die and we will surely win :" And 
he concluded with a boast: "We grow stronger every · 
day. My Arabs are getting billions of petroleum dollars. 
The f~ture is mine, so why should I worry?" 

"The future is ours" was a favorite expression of 
Hitler's when he spoke to the German people. His 
future ended in a burning bunker below the burning 
streets of his capital. Where will Mr. Arafat's future 



end? Or, a much more important question, what future 
is there for the United Nations itself? There are already 
a growing number of people in the West, especially in 
the United States, who wish to withdraw from the UN 
entirely. The whole squalid circus would ~hen be sent 
packing from New York and, with the withdrawal of 
US financial support, the organization would rapidly 
become-and be seen by everyone to have become-a 
Soviet-Arab rump, devoid even of the pretense of 
world authority. This is one possible solution, and we 
may well come to it. 

On the other hand, there are those who argue that 
the UN still has. useful services to perform, and that its 
moral imperfections are by 'no means so incurable as is 
often supposed. They claim, with circumstantial detail_, 
that the two votes against Israel were lost, at least in 
part, through the ineptitude of Western diplomacy 
within the building, and in particular by the ~n
skillfulness of the US delegation. We have, of course, 
heard this argument before. More to the point is that 
Ambassador Moynihan insists on speaking truth, 
which is a rare occurrence-and it does not please his . , 
superiors, who are themselves tilting toward the 
terrorists, now casually relabeled "moderates." But 
there is one factor· in the situation. that is itself an 
indictment of the UN: the unwillingness of first-rate 
Western diplomats to serve, at· any rate for long, in 
what they regard as its fetid moral atmosphere and its 
ambiance of cynical horsetrading and_ actual financial 
corruption. . 

My own instinct, at this stage, is to advise a middle 
course. Certain UN agencies, especially the World 
Health Organization and the Food and Agricultural 
Organization, should be strongly supported; they do 
work that i's always useful, and often indispensable (it is 
characteristic of the · Soviet government. whiCh 
reguJarly comes with its grain begging-bowl to the 
United States, Canada and Australia, that· it refuses to 
have anything to do with the F AO-one reason the 
bo~y functions so effectively). On the other hand 
support should be immediately withdrawn from 
UNESCO, an agency whose value has always been 
dubious (I write as a former member of the British 
Commission for UNESCO) and which has now, in 
effect, bee.n captured by a combination of Arab oil cash 
and Communist-Marxist diplomacy. At the UN.itself, 
the Western democracies should retain a watching 
brief. They must continue to block further 
Communist-Arab attempts to debauch the organiza
tion, but they must be prepared, if the situation grows 
still worse-as I fear it will-to leave altog~ther. 

In the meantime there is a case for preparing an 
alternative organization of civilized nations, which will 
impose clear and compulsory qualifications for 
membership: respect for the rule of law, both national 
and international; democratic institutions that function 
effectively; freedom of speech, religion and the press; 
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and equality of all races and creeds before the law. I do 
not think problems of definition will prove too 
obdurate. We all know a free and civilized country 
when we see and visit it. Such an organization would be 
a beacon of light to oppressed and fearful people all over 
the ~orld. It would be, in the first place, a defensive 
organization, designed to protect its peoples from the 
scourge of international terrorism, now, in my opinion, 
a greater threat to the peace and future of the world 
than the risk of thermonuclear war, or the supposed 
depletion of our natural resources. For terrorism has 
become the reflex outlet of just about every grievance, 
great or small, real or imagined and also the vicarious 
experiment of cowards. 

But· I do not think such a league of civilized powers 
should be content with a role of passive defense. I recall 
a noble passage spoken by W.E. Gladstone in 1881, 
when the gunmen were first getting their deathly grip 
on Ireland: "If it sh~ll appear that there is still to be 
fought a final conflict in Ireland between law on the one 
side and sheer lawlessness on the other ... then I say, 
gentlemen, without hesitation, the resources of 
civilization against its enemies are not yet exhausted." 
Nor are they exhausted today. It is time for us to· 
remind ourselves that we still have the power, even if 
we sometimes appear to lack the will, to seize the 
enemies of civilization by the throat. For too long-for 
a quarter of a century, in fact-Western civilization, 
even accounting for its considerable cruelties: has 
behaved toward · the rest of the world "'{ith an imbecile 
combination of unnecessary guilt and misplaced 
generosity . · We have given aid and comfort and 
received, on the whole, little but abuse and violence. We 
have not won the friendship of the world beyond; we 
have simply forfeited its respect. Isn't it odd that the 
United States, which in Vietnam and Chile could be so 
brazen in its criminal indecency, should now be so 
cowardly in hesitating to retrieve the more humane 
dSpt!Cts uf its tradition-or for that matter to assert its 
own deepest interests? 

Has not the time come to change our strategy? I think 
that there are many millions of people all over the 
world, men and women of all races and colors and 
creeds, living under corrupt tyrannies or ferocious 
police states, who feel somehow that the West has let 
them down; that the civilized powers have failed to 
uphold the standards of international behavior set by 
their forebears. What these millions are waiting for, 
and what, needless to say, millions in the West are 
waiting for, is some positive sign that the Western 
countries are determined to revert to the principles of 
law and international decency; that they are going to 
uph.old the!ll in the most systematic, relentless and 
comprehensive manner. We. must show that the 
resources of civilization are.not, indeed, exhausted, and 
that the Brezhnevs and the Maos, the Amins, the 
Gaddafis and the Arafats will not be allowed to i~herit 
the earth. 

Reprinted by permission from THE NEW REPUBLIC 
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THE UN AND SOLEL BONEH 

A Foreign Affairs Background Memorandum 

by Yadin Kaufmann, 
Research and Editorial Associate 

The United Nations General Assembly is expected to decide within the 
next week on a contract whose handling so far appears to signify an anti
Israel bias within the UN administration. 

The contract, for construction of a building complex to house the UN 
Environment Progra1TU11e {UNEP) and several other UN offices in Kenya, normally 
would have been awarded to the subsidiary of an Israeli firm, Solel Boneh, 
which had submitted the lowest bid. But normal UN procedure was scrapped 
and the contract stil l has not been award~d, nearly ten months after the 
bids were opened. 

Observers said this was the first case in memory in which the lowest 
bidder was denied a UN contract. 

Attempted justifications for rejection of the low Israeli offer and 
the eight other bids include high cost of the project, the supposed inade
quacy of international representation in the bidding, and a charge that 
Solel Boneh had conducted business with South Africa: 

*Alleged extravagence: The origi nal 1977 project was expected to 
cost more than $30 million. Since then, UN agencies have been di-
rected by a General Assembly resolution to economize. Various UN agencies 
recently changed their plans and decided either not to move to the new 
center or that they wou ld not require as much space as they had anticipated 
earlier. The World Bank, the High Corrmissioner on R~fugees and the UN infor
mation center in Nairobi all decided late last year or early this .year not 
to establish offices in the new complex , and it was al so determined that · 
earlier growth estimates for UNEP had been exaggeratedly high. 

Thus, in his October 24th written report to the General Assembly, 
UNEP Executive Director Mos ta fa Tol ba claimed that some of the features of 
the original project, including two 500-person conference rooms, were no 
longer justified given the reduced estimates of the organizations' needs 
at Gigiri, a suburb of Nairobi. "The rejection of all bids," Tel ba stated 
in his report, "was based on 'the interests of the Organization' to ensure 
that United Nations resources are expended i n the most economical manner." 
Tolba estimated potential savings to the UN at more than $5 million. 

But observers challenged the authenticity of U~EP's alleged desire 
for economy by noting that the Assembly already had approved funds for the 
complex and that given world inflation, delayed construction of even a more 
modest complex was likely to be more , rather than less, expensive. Also, the 
cost to the United Nations of redrafting the project proposal was $329,000, 
despite the asser.tfon by UNEP Chief of Administration Soleiman Tarbah last 
June that the revisio·n "will not result in any immediate changes of the 
design and will not contain any extra fees for the architect." In addition, 
UNEP officials had previously been opposed to attempts to limit the scope of 
the project. So neither in the April 1980 meeting of the UNEP Governing 
Council nor in the June 25th UllEP Focal Points meeting was there any sign that 
changes in agency requirements would force revision of the building project. 

*Alleged selectivity of bid invitations: Tarbah, a top UNEP official, 
claimed that "our invitations of bids was selective" and that it was there
fore contrary to a General Assembl y resolution on the internationalization of 
bidding for UN contracts. But the reasoning behind this charge appears 
to be spurious since 51 countries were invited to bid on the project. And 
a high UN official interviewed by the AJC admitted that the Gigiri project 
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"probably had the widest international input of any project that the UN had 
contemplated .up to that time." 

*Alleged Sol el Boneh-South Africa connection: Some quarters had 
asserted that Sol el Boneh should be disqualified from obtaining the UN 
contract since it had conducted business with South Africa. But this 
charge was flatly denied by the company's Nairobi manager, J. Maoz, who de
clared that Sol el Boneh "has at no time, past or present, had any dealings 
with the apartheid regime of South Africa" and that it had operated only in 
the developing countries of the continent. Maoz 1s claim has not been dis
proven and a UN source acknowledged that "if there was available any hard 
evidence (of a Solel Boneh-South Africa connection) it would have long since 
(been) produced." 

. . 

Clearly, other factors were at play in the case, which an Israeli official 
interviewed by the AJC called "a very dangerous innovation" since it repre
sents "the first time political criteria have been used in financial/admin-
istrative" matters with no basis in a UN resolution. · 

United Nations financial rule 110.21 stipulates that UN contracts "shall 
be awarded to the lowest acceptable bidder" unless the "interests of the Orga
nization" require otherwise. 

But despite the fact that Solel Boneh was the lowest bidder, and that 
it had already been "pre-selected" -- or deemed "acceptable" from architectural 
and financial viewpoints -- it has not yet been awarded the contract. A 
chronology of the contract dispute strengthens the impression . that anti-Israel 
forces helped torpedo the award of the contract to Solel Boneh: 

1972: UNEP is created. After sharp debate, Kenya is chosen to be the 
new organization's future home, marking the first time a major UN agency would 
be based in a Third World country. 

December 1972: Kenya moves to support the center by providing land for 
the headquarters, paying half the rental fees for temporary offices, and pro
viding communication facilities, liaison officers, and office space in the 
Kenyatta Conference Center. 

1977: The General Assembly approves a plan for a permanent headquarters 
for UNEP and several other UN offices, to consist of 9 office blocks, two large 
conference halls, and a library. Total UN appropriation for the project in 
1977 and 1979 was $34,780,000. 

May 1979: The UN publishes in Kenyan newspapers an invitation to compa
nies to begin the process of bidding on the UNEP co:npl ex contract. All the 
permanent missions to UNEP in Nairobi are notified that companies in their 
countries are welcome to bid. 

July 1979: The architect for the project "pre-selects" Solel Boneh and 
13 other firms from among the 30 that had expressed an interest in bidding . 

Winter 1979/80: Solel Boneh submits a bid on the project along with 8 
of the other pre-selected companies. 

October 1980: UNEP informs Solel Boneh that the contract will be awarded 
within one month of the opening of the bids. 

January 31, 1980: The 9 bids are opened. Sol el Boneh, which had already 
built some of Nairobi's most prestigious structures, is found to be the lowest 
bidder. Its bid -- for $22.8 million -- was even lower than the original esti
mate for the project and was $1 .4 million lower than its closest competitor. 

March 1980: UNEP's Contracts Committee meets in Nairobi and refers the 
decision on the project to UN headquarters in New York. Although Tarbah said 
the "magnitude" of the contract prompted the Committee to refer the matter to 
New York "in accordance with headquarters advice," a UN source said the transfer 
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of authority in the case was due to a "misunderstanding" of the Organi;zation's 
financial rules on the part of UN officials in Kenya. 

April 16-29, 1980: At the eighth session of the UNEP Gove~ning Council, 
meeting in Kenya, the plan for Gigiri appears to be moving according to sched
ule. When J. Witek. the Polish delegate • . calls for a halt to all construction 
work. claiming the site was too far from the center of Nairobi, he is sharpJy 
criticized by other delegates and by the local press. Peter Oltmanns, Execu
tive Director of UNEP ' s Bureau of Funds and Management, discloses that some . 
$6 million has already been spent on initial studies, surveys, and preliminary 
site works at Gigiri, and that the total cost of the headquarters would probably 
approach $32 million . 

Spring 1980: Solel Boneh officials in New York complain to the United 
Nations tlhat they have not yet been awarded. the contract. Although the matter 
had been forwarded to the UN in New York in late Ma~ch, not until two months 
later -- only 48 hours before the scheduled expiration of the validity of the 
bids -- were UN legal authorities approached for their advice on who -- New 
York or Kenya -- should make the decision, according to a UN source. United 
Nations legal advisers then ruled that the Executive Director of UNEP in 
Nairobi must decide on the contract . They also told UNEP that "if you maintain 
your project as it is you cannot for any reason change the bidding," a UN 
official told the AJC. 

According to an American diplomatic source, Libyan and Moroccan officials 
warned UN authorities that there would be repercussions if an Israeli firm were 
to get the UN contract. (Both Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim and UNEP chief 
Mostafa Tolba are up for reelection soon -- Waldheim next year and Tolba in 
this fall's General Assembly -- and a number of countries reportedly threatened 
to withhold supportive votes if Solel Boneh were awarded the Kenya job.) In 
June, the Nairob i Daily Nation reported that the Afro-Arab group at the United 
Nations sent a letter to UN officials, declaring: "We strongly protest that 
Arab contributions to the United Nations are being considered for indirect 
assistance to the racist Israeli establishment. It is the firm belief O·f the 
Arab Group that Solel Boneh should not be considered for the project." 

June 12, 1980: Tolba and Tarbah propose to the UNEP Contracts Committee 
a series of recommendations , including one to reject all bids, reassess UNEP's 
needs, and call for new bids at a later date on a scaled-down version of the 
project. 

June 16, 1980: Tlie Committee accepts this Tol ba-Tarbah proposal "in the 
interests of economy." There was some internal dissent, however., as one Com
mittee member abstained and two others requested additional clarifications . 
The Committee's Legal Adviser, furthermore, was reported to have declared: 
"The Convnittee is taking the wrong decision for the wrong reasons." 

According to the Daily Nat ion, the Kenyan Foreign Min
istry urged in an aide-memoire to Tolba that Sol el Boneh be denied the contract 
because of Afro-Arab disapproval, but also that the tender be awarded "immedi
ately." Postponement of the bids, the Kenyans reportedly said, would be costly 
and "should be avoided at all costs." Therefore, the Government recommended 
that the contract be awarded to the second lowest bidder, Nairobi's N.K. 
Brothers. (The Daily Nation suggested other reasons for Ke~ya's eagerness to 
have the contract awarded w1thout delay: construction would inject a sorely
needed cash flow into the country's building industry and would release pre
cious office space, while a postponed and scaled-down UNEP center would mean 
that Kenya would have to provide and pay for outside facilities.) 

June 17. 1980: Tolba cancels all nine bids on the proposed UNEP P.roject. 

June 25, 1980: At a stormy UNEP Focal Points meeting in Nairobi, many 
delegates attack the Agency's handling of the contract issue. Israeli repre
sentative Arieh Oded declares: "It seems to me that the statement (Tolba 's 
decision to reject all bids) is just a 'cover-up' for discrimination against 
a United Nations Member State." He dismisses UNEP's alleged concern for 
fiscal restraint by asking "why this economy consideration came into being 
only after it was found that the tender was granted to a certain company which 
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happened to be an Israeli company." Oded asserted that if UNEP wanted to alter 
plans for the site, it could have followed "routine accepted procedures" for 
doing so without disqualifying Sol el Boneh or calling for new bids. "We con
sider this a gross violation of UN rules and procedures," Oded stated. 

Summer 1980: The United States, obviously attaching more than just per
functory importance to the matter, repeatedly stressed to UN officials in New 
York and Nairobi its view that "the contract should be awarded according to 
UN rules," as one diplomat told the AJC . The New York Times reported that on 
June 19th, Acting Secretary of State Warren Christopher warned in a note to 
Secretary-General Waldheim that "grave consequences" might follow if the UN 
violated its financial rules. The United States did, in fact, "indefinitely 
defer" its second $5 m111 ion contribution for 1980 pending the satisfactory 
resolution of the contract question. In a letter to Congressman William Green 
which was made available to the AJC, the State Department added that it "will 
vigorously oppose specifications changes which are only cosmetic, and which 
do not effect verifiable savings to the Organization." Green had complained 
to the Department about the "anti-Israeli bias" in the case. The United States 
donates some 25% of UNEP's $38 mi1lion annual fund . 

November 1980: The UN Advisory Committee on Adninistrative and Budgetary 
Questions reviews Tolba's revfsed plan for Gigiri . This plan drastically re
duces the center's conference facflities and calls for rebidding for the con
tract. While the Adv1sor.y body found it "difficult to reconcile' the new plan 
with recommendations for conference space originally J1ade by Secretary-General 
Waldheim, it nonetheless approved Tolba 's proposal as being "based on 
a more accurate assessment of present and future requirements than the earlier 
o~es by the Secretary-General." 

The United States, for all that it seeks UN economy, presently advocates 
"rejection of the proposed revision and supports building the project as orig
inally designed," according to Edmund McGill of the State Department Inter
national Organizations dfvfsfon. 

Nonetheless, the U.S. probably will go along if the UN General Assembly 
Fifth Committee-- in whose hands the final decision rests -- accepts the revised 
proposal, and will make its share of UNEP's funds available. 

Thus, the stage has been set for the UN, in an unprecedented administra
tive action, "legally" to take the contract away from an Israeli firm -- obvi
ously just because ft is an Israeli firm. Whether this process reaches its 
"logical" conclusion wfll be determined by the Assembly's decision later this 
month . 

#80-550-45 
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Letter dated 27 June 1980 from. the Permanent Representative of Israel 
to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General 

I have the hono~ to refer to my letters. of 16, Ncven_ter ;L978 and 
2~ December 1978 (A/33/376 and A/33/543), in which I registered my Government's 
strong objection to the release of a United Nations Secretariat publication 
entitled The Origins and Evolution of the Palestine Problem, Part I: 1917-1947; 1_/ 
and ?art II: 1947~1977 'E_/ (ST/SG/SER.F/l). In those letters I expressed regret 
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E_/ United Nations publication, Sales No. E.78.I.20. 
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that the United Nations had been drawn into the pattern ,. so characteristic of 
certain regimes, of rewriting history accordi ng to the ~ransient interests 9f a 
political body . 

Since submitting those letters to you, three other ;:studies:' have been 
released in the .same series. They are entitled: The Right of Return of the 
Palestinian People (ST/SG/SER.F/2); 'jj The Right of Self-Determination of the 
Palestinian People (ST/SG/SER.F/3) ; '::_/and An International Law Anal ysis oft e 
Ma:ior ·united Nations Resolutions Concerninp; the Pales tine Question 
($T/SG/SER.F/4) . 2./ 

As in the case of the first "study11
, all th.e others were prepared by. or under 

the aegis of the ;;Special Unit on Palestinian Right s., wi t hin the Secretar iat, 
·~under the close guidance:' of the 0 Special Committee er: t he Exercise of tbe 
Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People;7

• The first three ::studies" were 
published anonymously; t he f ourth is said to expr ess t he views only of its 
authors, W. Thomas Mallison and Sally Mal lison. · 

The three new pseudo-scientific publications ar e no less objectionable t 
the first one . Emblazoned wi t h t he emblem of t he United Nat i ons, and carr.yin 
imprimatur of the Secret ary-General, these later "studies11 are des igned not o ly 
to give further currency to a completely mi sleading version of t he history of the 
Arab-Israel conflict, but also ·to propagate bogus t heories wi th regard to ~ n ber 
of complex legal i s sues c0nnected with the Arab-Israel conflict . 

The partisan views expressed i n all the '1s tudies" , .. like t he r ecommendations 
of the Committee under whose "guidai;icen they have been prepar ed , accord fully with 
those held by the terrori st PLO , an organization which is coi:nmit t e d to the 
destruction of Is r ael , a Member State o f t he United Nat ions . 

By producing and di sseminating these publi cati ons , the Unit ed Nations is 
serving the cause of inter national terror ~ not the cause of int ernational peace. 
In the process, the Uni t ed Nations has once again misused int ernational funds, 
gravely compromised the i ntegrity of the Secretariat and exposed the Organization 
to severe and more t hah justi fied criticism. 

The Government of Israel does not intend to reply to the .gross distortions, 
misrepresentations and other improprieties taken with history and l aw in these 
':studies 11

• 

That notwithstanding, i t has requested le~rned counsel, in the pers'on of 
Professor Julius Stone, Member of the Insti tute of International Law; 
Distineuished Professor of Inter national Law and Jurisprudence, University of 

]./ United Nations publici;i.tion, Sales No. E. 78 . I.21. 

}:_/ United Nations publicatio?}, Sales No . E.. 78 . I.22. 

21 United Nations publication, Sales No . E. 79 .I.19. 
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California Hastings College of the Law; Professor of Law , University of New South 
Wales; Emeritus Challis Professor of Internat~o~al Law and Jurisprudence, 
Universfty of Sydney; author of n:umerous authoritative works in the .field of 
international law, to peruse these 11studiesa from the legal point of view. I now 
enclose a memorandum of law which he has written and which deals with some of the 
main propositions which the "studiesn s.eek to establish. 

As will be seen, this !J'.l.emorandum of law shows that all the :'studies11 in the 
series. rest on flawed foundations and that their conclusions are untenable. 

The opinions expressed in the memorandum are those of learned counsel, and do 
not necessarily reflect those of the Governmeat of Israel. 

I have the honour to request that this letter and its enclosure be circulated 
as an official document of the General Assembly, under items 26; 51, 53" 57, 
92, 106 and 109. of the preliminary list, and of the Security Council. 

(Signed) Yehuda Z. BLUM 
Ambasi?ador 

Permanent Representative of 
Israel to the United Nations 

I . .. 
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1. It is a commonplace among international lawyers· that each organ of the"United 
Nations is the interpreter of its own powers and procedures. This applies to the 
General Assembly, · even when ~egrettably t he ma.Jori ties in · that body are marshalled 
by means, such as the oil weapon, which do not reflect the legal or moral merits 
of the issues before it. General Assembly resolution 3376 (X:XX) of 
10 November 1975 established a !!Committee on. the Exercise of the Inalienable 

· Rights of the Palestinian People". In its resolution 32/40 B of 2 December 1977·, 
tl:ie General Assembly set up a "Special Unit on Palestinian Rights ': in the 
Secretariat, which in 1978 and 1979 prepared·and disseminated a series of 
tendentious studies :;under the close gul.dance" of that Committee. A list of those 
r;studies:' and their ~rief titles as employed in this men:.orand~ is as follows: 

(a) The Ori ins and Evolution of the Palestine Problem (ST/SG/SER.F/l) 
herein ;10rigins", published in two parts) ; 

(b) The.Right of Return ·of the Palestinian People (ST/SG/SER.F/2-) (herein 
aReturn"); 

( c) The RiMt of Self- Determination of the .. Palestinian People 
(ST/SG/SER.F/3) (herein "Self-Determination"); 

·(d) An Inter-hational Law ·Ana1ysis· of the Ma,ior United Nations Resolutions 
Concerning tbe Palestine Question (ST/SG/SER . F/4) °(herein 
"Resolutions11

). 

2. Resolutions, the latest of the 11studies11
, rehearsing and overlapping much 

that appears in its predecessors, differs from them in that it discloses the 
identity of its authors, namely, W. T. Mallison, Professor of Law and Director, 
International Comparative Law Program, George Washington University, and 
Sally V. Mallison, Research Associate. Although that ;istudy", like the others, 
was prepared and published ·11at the request of the Committee on the Exercise of the 
Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People11

, the Secretariat found it necessary 
to distance itself from it by stating that nthe views expressed are those of the 
authors", a caveat which does not appear in the three earlier anonymous "studies". 
The present examination of this entire series of explicitly partisan :;studies", 
strangely emblazoned with the of~icial emblem of the United Nation~, indicates 
that the sponsoring Comm.1ttee's caution in dissociating itself from Resolutions 
was well- advised and might well have been extended to all the anonymous "studies". 

3. The structure of argument which the authors pursue to their conclusions is as 
follows. First, they seek to establish that the United Nations, and particularly 
the General Assembly, is 11 an international lawmaker". Second, they elaborate 
various implications of the Partition resolution, before its destruction by Arab 
rejection and armed aggression in 1947-8, and argue that that resolution remains 
now as ·'1aw1

' created by the General Assembly, still binding more than three 
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decades later. Third, they seek to show. that repeated recitals in General 
Assembly resolutions, from resolution 194 (III) to resolution 3236 (XXIX), establish 
in international l aw a ;:right of return;' for the benefit of Palestinian Arab 
-refugees. Fourth, the authors likewise seek to show that repeated. references in 
General Assembly resolut~ons since 1979 constitute a legal determination of the 
·right of self-determination of Palestinian Arabs and that the. General Assembly is 
empowered to redraw the boundaries of Israel in order. to satisfy tha~. right. 

4. The legal merit of this single-minded argument depends not only on its 
interns+ coherence but <;µso on the soundness of the premises on which it is based. 
I shall exami~e it. i~ both those aspects? beginning immediately with the 
fundamental premise from which all the conclusions flow : the status and force in 
international law of General Assembly resolut~o~s . 

5. While I originally set out to examine the consistency with international law 
of the assertions and assun;iptions of the '1studies'.1 , I soon founci it necessary to 
transcend this ad hoc design. · I real.ized that the outcomes of the :).egal analysis 
were likely to have critical effects? not only on the Arab-Israel conflict, but on 
some gasic d~ctrines of international law. Thus, this ~emorandum analyses legal 
aspects of many complex problems directly relating to the Middle East, and in so 
doing clarifies central issues of current international law. In addition to the 
legal status of General Assembly resolutions, this mem¢randum will. discuss the 
effect of coercion. of the Assembly membership by, for example~ the bil weapon, the 
legal status of the supposed right of self-determination of p~oples, the content 
ar+d limits of . that .right and its relation to the limits on the use of force set by 
international law, tlie application of the· fUndamental internationai iaw: principle 
ex injuria non oritur jus, and other international law: issues of simil~ gravity. 
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6. The basic general rule on the legal effect of General Assenbly resqlutions 
wa.s stated by Judge Sir Hersch Lauterpacht in his opinion in the South West 
Africa - Voting Procedure case. He observed that save where otherwise provided 
for in the United Nations Charter (as for example with regard to the budget 
under Art . 17, or the admission of new members under. Art. 4 , para. 2), :;dec isions 
of the General Assembly .•. are not legally binding '\l"!)On the Members of the 
United I~ations". Apart f rom such Charter exceptions, "resolutions 11 of this body, 
even if fra:i:1ed as declarations or decisions, r:refer to recommendations ... whose 
legal eff2ct although not . altogether absent •.. appears to be no more than 
a moral obliGation 11

• The binding legal quality of such resolutions must be 
established by conformity with the recognized requirements for creation of 
customary law or t~eaty law. 1/ 

7. A generation later, in an equally considered pronouncement, another 
distincuished former judge of the I nternational Court of Justice, 
Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice; was no less unequivocal in rejecting the 1:illusionn that 
a General Assembly re.solutio~ could have 11legislati ve effect 11

• lie p~inted out, 
inter alia, that a Philippines proposal to expressly permit such a legislative 
effect was overwhelmingly rejected at the San Francisco Conference; that th~ 
general structure of the Charter limits the General Assembly (as distinct from 
the Security Council) to merely recommendatory func.tjons; that it 11as precisely 
this limitation which explains why United Nations Members ·are so often prepared 
to acquiesce in allowing so many· resolutions to be adopted by abstaining . or not 
casting a negative vote: and that such relevance as General Assembly resolutions 
might have to international law is, at most, that the content of a particulP..r 
resolution may come · to be considered for adoption by States in 11a separate 
treaty or convention n, bindinB by virtue of its adoption. '?) 

8. These scholarly observations were confirmed the followine year, at the 
1492nd meeting of the General Assembly's Sixth (Legal) Committee, by a remarkable 
manifestation of concurrent views by Members of the United Nations. · The Cammi ttee 
had before it a draft resolution on the role of the International Court of 
Justice. Its preamble ref~rred to the possibility that in deciding disputes the 
Court might take into consideration declaratioqs and resolutions of the General 
Assembly. A wide spectrum of States from all parts of the world rejected even 
this rather !!lild reference. The proposal was, some .said, an attempt at 
"indirect areendment" of Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court, and 
a "subversion of the international structure of the United Nations". It was 
capable of meaning "thut General Assembly resolutions could theJJ1.selves develop 
international law11

• The proposal attributed to the General Assembly 11powers 
which were not within its competence". It was an attempt to 11issue directives 
resarding sources of law", departing from the view that resolutions and 
declarations of the General Assembly are 11essentially recorunendations and not 
legally binding11

• Declarations and resolutions of the General Assembly could not 
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be considered a source of international law, aparticularly in view of their 
increasing political content which was often at variance with international law:•. ~ 

9. Therefore, before their massive reliance on General Assembly resolutions as 
creating legal obligations, the authors of the 11studies 11 owe their readers a 
ful.l, care~ul and candid consideration of the· requirerients involved in j.ustifying 
this reliance under Article 38 of the Statute of the Inte.rnational Court· of · 
Justice. The authors 1 inabili.ty to establish ·the propriety. of grounding the 
legal b~$is of tl1eir theses in recent General Assembly resolut ions is especially 
manifest in the whole structure of the Resolutions "study11 

• • It .opens with a 
section devoted to 11The Juridical Competence of the Political Or5ans of the 
United Nations 11

, obviously intended to maximize -the legal effect of those General 
Assembly resolutions favourable to their theses. 

10. Despite the contentiousness of the issue and the vast literature on it, 
Resolutions purports to dispose of the matter by two carefully selected quotations. 
One is :from Professor.. Rosalyn Higgins' general statement 4/ that votes and views 
of States in international organizations have "co~e to haVe legal sitsnificance", 
and that ~collecti~e acts of States repeated by and acquiesced in by sufficient· · 
numbers /of States/ with sufficient frequency, eventually attain the status of 
law" (emphasis supplied}. The other is Judge Tanaka's .dissenting opinion in the 
South West Africa cases. 5/ But Judge .Tanaka there only pointed out that the 
traditional requirements for . the creation of a new.rule of customary law (practice, 
repetition; and opinio ,iuris - si ve· necessi tat is} . remain unchanged. However, .they. 
may mature at a quicker pace under modern techniques _of c~romunication and 
international organization. 

11. From these carefully qualified generalities the 11study11 proceeds immediately 
(p. 5) to its own statement ·of its sponsors' de~ired law, namely, that "~he State 
practice requirement for customary law-making /is to be ·found/. in the collective 
acts of States (as in voting in favolJ,r of a pa;ticular Gener;-1 Assembly 
resolution} as well as in their individual acts 11

• For this summary to .represent 
correctly the opinions of the learned aµthorities whom they quote, the authors 
should then have .proceeded, with the same care as Professor Higgins and 
Judge Tanaka, to consider additional requirements. These include the acquiescence 
of States~ the demonstration of oi::;inio .iuris si ve necessitatis, the sufficiency 
of the number of States involved (judged by the nature of their interest, self
serving or adverse, in the s ubject-mat ter), as well as · the sufficiency of ~he 
number of instances when these requirements are met. Thus, the quotations relied 
on by t he authors proceeded by analogy with these requirements· of customary law. 
By neglecting the relevant specifications for customary law, the authors distort 
the analogy into a .vague notion of nconsensus". 

12. The Mallisons' wish for a simplistic rule translating General· Assembly 
resolutions into. international law, and their failure to establisp this 
proposition, are .understandable. ·What is difficult to understand is why, as 
international lawyers, - they show so little awareness of the range a,nd depth of 
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the controversies amon~ their colleagues~ which forbid such simplif~cation. Half 
a dozen hypc;itheses - each with its own conseauential criteria and limits - are 
current in the literature and divide the authorities . They incl~de the treatment 
of voting behaviour (1) as an extension of treaty-making; (2) as authoritative 
intE!rpretation of existing treaties ; (3) as expression of 11general principles of 
law"~ (4) as declaratory of the existence of rules of international law; (5) as a 
new source of international law supplementing the inadequacies of the sources laid 
down in Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice:. and 
(6) as a means of creating informal expectations among States. Accordi~g to the 
sixth hypothesis, expectations can mature into binding rules dependins on whether 
the votes of States (a) represent the interests of all affected sides in 
controver.sial matters~· (b) avoid extreme and intransigent positions : ( c) are free of 
vague and indeterminate language; (d) are free of politically motivated double 
standards; ( e) are not used ·to champion ex . parte positions in political quarrels ~· 
-and (f) proceed from an international organ which maintains on the particular 
matter impartial methods of deliberation and resolution. 

13. Hypotheses (1)-(5), as well -as that which proceeds on ·the enalogy of 
customary law~ all remain inchoate; with applicable criteri~ surrounded by doubt 
and d~spute. A$ to hypothesis (6), it will be apparent, as this examination 
proceeds, that much recent General Assembly action on the Middle East, especially 
since the deploying of the oil weapon in 1973, is a veritable ·paradigm of· that 
kind of United Nations action which will not mature into law. §_! 

14 . But the authors do not trouble to explore ·these vital questions .- Instead 1 

they fill the lacuna with a superficial summary of the subject mat~ers on which the 
Security Council and General Assembly are authorized to adopt resolutions µnder 
.t\rticles 12 to 14 and 33 to 38 of the Charter- . It is surprising that in doing so , 
they mal,{e no reference to the point, relevant to their thesis, that only as to 
certain d~cisions of the Security Council can Article 25 of the Charter create 
legally binding obl~gations for Members. No legal force is attributed by the · 
Charter to resolutions of the General Assembly . 

15. Ignoring or side-stepping all of these issues, the authors invite the 
reader (p . 8) to ~ccept the proposition that all assertions of law repeated in 
General Assembly resolut~ons beco~e ipso facto international law by. _':consensus 0

; 

Indeed, by a singular be3ging of the quest{on, the only real guidance offered . in 
Resolutions for selecting those General Assembly resolutions which qualify as 
customary law, is to say (pp. 3-4) that ' ;this practice_Lf .e. of expressing 
consensus on legal. issues throuGh the General Assembly/ is particularly evident 
in General Assembly resolutions · concernine; Palestine :: ~Israel ~nd the Middle East 11

• 

Thus, after setting out to estaplish, as a basis for their ~laim that certain 
resolutions on the Palestinian Arabs are law? the limits within which General 
Assembly resolutions may be offered to establish the existen~e of new 
international law by direct actlon of the participating States, the authors then . 
simply tender those ver'y resolutions as examples of how such new customary law is 
created in the General Asse~bly . This failure of the. authors to lay a firm 
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legal foun~ation ~or_thei~ interpretat~on of General Assembly reso~utions nefates 
all the main subnnssions in the ··study' . Their submissions that a formidab].' 
series of legal obligations, arising outside trad~tional int~rnation~l law· a d 
the Charter, have been imposed on Israel by G~neral Assembly resolutions, do not 
bear scrutiny and so must be rejected. 

* * * 
16 . Professor Schreuer wisely observed in h_is survey of the state of 
international law in 19·77: 

A recoI!!!IlenC!:ation ! s sir:-nificance 1 . ...rill not least de-pend on the moral 
of the 2.d.optine:· orean. · Only the- !!!aintenance of hi~h ancl ir-nartia.l 
9f decision-m.a~:inp; in · the internati0rFtl orr~n 1rill enc1o•·r its recorr.lllenda 
Hi th nersuasive force for a,11 -sectors of the international comm.unity. 
ap-plicatio:1 of politically I11oti vated double standards or th<? use: of gen 
resolutions to cham:ni'on positions in political quarrels are lici.ble to 
underr.~ine the credibility o:f the internnt.i onal orrfln eve:r.. in areas of 
telat i ve agreer:~.ent. II 

rity 
ards 

ral 

'l·here are se-yeral reasons for suspectir.g tha.t this :rather self-evident pr~reohisi te 
for attributing. 'binding force to resolutions of the General Assemqly has ofte'1, not 
been fulfille~ in recent years. 

17. One obvious reason is that some 'Pronouncements of that body, even when they 
purport to 11declare 1

' or 11interpretn law, smack of short-term p6'"1er politics 
rather ·than of a deliberative legislative process . In a General· Assembly of over 
150 Members, operating on the· basis of. one State - one·vote, major Powers like 
the Soviet Union, or a~liances controlling a.major r:s~urce like. oil, togethe~ 
with large blocs of third world States, are in a position to convert that bod 
into one more 'instrument of their own politica], warfare'. In a General Assemb y 
with the limited powers envisioned by the Charter this parliamentary situation 
would afford a tolerable (perhaps even desirable) arena for international pol~tics. 
It becomes unacceptable ·and dangerous when the majority of groupings made up of 
temporary and shifting alliances attempts to attribute legally binding· force rto 
the resolutions it forces through this body . Such usurped power is at presen 
being targeted against .much of the west~rn world, and .even more particularly 
against Israel. 

18. A second reason for denying General Assembly resolutions law•making effe t 
is to be found in the . duress or ~olitical pressures regularly brought to bear on 
States votinG in the General Assembly. For example, the coercive oil embargo 
power wielded by a few States, diminutive in population but formidable in the 
importance of the resource they control, constantly inhibits }1embers who migh 
wish to vote no, or even to abstain, on a range of matters notably but not 
exclusively affecting the Middle East. Under adequate .duress, enough Members 
can be "obligedn to support, or at least abstain from opposing, such resoluti ns, 
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so as to secure a majority for them. But to be "obliged" in this manner certainly 
does not satisfy the time-honoured requirement of opinio Juris sive necessitatis 
in ~he inte~national law-making process. In the Juris'Prudential cornmon:rlace to 
be ''obliged'' to yield to an armed banait is not to have a legal obligation to do · 
so. No process of this kind, whether on issues affecting the Middle East or on 
other matters , can create international legal obligations. 

19. General Assembly resolution 34/65 B of 29 November 1979, purporting to declare 
the Camp David Accords and other agreements, including the Peace Treaty between 
Israel and Egypt to "have no validity'1 poses, at a new height of visibility? the 
threat to international legal order from automatic attribution of legal (or even 
moral) force to resolutions of the General Assembly. That extraordinary 
pronunciamento on the legal validity of agreements freely negotiated and arrived 
at between sovereign States blatantly expresses the policy of the Arab 
1;rejectionist'; States., and the Soviet determination to secure its super-Power role 
in the Middle East. But these political statements cannot be transformed into 
11law11 by means of a vote in the General Ass~bly. The 38 States which voted 
against that resolution and the 32 which abstained included the United States, the 
nine members of the European Economic Community, and nearly 60 other Members. When 
this voting pattern is analysed more closely, it ·emerges that many of the 
abstentions ~rould have been negative votes but for fear of the use of the oil 
weapon against them. The majority includes more than a score of Members who are 
eithe~ oil producers or Arab or Moslem in affiliation, and no less than that 
number of Communist or Communist-aligned States. 

20. That this is now a regular voting pattern in the General Assembly ~s clear 
from a comparison with the notorious resqlution 3379 (XXX) of 1975, which solemnly 
pretended to ;;determine11 that ·01zionism; 1 is a form of .. racism1

:. There i'oo almost 
half the Members of the United N~tions voted ag~inst or abstained, and the majority 
consisted of only 72 out of the 142 Members of the United Nations. The coercion 
by o~l~producing States, in alliance with Communist States, was only too apparent 
in t~at vote. It is obviously not possible to prevent such resolutions :from 
being adopted. But that is not the pertinent issue. That issue is whether, as the 
manipulators demand, there ·should be added to these extravagant expressions an 
attribµtion of binding force in international .law. 

· 21. It would indeed be extraordinary if a legaLorder which holds void treaties 
procured by the threat or use of force (see article 52 of the Vienna Convention 
on th~-Law of Treaties), would simultaneously attribute binding legal force to 
resolutions of the General Assembly for which States vote under extreme duress. 
No doubt the use of bargaining power, whether deriving. from oil resources or :from 
milj.t~'&. -force» cannot be prevented altogether from influencing the outcomes of 
nego:t.i;at~ons between States. Yet, just as the Vienna Convention on the Law of 
Treat'ies sets limits to the lawful ·role of military power in inducing a party to 
acced~.t~ a demand, there must be corresponding limits to.other means of coercion~ 
includi~g threats of ~conomic strangulation by deprivation of essential oil 
supplies. ~/ 
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22. There are a number .of specific provisions of the Charter governing the 
empl~yment of extreme economic duress. First, Article 53 exp~essly lays down th~t 
"no enfo.rcement a~tion shall be taken under regional arrangements, o::r by regional 
agencies without the authorization of the Security Council11

• Yet in fact this is 
what the 1973 Arab States' oil embargo against the United States, th~ Netherlands ,. 
Japan and other States amounted to. Such unilateral measures would not be in . 
conformity with the Charter even if the political demands of the Arab States 
aeainst Israel had conformed (which they did ~ot} ·to the relevan.t Sec~ity Council 
resolutions. Second, the extreme coerc~on of the concerted oii measures probably 
constituted a threat or use of force, forbidden by Ar.ticle 2, pa,ragraph 4,, of 
the United Nations Charter. There is a. great difference betwe~n th~s ~egree of 
econo~ic coercion based·on monopoly· power over oil supplie$, and mere legal 
embargoes by ·one State against another when the fact of monopolistic control is 
absent. If this is so, the Vienna Convention on the Law· 9f Treaties renders v9id 
any consensual obligation which States are thereby induced to a9cept. Third,. 
many United Nations Members have taken the view in connexion with the Definition 
of Aggression that it includes. "economic aggression:•, _and tI:iat its victims JI\B.Y 
lawfully take appropriate measures of self-defence. Fourth, a conspiratorial 
design of this kind by a group of Me~bers to cripple the economies of other 
Members for collateral political ends obviously flouts the "Purposes 1

; and 
;;Principles" of Articles l and 2 of the Charter, as we.:I.l as the Declaration on 
Principles of International Law Concern.ing Friendly Relations and Co-operation 
Among States in Accordance with _the· Charter of t)le United Mations, adopted by the .. 
General Assembly in resolution 2625 (XXV). Fifth, as a ~wnber of States urged in 
the Special Committee on the Definition of Aggression, the :'sovereignty" of. States 
protected by Article 2 of· the Charter~ as well as by the Definit~on of Aggression, . 
may embrace -econom·:i.C attributes. 'in addition to i;territo.rial iptegrity11 

and "political independence". Hence, the extreme coerGiveness and dubious iega:l_ity 
of the Arab oil boycott under Article 53 ·of the Charter would seem to constitute 
:?a threat or use of force i:.1 ·violation of the principles of the Charter 1

:. 

23. If the exercise of modes and degrees of duress against individual States or 
reg:lonal groups are thus unlawful, it would be s:trange to think .that they could_ 
remain lawful when exercised against the collectiv~ty of Member States of the 
United Nations 5.n the General Assembly·. And it would bec_ome correspondingly 
grotesque to argue, as do all these "studies", that once assertions in 
resolutions of that body are sufficiently repeated they are transformed into 
international law~ regardless of. any duress by way qf oil or other pres~~res w~ich 
j.nduced many Members to vote or :abstain so as to allow them to be adopted. The · · 
grotesqueness ar.ises not m,erely from ignoring the uplawfuLpressure by which t}:l~_ 
mere appearance of consensus is produced , and which, in principle, should of 
itseif tairit the resolution qua resolution. The g~otesqueness is rais~d~ to 
breath-taking proportions by the claim.that such resolutions are transmuted into 
precept~ of international law binding on all States. 
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24. A third reason for rejecting claims that General Assembly resolutions as such 
create binding law is ·the rather indiscriminate fashion current todav in the 
Gener·a1 Assembly of endorsing assertions made in the name of ;iintern~tional law11

, 

merely because they seem 11progressive11 in the sense of constrictin2: the legal 
rights of States not belonging to the so.:..called Non-Aligned Group. Such positions 
are sometimes taken by publicists of some siricerity:,- yet .they often represent a 
naive vievf not only of international law, but also of· both morality and 
international politics. These publicists can be found to take stern restrictive 
views of the range of lawful resort· to force by States~ while insistin~, with no 
sense of the incongruity, that States are also free to initiate or support iiwars 
of liberation!; of their mm choice, provided that they can control by any means 
sufficient protective votes in the General Assembly. Such doctrines are a 
veritable forcing-bed for the double standards which Dr. Schreuer, as seen~ 
correctly stigmatizes as fatal to any attribution of·.law--making to the General 
Assembly . 

25. This "softening:; of the doctrine which ·has. been ·a .mainstay of statecraft since 
before the Peace of Westphalia (1648), is dU:e in part to changfog power
constellations~ cultural styles and ideological co~..m.itments, and sometimes to 
post-colonial euilt f·eelings. ·But it is ·also due in· part to the skill, 
imagination and persistence ·with which Soviet, Arab and other diplomat s and 
publicists have co- ordinated, disguised .and pressed the accumulation of their 
demands against· the existing legal order. It is not the present thesis that in 
this new situation the give and take in the conflict of claims and the power that 
backs them may not yield new principles for a viable legal order. Yet to Qualify 
as internationa1·1aw any assertion for which a majority can be marshalled in the 
General Assembly is t~ndermine both' the United l'Jations and the international 
legal order as hitherto understood. ·The effect may be to block or vaporize that 
law, so as to foreclose any chance of adjusting it to changing conditions, as 
well as to invite political and military disasters • . 

26. _Professor Gaetano Arangio-Ruiz's work, The Normative Role of the General 
Assembly of the United Nations and the .Declaration-of Pri;ciples and Friendly 
Relations, 2./ is perhaps the most comprehensive and ·up-to- date examination of 
this matter. 'That learned· author and· experienced diplomat has diligently 
assembled, scrupulously commented upon, patiently organized and critically 
analysed the practice and. growing literature which seeks to establish, explain or 
support pretensions to law~making authority by the General Assembly. It is a 
work which coI.Tlillarids attention from all who value Juristic and intellectual 
inteerity above fashion and ideology. Professor Arangio-Ruiz ranges over numerous 
theories which purport to attribute law-making authority to the .General Assembly. 
These l:n.clude the supposed legitimation by the Charter or other contractual rule; 
a supposedly authorizing rule of customary law, the supposed :\rill" of the 
"Organ:i.sed International Community:; , and the · supposed bindine; force of particular 
resolutions seen as the practice of States maturing into custom or as 11treaty11 

obligations based on 01co~sensus ' 1 • 
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27. On every such ground he is led to conclude that the General Assembly lacks 
authority either to nenact" or 11decla_re11 or 11determine'; or "interpret ': international 
law in a way legally binding on any State, whether or not a Member· of the Un1ted 
iJations and re~ardless of how that State voted on the particular resolution. His 
demonstration is relevant botp. for attempts at abstract 11declaration:• of law made 
by the General Assembly and for usurpation of the power to 11determine" matters on 
which States !ire at variance , despite the lack of authority from the Charter to so 
;;determine::. He cal.ls upon internation~ lai;zyers to resist and reject what he 
calls the 11soft-law methoc1. 11 associated with loose attribution of independent law
making power to the General Assembly. In +esponse to arguments like those made 
in these ;istud~es1:, tl).at sufficiently frequent repetition of a statement in the 
Geperal Assembiy can in itself transmogrify that statement into a rule of 
custom~y law, Professor .Arangio-Ruiz offers a fitting answer: 

It would be too easy if the 11shoutinp: out 11 of ·rules through General 
Assembly resolutions were to be law-making simply as a m~tter of 
"times" shouted and size of the choir. By all means, we would urg~ 
that one let the General Assembly ~hout as often and as loud as it 
is able and willin~ to shout. However , for the shouted rule to be 
customary law there still remains to consider the conduct and the 
attitudes of States with reg~rd to the actual behaviour, positive or 
negative~ contemplat~d as due by the rule (p. 476). 

* * * 
28. Among the more dramatic examples of the dangers to the iµternational legal 
order from loose attempts to turn General Assembly resoluti0ns into international 
law is that body's resolution 3236 (XXIX) Qf 22 November 1974 on the rights of the 
Palestinian people. Since that resolution is also a centre-piece of all four 
"studies" it ~_ s instructive to examine it in terms of the preceding general 
analysis. 

29. The basic issues and principles for the ~ettlement of the Middle East 
situation were set forth in Security Council resolution 242 (1967), reaffirmed 
in resolution 338 (1973), which required the parties to :proceed forthwith to 
negotiations for a just and durable peace . During the per~od from 1967 to 1973, 
various cease-fires ordered by t~e Security Co~cil and consented to by the 
parties were beyond any doubt in -full legal force. Under those circumstances, the 
hostilities initiated by Egypt and Syria in 1969-1970 .and 1973, and the Arab _ 
States ' harbouring and supper~ of terrorist operations against Israel under the 
auspices of the PLO and its military wings, should have incurred the censure of 
the United Nations. However, the ge0-political drives of Soviet policy, the 
multiplication of United Nations Members aligned in voting blocs with Co~\lilist 
and Arab Members. the political use of t~e Soviet veto and the coercive us~ of the 
oil weapon, rendered the Security Goµncil impotent through most of _the Yom. Kippur 
War of 1973. 
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30. Then, on 22 Hovember 1974, the General Assembly adopted· resolution· 3236 (X:XIX) 
which made explicit this ' travesty of the applicable principles ·Of .international 
and Charter law. No one.can second-guess the voting fa:te of that ' resolution had 
not the damoclean sword of an oil boycott hung over the proceedings. Even under 
such coercion, one third of the Members· of the General Assembly either voted 
against or abstained. "Resoiutions '- adopted in· such ·:circumstances are not likely 

. to ·reflect or promote intern13:tional law, · niuch less justice or morality . 

31. In resolution 3236 (XXIX), the General Assembly purported to reaffirm 1:the 
inalienable rights of the Palestinian people in PalestineYI. It also recognized 
the PLO ifs the appropriate claimant in respect of such rights • . I-h so doing, the 
General Assembly endorsed by implication prior ~LO actions, including terrorist 

• activities deliberately aim~d at inen, women and children' as well as the· citizens'} 
airports and aircraft of numerous States not involved in the Middle East dispute. 
By the same tokeh, and by a later express provision, it also offered dispensation 
for the continuance of such activities. 

32. Second, the resolution violated various 'legal principles and rights 
guaranteed under international· law and under other. authoritative long-standing 

. United Nations resolutions. By its endorsement of the PLO's aspirat:lons, which 
(under art. :6 of the Palestinian ·National Covenant) caJ.l for the destruction 
of the State of Israe],., the measure violated the sovereign equality of Israel, 
guaranteed by Article 2, .paragraph 1, of the Charter. It ~lso violated Israel's 
right to be free from the threat or use of force under Article 2, paragraph 4, and 
to be free from armed attack unde·r Article 51. .. · · 

33. Third, the resolution contradicted the assurance embodied in Security Council 
·resolution 24~ (1967) of Israel's right "to live in peace within secure and 
recognized boundaries free from threats or acts of force 1

; ~ 

34. Fourth, by reaffirming what it called !'the inalienable rights of the 
Palestinian people in Palestine", with no geographical limitatiqn pleced on those 
last t~o words, the resolution contradicted the General Assembly's 1947 Partition 
resolution. Althougb _Arab aggression prevented that resolution from ever coming 
into legal operation, the General Assembly was 'ceitainly' committed to recognizing 
the entitlement of the Jewish people, and later of Israel; to scme part of 
Palestine . Historic and geographic ';Palestine" includes not only Judea and 
Sa.maria and Gaza, but also the whole of pre-1967 Israel and the Kingdom of Jordan. 
This notwithstanding? the representative of Jordan in the debate on the 1974 
resolution made ciear his country's view . that Israel ~ included in the 
11Palestin~·1 claimed for tpe Palestinians~ whereas ·Jordan was not! 

35, F:lfth, while the ' General Assembly in 1947 had requested the 'Security Council 
to treat the use of force by Arab States as ';a threat to the peace, breach of the 
peace or act of aggression", the General Assembly in 1974 placed itself in the role 
of a virtual accomplice by encour~ging the resumption of the very kind of 
aggression which it formeriy singled out for peremptory condemnation. This 
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lamenta9le volte-face ~s underscored py the e~pre~s approval in paragraph 5 of 
the resolution of tl:ie use by th~ r~.o <;>f ;;all means" to achieve its ends, and its 
appeal to all $t~tes and internat;ional organizations to assist with s'u_ch means! 10/ 

36. -The represe.ntati~e of·.the United States spok~ for many Mer.:ibers 'men ,he 
referred tq the dangers to the aµtpori ty of the United ll!ations pose·d by such 
one-sided reso;J,.µt~ons. . He ci t .ed the handling of the global economic crisis apd 
the Middle East conflict as examples of what he v;iewed as ~bitrary disrespect for 
the Charter. He warned tha:~. ·if the Urri. ted ~Ta~;ions continued to procee4 on th~ 
basis of ar-itlµneti9~l majorities, ~ 11ster.ile form of internatio.nal activity" would 
result and . . tlJe United Hati9ns· woUld no longer. be .regarded as a · ;responsible forum 
of world opinion. lli Yet thi_i;i r~solution ·typifies the resolutions of the recent 
period on which' these astudies 11 base their untenable conclusio~s . 

._, 
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37. Two distinct and basic legal questions are wholly overlooked in the Mallisons' 
analysis of the Partit.ion resolution. One: What would have be·en its effects on 
sovereign title in the territories concerned had the Arab States not rejected it? 
Two: ·What ·residual binding effect (if aily) survived the destruction of the 
resolution .by Arab aggression? Both these questions are certainly part of what 
the authors call (p. v) "the context of international law" in which they Claim to 
be examining. the United Nations resolutions concerned. Leg~l relations .of States 
cannot be frozen at a ·poin~ in time over a ~ua~ter ·or a century ago, even at the . 
behest of these authors. 

38. The first issue is the potential legal effect of the Partition resolution 
had it come into legal operation. On this issue the authors involve themsel ves 
a somewhat tortuous struggle . On the one hand, they do not dissociate themselves 
from Arab claim$ that the resolutfon was invalia ab initio, violating (in their . 
view) the Mandate ··for Pale~tine, as interpreted- by Arab profa.goni sts (pp . 22-23). -gJ 
Acceptance of these claims would obviously tend to justify the Arab States' . 
forcible rejection Of the resolution. On the other band, a~er failure of that 
Arab aggression to destroy Israel, the authors, writing over three decades later, 
wish for rather obvious reasons to attach ireat value to certain provisions of the 
1947 resolution which would, on their interpretation, be legally· embarrassing to 
Israel (pp . 24-25). In this schizophrenic posture , their analysis suggests that 
the General Assembly was in 1947 both a legitimate United N~tions successor to the 
League of Nations ¥.iandates System, and a usurping authority acting ultra vires. 
The tension of sl.mul taneous validity and invalidity which they suggest for the 
1947 resolµtion infect·s. and cripples the whole of the fr· account of the role of the 
General ·Assembly at that 'time. · 

39. If we address ourselves directly to the· potential effects on sovereign title 
had the Partition resolution ~ot been aborted :by Arab aggression, the answer is not 
complicated. On 2 April 1947, the United ·Kingdom, as the Mandatory Power, gave 
formal notice to the United Nations and authorized the General Assembly to attei:npt 
a settlement on the question . 13/ ·since the Charter refers to the Mandate System, 
the .United Kingdom's request was prope.rly a "q~estion . or .• . · matter within the 
scope 11 of the Charter, for purposes of Generai Assembly discussion under Article 10. . . 

40. It is no less certain, however, that ·the powers of the General Assembly acting 
on a matter within Article io are i:l.mited to the non-binding mode of 
11::recommendati6ns11 (paras. 6-36, supra)·: Moreover·, the language ~f the 1947 
resolutio~ was scarcely such as to convey titles instanter . . Nor was it clear that 
the General Assembly ·had any territorial titie in Palestine to convey. 
Elihu Lauter:pacht correctly concludes . that the· Partit'ion res6iution had no 
legislative character as is necessary to vest territorial rights in either Jews or 
Arabs. Any binding force would have had to ari~e ·rrom the. principl~ pacta sunt 
servanda·, that is, from the agreement of the parties concerned to the proposed 
plan. Such agreement . was frustrated .ab initio by .the Arab rejection, 14/ a 
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rejection tmderscored by the armed invasion of Palestine by the forces of Egypt, 
Lebanon, Transjordan, Syria, Iraq and Saudi Arabia launched hard on the heels of 
the British withdrawal on 14 May 1948~ and aimed at destroying Israel •. 

41 . Israel thus does not derive its legal existence from the Partition plan. 15/ 
:Rather, .its independence rests (as does that of most other States in the world)on 
its own assertion of independence, on the vindication 9f that independence against 
assault by other States, and on the establishment of an orderly government within 
the territory under its control. At most, as Israel's Declaration of Independence 
expressed it, the General Assembly resolution was a 11recognition" of the "natural 
and historic right" of the Jewish people in Palestine. The immediate recognition 
of Israel by the United States and other States, and its admission in 1949 into ' 
the United Nations, were in no way predicated on its creation by the Partition 
resolution. 

42. Israel's Declaration of Independence of 14 May 1948, made under the immediate 
shadow of armed attack from the Arab States, predicated independence on the 
.following grounds~ (l) Eretz Israel (the I.and of Israel, the Hebrew name for 
"Palestine11

) was the birthplace of the. Jewish people where "their spiritual, 
religious and national identity was shaped", where they first attained statehood, 
created cultural values of national and universal significance , and gave the Bible 
to the world; (2) Jews in exile had never ceased to pray and hope for their return 
to political freedom in the I.and of Israel; (3) efforts to return to Rretz Israel 
had continued throughout successive generations, and in recent decades had 
become a mass movement, bringing a revival. of the Land of· the Hebrew language, and 
progress for all inhabitants, (4) the historic connexions between the Jewish 
people and Eretz Israel and the right pf the Jewish people to rebuild its ~·Tational 
Home there were internationally recognized in the League of Nations Mandate; and 
(5) the contribution of the Jewish people to the victory of the freedom-loving 
nations over the nazi tyranny had gained for them the right to be reckoned aIJlOng 
the peoples who founded the United Nations: · These elements are . summed up in a 
concluding affirmation that nit is the natural. ri'ght of the Jewish people to be 
master of their own fate, like all other natio~~, in their own sovereign state". 

43. All these elements of Israe.l' s ·· entitlement to sovereignty were independent of 
the United Nations. They refer to facts existing before .the United Nations was 
established. However, the Declaration did also refer to the General Assembly's 
Partition resolution. It recited that on 29 November 1947 the General Assembly 
bad adopted a resolution "callin& for 11 the establishment of a Jewish state in 
11Eretz-Israel", and that "this recognition b~ the United Natl.ans of the right of 
the Jewish people to establish their state is irrevocable" (emphasis supplied). 16/ 

44. I have emphasized c_ertain of the words used in the official transiation of the 
Declaration because the Ma.ilisons~ version in Resolutions (p. 26) alters th~m in 
ways tending to support the otherwise tmtenable assertion that 11Israel has placed 
heavy reliance upon the Partition resolution as providing legal 'author.i tyii' and that 
it "is the pre-eminent juridical . basis for the St.ate of .Israel". The authors 
interpret (without adducing any support) the expression "calling for" in the 
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Declaration of Independence as though it was authorizing. They also take liberties 
with the phrase that the United Nations' "recognition" is 11irrevocable11

• In 
context, this means that the preceding five elements of Jewish peoplehood and 
entitlement to national independence, as elucidated earlier in the D~claration, 
justify "this recognition11 by the United Nations. .The authors substitute for the 
word 11recognition11 the word 11resolution11

, thus rewriting Israel's Declaration of 
Independence as if it read, "This resolution by the United Nations ••• is 
irrevocable". This distortion is obviously essential to their argument that 
Israel remained and still remains bound by the 1947 resolution despite its 
rejection by the Arab States and other authorities concerned. It is, however, 
pure fabrication. 

45 . Returning to the question: Wh~t would have been the legal binding eff'ect of 
the Partition resolution had its coming into operation not been aborted by the 
Arab States? The answer is that the 11Plan of Partition with :Economic Union" set 
out in the annex to that resolution, would, if accepted, have be~n. bindin~ on 
Israel and on the Arab States, including th~ new Palestinian Arab State once it 
was established, on the basis of the rule pacta sunt servanda. The effect of the 
aR?"eement would have been to allocate sovereign titles, inter alia, to Israel, 
the proposed new Arab State, and the proposed corpus se-par·att:m comprising 
Jerusalem and its environs. Israel stood ready to enter into this agreement. On 
the other hand, as even the authors have to admit (pp. 25-27}, the Arab States 
rejected it, and used armed aggression to destroy the Plan. 17/ There was in fact 
no such agre~ment, no such effect in vesting and delimiting titles, and no such 
entities as the proposed Arab State and corpus separatum ever came into being, in 
fact or in law . 

46. Tqe chronology of events is essential in assessing whetbP.r the Partition 
resolution could affect sovereign titles in M3.ndated Palestine. The resolution 
recoII)Illended to the Mandatory Power the adoption and implementation of the revised 
majority plan of the ~ited Nations Special Committee on Palestine (lmSCOP); it 
requested the Securi~y Council to "take mcasuresn to implement the Plan; it called 
upon the inhabitants of Pale~tine to take steps necessary to put the Plan into 
effect; and it appealed to all Governments ~d peoples to refrain from any action 
which might · hamper or delay the Plan's cotiiing into effect. The Plan envisaged the 
termination of the Mandate and the withdrawal of British forces no later than 
l August 1948. It provided that the Arab and Jewish States and the international 
regime in the City of Jerusalem should co~e into existence not -later than 
l October 1948. The Plan also described their .fUture boundaries and included 
chapters on the Hqly Places, rel~gious buildings a.nd sites, religious and minority 
rights and citizenship, international conventions and financial obligations . 

47. The Jewish Agency for Palestine reluctantly accepted this resolution, in the 
belief that it contained the elements upon which the parties could together 
construct (3. peaceful future. 18/ The JeWish Agency did so on the understanding 
that, despite the negative attitudes of the Arab States in the General Assembly, 
they would accept the appeal of that body not to oppose its implementation by 
violence . This understanding was implicit in the principle of reciprocity in 
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international relations founded on mutUa.l consent. The Arab States, however, 
rejected the resolution as infringing Arab · rights, and ultra vires of the General 
Assembly. They proceeded in Yay 1948 to attempt to seize the whole of Palestine 
by armed force. Consequently, all basis for· bringing the plan into legal operation 
was finally destroyed by the Arab States in May, months before the terminatlon of 
the Mandate. i9/ 

48. The authors of Resolutions pay virtually no regard to these dates and events, 
despite their crucial importance for vesting tities in international law. After 
their opening vacillation as to whether or not the resolution was "invalid11 

ab initio , they confuse matters further by vigorously asserting that the reso1·ution 
is certainly of continuing validity today {pp. 25-27), ov~r 30 yearc later. 

ti9 , The miracle to be wrought by the Arab Sta~es, and by the· Mallis'ons in their 
w.ke, is almost as impressive as the revival of something dead. :tt is no less' 
than the ~esuscitation of a resolution which they had guaranteed would be 
still-born and which they had buried by their own aggression ove~ three decades 
ago. 20/ Since, as shown, none of the resolutlon 1 s potential legai· effects ever 
came into being in the first place, they cannot have any "continuing validity" · 
today. 

50. The opposite view pressed by the author~ of Resol'utions· is grossly . repugnant 
to elementary considerations of justice and equity .and good faith common to most 
legal systems, including international law. There are additional grounds, . rooted 
in basic notions of justice and equity~ - on which the Arab States and the 
Palestinian Arabs should not, in any case, be permitted after so lawless a resort 
to violence against the resolution, to claim legal entitlements under it . Several 
of '?the general principles of law" mentioned in Article 38, paragraph 1, of the 
Statute of the International Court of Justi~e preclude it. These Arab claimants 
do not come with clean hands seeking -equity; theiz: case is mired, by the illegal· 
bid to destroy by aggression the very reso'iution from which they now seek' equity. 
They may also be thought by their representations concerning these documents tq 
have led others to act to their ow detriment, and thus are now debarred by their 
conduct from espou.Sing, ·in pursuit of present expendiencies, positions· they 
formerly denounced. Their position also resembles that of a, party to a transaction 
who has 'W'llawfully repudiated-the transaction, and th~n comes to court years later 
claiming that selected provisions of it should be roeticuiously enforced against the 
wronged party; Simil~rly, it resembles that of a party who has by . uniawful 
violenc·e wilfully destroyed the subject-matter which is "the fundamental basis" on 
which consent was to rest,.and now clamours to have the originai terms enfo~ced 
against the other party. · 

51. The authors of Resolutions seek to salvage some continUing binding eff~ct for 
the Partition resolution by suggesting (p._ 27) that the gist of some later General 
Assembly resolutions, especially those concerning Palestinian peoplehood, somehow 
retroactively instilled. new life into the still-born resolution of 1947 . They 
argue that these later resolutions now 11consti tute a world-wide ·consensus of 
support11

• I have already submitted that these authors· have not adequately examined 
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the l .imits within which votes i~ 'international bodies can be the equivalent of 
statements of rules of international law. . This defici~ncy also undermines this 
final basis of their clai~ that the provisions of the abortive +947 Partition 
reso;l.ution constitute binding nprms of ~nternational law· in 1979• General .. Assembly 
resolutions havinr.; no law-making authority on their ow'n, certain],y cannot revive a 
resolution which never had.any legal effect ·to pe~in with. 

. .. 
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III• THE; RIGHT OF RETURN 

52. An examination of the General Assembly 'res.'.)lutions on the tight of return or 
compensati,ori of ·Palestinian· .refµgees shows. that the .heavy reliance on them 
displayed .by the authors of Resoiutions (pp; 31-37) .is misplaced. The authors 
themselves observe (pp ~ 31-32} that· paragraph Ji of ·General Assembly resolution 
194 (III), which they properly recogni.ze as the starting point and basis of t ·heir 
argument, did not even purport to be in mandatory terms. It was simply part of 
the terms of reference of the Palestine Conciliation Commission. A recital in 
resolution 273 (III), on . the adinission of Israel into the United Nations, 
"recalled" that resolution 194 (III) provided an option for refugees to return 
to their homes or to ·receive cOiiiPensation, but it irrmediately "noted" the 
declarations and explanations made by Israel with. respect to implementation of 
that resolµtion. Since Israel's declarations and e:xp~enations did not 
unqualifiedly accept the resolution, it can in no way be regarded as creating a 
legal obligat.ion. As Eli hu Lauterpacht observes the General Assembly "could not 
by its resolution give the Jews and Arabs in Palestine rights which they did not 
otherwise possess; nor, correspondingly, could it take away such rights as they 
did possess 11

• 21/ · · 

53. It is clear that the next resolution, General A~se~bly resolution 513 (VI), 
was desiened to £Rcilitate the resettlement of the refugees in order to end their 
virtual confinement in concentration camps on Arab territory. Resettlement was 
the effective solution for ·the far larger and more complex refugee problems in 
Europe after t:t:ie Second World War . With regard to the Arab refugees~ it is a 
melancholy f~ct that this more humane and effective course has been followed to 
so small an extent, for so long, that some observ~rs have concluded that, for the 
Arab States concerned, the refugee problem .was more useful than its solution. 
Resolutions 21+5·2 (XXIII), 2.535 (XXIV), 2963 (XXVII); 3089 (YJ<VIII) and 
3236 (XXIX), concerned with refugees fleeing in the aftermath of the Arab 
aggression of both °1947-1948 and 1967, aim at supporting the activities of the 
Commissioner-General of the United Nations Re+ief and Works Agency for Palestine 
Refugees in the Near East' (UNRWA). Although they contain various calls upon 
Israel and expressions of regr,et in the matter of repatriation and compensation, 
the peremptory assertions vital for the "studies" only finally mature in 
resolution 3236 (XXIX) of 22 November 1974. In the era of the oil weapon which 
then ensued, General Assembly . resolutions indeed beR~n re~ularly to insert the 
adjt:.ctive "inalienable" before the words "right to return 11

• 

54. Even if those resolutions are taken as declaratory of international law, the 
question still arises why the authors of these 11studies 11 have ignored the fact that 
Israel has absorbed and rehabilitated even larger numbers of Jewish refugees 
uprooted from Arab lands since 1948. In their doggedly meticulous analysis of 
General Assembly resolutions, the authors nowhere refer to Jewish refugees, nor . 
do they even seek to explain why the general judicial principles on this matter 
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which they so eloquently invoke (pp. 28~30), running from Magna Carta (1215) to 
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966), should apply 
only to Arab refugees and not to Jewish refugees. 

55. The members ·Of each ~f these groUps suffer.ed ·similar ~ongs. The duty of 
providing homes for the 700 ,000 Jewish refugees in.valved was assumed cy Israel in 
its fundamental Law of Return of 1950, as a first responsibility of the new State. 
This great burden of rehabilitation assumed by Israel shoUld, both in law· and 
justice, be brought into account in assessing contributions to be made by the 
Arab States and Israel to what Security Council resolution 242 {1967) called a 
"just" solution to the refugee pr9blem. The point i s even· .more pertinent beca'l,lse 
the misfortunes of both peoples arose from unsuccessful. ventures in aggressive use 
of armed force in defiance of the United Nations Charter and resolutions by Arab 
States, and not by Israel. 

·~ *· * 

56. In this connexion, the authors of Resolutions exhibit a curious astigmatism. 
Most remarkable is their failure to iook carefully' at relevan~ Security Council 
resolutions, especially resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). After all, the 
title of their "study" is Major United Nations Resolutions, not Ma.jar General 
Assembly Resolutions.. In their tangled doctrine aboUt "the right of return" of 
Palestinian refugees, they pay no regard whatsoever to the fact that the Security 
Council in 1967 did not feel that it could invoke ~ such hard-and-fast rule of 
international law as the authors assert. · Nor cio the authors deign to notice the 
fact that the formula of resolution 242 calling for "a just settlement of the 
refugee question", does not suffer. from their own one-sidedness in ignoring 
Jewish refugees from Arab lands~ while insisting on redress to Arab refugees from 
Palestine. They fail to notice that, as late as 1973, the Security Counci.). · 
reaffirmed in resolution 338 (~973) all . the ~revisions of resolution 242 (1967), 
and called for urgent negotiation on their basis. This means that even in· 1973 
the resolutions of the Security Counc·i1, also a principai organ of the United 
Nations, did not conform to the reconstructed version of international law 
offered in Resolutions. 
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IV. SELF-DETERMINATION AND THE ARAB-ISRAEL CONFLICT 

57. Is self-determination, whatever its specific content, the subject-matter of 
a precept of internationa.l law itsel·f, or is it only a consideration of policy or 
of justice, to .be weighed as one among other facts and values in the 
interpretation and application of legal rtiles? The authors o.f the 
Self-Determination 11 study" ask (p. 1) whether the doctrir;ie is "a principle" or 
"a right". To this rather abstruse question, they give an even more abstruse 
answer. Conceding that the complexities of the issue are not within their ambit, 
they nevertheless announce that they will proGeed "on ' the axiom" that "the right 
of self-determination exists as a crucial element in contemporary international 
life and is recognized as such by the political world communitya. Note that this 
supposed axiom studiously avoids any juridica+ reference, and might be better · 
suited to a textbook on the sociology of the international community. A careful 
lawyer knows that a notion of "right" may or may not refer to a "legal right". 
I propose to analyse the evidence and process by which the authors of 
Self-Determination and of Resolutions seek to demonstrate the transmogrification 
of this sociological observation into a precept of international law currently 
in force. 

58. The demonstration proceeds (pp. 2-13) by culling the views of publicists who 
have asse:i;-ted that "self-determination has developed into an inter?'.)ational legal 
right11

• Some of these are experts whose distinct.ion is certainly not in the field 
of international law; 22/ but as a token of objectivity the "study" also mentions 
(though scarcely exhaustively) one or two publicists who hold the opposing view. 
The anonymous writers have perforce to admit (p. 12) that, even today, there is a 
"variety of opinions on the issue of the juridical position in international law 
of the right of self-determinat·ion17

• Yet this in no way inhibits them from 
assuming that the right of self-determina~ion is "an established principl.e of 
international law", because this is "the consistent stand of the General Assembly''. 
~oreover, this stand "reflects the will of the international comm.unity". This is 
nothing more than a reassertion of their opening axiom, of no legal significance 
unless the General Assembly "stand11

, as refiected in its resolutions, can be said 
to have a legislative character. But, as has been shown, although Resolutions 
opens with a laborious effort to demonstrate that the "stand" of the General 
Assembly on a matter becomes international law, its efforts were unsuccessful. 
Hence, proceeding from faith (or prejudice) rather than any juristic demonstration, 
the anonymous authors of Self-Determination perform the extraordinary feat of 
elevating the self-determination principle to the level of ,jus c.oge.ns. 23/ 

59. In both the "studies 11 on Self-Determination and Resolutions, therefore, the 
standing in law of the right of self-determination in general is asserted in 
conclusional terms, but nowhere is any demonstration proffered. Within this· 
hazardous frame the authors produce a collage of documents critical of the League 
of Nations ~~ndate and of Zionism, the national liberation movement of the Jewish 
people. With similar selectivity, they rehearse (pp. 22-28) the history of the 
British administration in Palestine and the first phase of United Nations 
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involvem~nt up to the abortion of the Partition resolution by what the authors 
delicately call the "sending" by "the Arab States" of "forces" · into Palestine 
(p. 31). Nowhere in this presentation do they give any reason why 
self-determination, as the legal right they claim it to be, .does not spread it~ 
blessings over the Jewish people as well as the Pa,lestinian Arab people. Equally 
irrelevant for them is the unlawful occupati9n and annexation by Jordan of the · 
West Bank ~nd its failure, f:rom 1948 to 1967, to .accord the slightest degree of 
autonoiey" to the Palestinian Arabs li°ving there. . , 

* * * 
60. Up to 1970, General Assembly resolutions dealt only with the claims of Arab 
refugees to return to. their . homes and "their repatriation, resettlement anc. 
economic and social rehabi litation and payment of adequate compe~satipn for the 
property of those choosing not to return". 24/ It is only with General Assembly 
resolution 2672 C ( XXV) of 8 .December 1970 that "the General Assembly moved 
towards acknowledging the correlation between the right of self-determination and 
other inalienabl~ rights" (Resolutions, p •. 44) • . From this res9lution and from a 
phrase in resolution .2649 (XXV) of 30 November 1979, the authors of Resolutions 
make so bold as to argue that all earlier resolutions ·9n the self-~etermination of 
peoples in general, have later and retroactively become "specifically applicable, . . 
to the .Palestinian people" (g.). They are thus accepting ~s an historical ~act 
that, so far as the General Assembly is concerned, no rights of the Palestinian 
Arabs under the Chart.er were recogniz~~· tilitil 1970 .- . . 

61. Even resolution 2672 C (XXV) of 8 December 1970, clai~ed ·as an epoch-making 
recognition of Palestinian self-determinatiqp, was hesitant .at that late stage. 
No less than 72 States out of a total of the. 139 Members of the United Nations at 
the time either opposed it or abstained ·in the vote., ana." only 47 States voted for 
it. This sca.rcely signals a whole-he~rted flash of recognition, even a belated · 
one, by t~e international colLl!lunity of an a~e-old s~lf-evident truth! 

62. Moreover, unprecedented coerci9n wa~ _ exercised in the General .Assembly by the 
Arab States' oil boycott in support of the.Syrian-Egyp~ian attack on Israel in 1973 
in order· to induce a majority to vote for resolutions asserting the existence of 
the fact of a separate· Palestinian Arab national .identity. E~en under such threats 
and duress_, in 1973, the pertinent resolution· 3089 D ( XXVIII) marshalled only 
87 affirmative votes (with 39 States· voting again5t or abstaining). .It is. 
noteworthy that when, a year later, resolution 3236 (XXIX) attempted to strengthen 
the self-determination claim by "reaffirmation", there were increases in both the 
number of Members who opposed, and the number who abstained. 25/ 

63. · The "study0 on Self-Determination ~onciudes °<PP:· 33-37") with a section 
entitled "The Affirmation by the United Nations .of the Right of Self-Dtermination 
of the Palestinian People". While the Resolutions "study" bl.urs the precise. time 
of full recognition by the General Assembly of the claim of the Palestinian Arabs, 
Self-Determination is . crystal clear and accurate on. the point. The anonymous. 
authors of Self-Determination point out that the General. Assembly's repeated 
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assertions of Palestinian qualification as a nation do not begin until resolution 
2672 (:XXV) of 8 December 1970. They even stress (p. 33), with perspicacity, but 
without mentioning th~ oil weapon, that it was with the Arab war of aggression of 
October 1973 that the cause of self-determination for the Palestinian people ubegan 
a rapid advance11

• They also ·stress the close relation between the affirmations by 
Arab Heads of State at the Rabat Summit in 1974 of t~e right of self-determination 
for the Palestinian Arabs and the status of the PLO, and the General Assembly's 
adoption of the PLO resolution 3236 ( XXIX) of 22 November 1974. All this leads 
inexorably to the admission that the General Assembly's action was taken under 
pressure of .the Arab States, including those now flexing their muscles through 
OAPEC. 

64. The authors of Self-Determination admirably sUllllll8.rize (p. 37) the main· point 
as to national claims· of the Palestinian Arabs in this striking way: 

Thus it will be seen that the right of self-determination of the 
Palestinian people, denieq for three decade"s durin~ the '-fand~te, 
ignored for two decades in the United nations; have over almost the 
last decade received consistent recoe,nition and stronr. assertion by 
a preponderant majority ·of !~ember States of the United Nations 

It is ironic that this eloqueuce, applied to the Palestinian Arabs, admits, indeed 
insists, that the proper date for the application of the self-determination 
principle is placed about 1970, and certainly not half a century before, in 1917. 
The implications of this admission are examined below (paras. 66-82}. 

65. It is also curious that in a 10-page section on "The National Righ.ts of the 
People. of Palestine" (Resolutions; pp. 39-48}_, the authors continue avoiding 
reference to the most important and influential of recent resoiutions on the 
Middle East, Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 {1973). As 
international iawyers, the authors must be aware of the importance of resolution 
242 as the only authoritative and unanimously accepted formulation by the Security 
Council of the issues between Israel and the Arab States. They ignore its . 
implications for the self-determination issue in that Security Counc.il resolution 
242 {1967) significantly excl~es all reference to any national claims of 
Palestinian Arabs against Israel. This was simply not an issue in the Middle East 
conflict in 1967, nor was it in 1973 when resolution 338 (1973) reaffirmed 
resolution 242 ( 1967) . 

* * * 
66. A basic assumption underlying this whole series of 11studies" is that the 
peoples whose competinp,; cln.ims to seif-<'eterminntion are to be re.conciled · e.re the 
Jewish people on the one hanu, and the Palestinian Arab people on the other. A 
corollary to this assumption is t~at the relevant dat~ for applyinr, the 
self-determination principle in the Middle East is 1947, the date of the Partition 
resolution. Alternatively~ · it may be 1974, when the General Assembly first 
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pronounced, in resolution ·3236 ( XXIX), that "the Palestinian people is entitled 
to self-determination in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations". 

67. Such assumptions fly in the face of the history of the struggle over 
Palestine by ignoring the critical importance of the decades before 1947. The 
main conclusion of Self-Determination (p. 37) is that no such right of Palestinian 
Arabs as a separate people was recognized "during three decades" of the League 
Mandate, or "the first two decades 11 of the United Nations. This admission confi 
what is in any case clear from the post·-First World War settlement: the rival 
claimants. to the former Ottoman territories concerned were limited to the Jewish 
and Arab national movements, and given the historical context, properly so. 

68. For centuries preceding 1917, the name "Palestine" never referred to a 
defined political, demographic, cul tura.l or territorial entity. In the immediatel 
preceding centuries, the area formed p~rt of the Ottoman Empire, and for much of 
that time its provincial capital was in Damascus. In 1917, its larger part, north 
of a line from Jaffa to the River Jordan,' was part of the Vilayet of Beirut and · 
the whole of it was consider ed part of Sham (a broad area comprising what is today 
Syria and beyond). The Arabs living there were not regarded by themselves or by 
others as "Palestinians", nor did they in any major respect differ :fr0m their 
brethren in Syria and Lebanon. This "Syrian" rather· than "Palestinian" 
identification of Arabs living in Palestine underlay the request of the Syrian 
General Congress on 2 July 1919, "that there should be no separation of the · 
southern part of Syria known as Palestine, nor of the littoral Western Zone which 
includes Lebanon, from the Syrian count:ry". 26/ 

69. Indeed, the main argument made by Arabs in the post-First World War 
negotiations was not that "Pales.tinians" wo'uld resent the loss of Palestinian 
identity by the establishment of the Jewish National Home, but that the 
inhabitants would resent the severance of their connexion with their fellow 
Syrians. In the light of these facts, the notion that the Arabs living in 
Palestine regarded themselves in 1917 as a Palestinian eo le in the sense require 
by President Wilson's self-deterlnination principle for brevity "the liberation 
principle") is thus a figment of an unhistorical imagination. To respect these 
historical facts is not to impugn the liberation principle; it is merely to point 
out that the principle must be _applied at the appr0priate tinie to 
group life as they truly exist. 

70 . Even some PLO .leaders have disavowed a distinct P~estinian identit>·· On 
31 March 1977, for example, the hea~ of the PLO Military Operations Department, 
Zuhair Muhsin, told the Netherlands newspaper Trouw that: 

'!'here are no differences between Jordani~ns, Palestinians, Syrians 
and Lebanese • • • We are one people. Only for politic al reasons C.o we 
carefully underline our Palestinian identity. For it is of national 
interest for the Arabs to encourage the existence of the Palestinians 
aE;ainst Zionism. Yes, the existence of a separP.te Palestinian identity 
is there only for tactical reaBons. The establishment of a PalestiniAil 
state is a new expedient to continue the fight against Zionis!!l and for 
Arab unity. 
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71. Thus, the facts relevant to a correct application of the self-determination 
doctrine in the present case go back to 1917. Fo~ whether this doctrine is already 
part of international law stricto sensu, or (as many international lawyers think) a 
precept of politics or policy or justice, to be considered where appropriate, it is 
clear that its applications_ must be predicated on facts. One such fact is when in 
time the claimant group lacking a territorial home first constituted a people or 
nation, with the requis:lte coIIDD.on endowment · of · distinctive language., ethnic origin, 
~istory, tradition and the like. . .. 

72. The ~oint in time at ~hich it ·can be. confidently said that a qistinct~vely 
Palestinian Arab claim for s~lf-determinati9n emerged on the Mi ddle East scene was 
around the adoption of.the PB.lestinian National Charter in 1964 (revised as a 
"Covenant" in 1968). 27 /. .. The Cov:enant itself testifies with striking clarity that 
the belatedness of t~is self-recognition as Palestinian Arabs undermined the demands 
for territorial sovereignty. It was, after all, nearly half a century after the 
non-Turkish territories .of tpe Ottoman ~pire had already been allocated between 
the Jewish and Arab liberation claimants (the latter i?;lcluding the Palestinian 
Arabs, but not as a distinctive part) . The Covenant sought to side-step these 
historical facts by two ,devl.qes. It cl.aimed that the Paiestinian Arabs were ·part 
of "tne Arab nation" to which the post-F~rst W9rld· War .allocation was made,_ and 
which by 1964 had ~9~e to c9ntrol a dozen new independent St~tes in the Middle 
East (arts. 14-15). But it also insisted· that Palestinians were e s eparate 
people entitled to the whole o·:f. Palestine as an indivisible territorial unit for 
its homeland (arts. 1-5): · 

73. This design still lef't the probiem of how, conceding the emereence of a 
distinctive Pl:!].estinian people only in the 1960s, such subsequent events could 
affect the prior correct appiication of the "self-determination11 o~ "liberation" 
principle in 1919. To me~t -that . probiern.the Covenant adopted the ingenious fiction 
of declaring Palestinian nationhood retrospeqt~vely to have existed in 1917. To 
this end it provided· ·th~t only ·J·ew who had "no?'!!'.lalJ.y-. res:i.ded" in Pal.estine before 
the "Zionist j,nvasion" (presumably ar9und 1917) coui~ qualify for m~·ership ·in··the 
P6.le~tinian state, anO., ·by cie~r · implicatl.on; that all others would be eX:pelled 
(arts :· 6, 20-23) .~ . 

74. In order to examine the· assumpt~ons on which 'the 11 studi'es 11 on. Self- . . 
• • • • . • • t, . • • • • • 

Determination and Resolutions proceed, the year 1917 must be utilized for testiog 
the application of the self-determination principle to the· Jewish· ·and Arab peopies. 
At that time none of the present Arab States in the former province~ of the ottoman 
Empire in the Middle East had come ~nto eXistence_, so "the Arab Nation11

, on whose 
behalf widC-:.ranging claims were made, was certainiy an· e:;Ligible claimant ~der that 
principle. · ey the same token; however, the Jewish. people was also a proper 
claimant under it. Indeed, hi.$torically t .he Jewish claims .b~gan earlier than did 
the Arab claims. The Emir Feisal; in his well..;.kno'wn l"etter of March i919 · to 
Felix Frankfurter, recognized. the concurrence of the Jewish and Arab liberation 
movements. He ·thanked Chaim Weizmann and other Zionist le~ders for being 11a great 
helper of our [the Arab/ cause", arid ext>ressed the hope that ·11the Arabs maY: soon 
be in a position to make the Jews some return for their kindness" . And Cl.Sa 
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signal reminder that, among Arabs .too in 1919, there was no distinguisable 
Palestinian Arab nationhocd, he added: "There is room in Syria for us both" 
(emphasis added). 28/ 

75. This historical co~text was clearly set out in the Agreement of Understanding 
and Co-operation of 3 January 1919 signed by the Emir Feisal, representing Arab 
national aspirations at the Paris Peace Conference, and Dr . Weizmann, representing 
the Zionist movement. Its preal!lble envisaged the closest possible collaboration 
in the development of "the Arab State ancl. Palestine11 as the surest means of "the 
consummation of their national aspirations" . It is obvious from article 1 of that 
Agreement, providing for the exchange of 11Arab Rnd Jewish accredited agents" between 
"the Arab State" and "Palestine" that what was envisaged was the allocation of 
:'Palestine" for self- determination of the Jewish nation, and of the !'est of the 
region for that of "the Arab nation11

• 29/ The Ottoman Empire was so vast that a 
dozen independent Arab states came later to be established on it alone. In fact, 
the Arab claim for territory in which to exercise their right of self-determination 
extends beyond these dozen Middle East States. Several other States in Asia and 
North Africa also realize the Arab nation's claim to self-determination. Together 
these make up the Arab League, which comprises over 20 members today. 

76. Thus, no liberty is being taken with history when it is recalled that 
representatives of the Jewish and Arab national movements presented themselves 
simultaneously after the First World Har as claimants for liberation. Each people, 
Jewish and Arab, shared within itself cultural and religious traditions and 
experiences dee.ply rooted in the Middle East region. The Jerish people claimed 
one part, Palestine, with which it bad nearly four millenia of unbroken connexion, 
as its historic home. The Ar~bs claimed virtually the whole of the territories. 
detached after the First World War from the ottomen Empire. These were the two 
claimant peoples, the Jews and ·the Arabs, between whom the Principal Allied and 
Associated Powers made the territor:i,al allocations which began the modern history 
of Palestine. 

77. The myth propagated in the Palestinian National Covenant that the "Palestinian 
people" was unjustly displaced by " Jewish invasion11 of Palestine is widely 
disseminated, and is unquestioningly and dogmatically espoused in the United 
Nations "studies" under consideration. It is therefore necessary to recal;L not 
only the Kingdom of.David and the succession of Jewish politics in Palestine down 

· to the Roman conquest and Dispersion, but also the continuous Jewish presence in 
Palestine even after that conquest. In 1914 the Jews in Palestine were a closely
knit population of almost 100,000. 

78. The connexion of the Jews with Palestine is eloquently stressed by the Report 
of the Royal Commission (headed by the late Lord Peel) in 1937. The zeal with 
wich the :'studies" cite passages from that Report fails to include the following: 

While the Jews had thus been dispersed over the world, they had never 
forGotten Palestine. If Christians have become familiar through the Bible 
with the physiognomy of the country and its place-names and events that 
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happened more than two thousand years ago., the link which binds the Jews to 
Palestine and its past history is to them far closer and more intimate. 
Judaism and its ritual are rooted in those memories. Among countless 
illustrations it is enough to cite the fact that Jews, wherever they may be, 
still pray for rain at the season it is needed in Palestine. And the same 
devotion to the Land of Israel, Eretz Israel, the same sense of exile from 
it, permeates Jewish secular ttought. Some of the finest Hebrew poetry 
written in the Diaspora has been inspired, like the Psalms of the Captivity, 
by tho longing to return to Zion. Hor has the link be.en IQ.Crely spiritual 

: or intellectual. Always or almost always since the fall of the Jewish State, 
s9me Jews have been living in Palestine. Under Arab rule there were 
substantial. Jewish communities in the chief .towns. 30/ 

79 •. In terms of modern ideas concerning the liberation of peoples, it is critical 
to identify the two peoples whose competing claims wer.e adjusted when the future 
of the former ottoman territories in the Middle East was being nego:t;iated. For it 
is fatal to any· judgement of justice to misidentify the claimants among whom a 
territorial distribution is to be made. The facile assertion that Israel came 
into existence on the basis -of an injustice to~ PaJ.estinian nation proceeds on a 
gross ~rror of this very kind. In historical fact the Arab claim~ts after the 
First. Wo:z:ld War embraced Arabs of the whole Middle East .area, including Arabs 
in Palestine, ·who were then in no sense a distinctiv:e national group. The 
conseque:nc·e is that now in 1980, to recognize a 11 Palestinian nati0n11

, and to endow 
it retroactively with an 80-year history as a r.ival claimant for Palestine, is ~o 
play impermissible games wit~ both history and · justice. 

Bo. Arab .national aspirations were certainly realiied in the t~rritoria1 
· distribution between Arabs and Jews after the First World War. Arab claims to 
sovereignty ~so received extensive fulfilment in the settlements following the 
·second World War, not only in the Middle East but in other parts of As_ia and 
in Africa as well. Altogether this historical process included the following 
features: 

(a) Despite all the extraneous Great Power manoeuvrings, J e-wi. sh and Arab 
claims .in the vast area of the fcrmer Ottoman Empire came to the forum of 
libere.~ion together, and not (as is usually implied) by way of J~Wish encroachment 
on an already vested and exclusive Arab domain. 

(b) The territorial allocation made to the Arabs after the First 'Horld War· 
was more than 60 times greater in area, and hudreds of times richer in resources, 
than ~he 11Palestine11 designated in 1917 for the Jewish Hational · Home. Indeed, the 
area of the territories ultimately made available to satisfy the claims of the 
Arab nation to seJ.f;..d~termination is 500 times greater than the area of Israel. 

( c) By sue ces si ve steps after 1917 , further encroachments were made _..up~m 
this .already tiny allocation to Jewish claims. As early as 1922, a major.. :i;>art of 
it (namely 35~468 out of 46,339 square miles , over three quarters) was cut away 
to establish what was to become the independent Hashemite Kingdom of Transjordan. 
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81. The liberation principle was thus applied to the rival claims ot the Jewish 
people and the :1Arab Natio.na in the period following the First World Har. Moreover, 
the principl.e was applied correctly to the facts of peoplebood then existing, by · 
allocating the overwhelming share of 'f:;erritory and resources of the whol.e of the . 
Middle East to the Arab nation (including the Palestinian Arabs) • . This share was 
ample enough to fQrm .in l.ater .dec~des .tpe territorial basis for a dozen independent 
Arab .States. The principle was ·also applied ·by ·allocating to the Jewish pe0ple, 
as part of.the same settlement, a minute fraction of the area, embracing both 
Cisjordan and Transjordan. That tiny fraction was then reduced by four fi~hs in 
1922, leaving the share allotted to the Jewish people under the liberation 
principle. as 10,871 square miles, poor in resources, about one two hundredth of 
the entire· territory distributed. This distribution in no way impaired ·any right .· 
of self-determination of any other nation. As has been seen, neither at the time 
of distrib~tion, rior until decades later, did any ~istinct grouping of Palestinian 
Arabs come to be r~cogniied as a separate nation either by them~elves, or by other 
Arabs. 

82. This presentation of the historical -. cont~ belies the attempt in the 
Palestinian National Coven.ant, now emulated by the named and anonymous· authors of . 
the II studiesrl' to present the Palestinian issue as a struggle wnich began in 1917 
between ·the Jews of .th~ world on the one hand, and "Palestinian Arab Nation'1 .on 
the other, in '·rhich the Jews l;!eized the majo:r share. The underlying ~rror here 
is the failure ·to recognize that the liberatfori. principie has to be applied at 
particular points in time· to· the facts as they exist at the particular time. The 
self-determination claim on behalf of. Palestinian Arabs was first pressed in 
United Nations resolutions at the end of the 1960s.· If indeed they were wronged 
by not having be~n given an appropriate share of the .va$t territorial allocation . 
made in 1919 to the ".A,rab Nation::, of which "they· were then and now remain a part; . 
such wrongs must be laid at the door of the dozen sovereign Arab states which 
arose from the lion's share of the distribution of the territ~ry of the former 
Ottoman Empire. · 

83. The detaching in 1922 of four fifths of the territory within which the Jewish 
National Home was to be established in order to create first the Emirate bf 
Transjordan and subseque.ntly the present Kingdom of'. Jordan i!;> of .double significance 
in the C011'~ext of applying the principle of self_::determination. On the one hand, 
as alreaa.y indicated, it drastically reduced·the already tiny aliocation for the 
exercise of the Jewish people's right to self-determination. But, conversely» in 
addition to satisfying the claims of Hashemite ieadership, it provided a reserve . 
of land for Arabs across the River Jordan in Palestine. Both Cisjordan and · 
Transjordan made up historic Pa:icstine. · Hence the erroneous. premise of these 
"studies1

' as to the identity of ·the claimants to self-determination in 1917 · 
immediately gives rise .to another dramatic error. That is their as.~umption that 
the Palestinian Arabs as a people do not already have a homela.nd and a base for 
statehood, and that these prerogatives must be wrested from the State of Israel. . 
The fact is that after the ·First World War Transjordan arose as an encroachment 
on the small area properly alloca:ted -to · the Jewish l'Tation, and subsequently the 
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Jellish Nat.ional Home provisions of the Manda-Ce were made non-applicable there. 31/ 
Yet, these 0 studies0 do not, as far as can be observed, refer to any duty on the
part of the Kingdom of Jordan to accommodate the claims of the Palestinian Arabs. 

84. The relevant consideration for the application of the self~determination 
prinqiple in 1980, however, is that ·the origins and present position of the Arab 
Kingdom of Jordan in Palestine give the lie to the very claim that the Palestinian 
people lacks a homeland. Not only did the Kingdom qf Jordan arise in Palestine · 
over Jewish protests at the expense of territory all ocated for the Jewish nation; 
.it also inexorably became, by the same course of history, a Palestinian Arab 
state. 

85. Therefore, in terms of any meaningfUl application of the self-determination 
principle, Joruan was cer tainly a Palestinian Arab state before 1948. Whether the 
King and his Palestinian subjects chose to conduct their affairs as a unitary or a 
federated sta:be~ the Palestinian Arabs already had a homeland in the State of 
Jordan. This reality may be concealed from t:ilnc to time by the difficuJ,.t relations 
between the King and his Palestinian subjects. Yet for much of the period 1948 to 
1967, and perhaps until the blo0dy hostilities with the PLO in 1970, the Palestinian 
Arabs in the Kingdom ·of Jordan regarded Jordan as their state. Indeed it seems 
that in 1970 most Palestinian Arabs sided with the King and his Government against 
the PLO. That underlying reality conti nues to this day. 

86. The assumption of these 11studies!1 that the existence of Israel deprives the 
Palestinian Arabs of a national home is thus erroneous. It is understandable that 
the rejectionist Arab States and the PLO should refuse. to entertain any mention 
of these errors. Only by propagating them can they twist the liberation claims of 
Pal.estinian Arabs into a demand against Israel, and move towards their avowed goal 
of destroying that State. 32/ But it is stranse that the authors of these 0 studies;1 

ostensibly engaged in the· cxpo~dtion of international law, should indulge these 
unjustified positions so unquest·ioningly. 
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87. With apparent pain, ·the authors of the Resolut1ons study conclude (p. 27) 
that the Partition resolution was 'not necessarily void ab initio merely because 
it recognized the 11national rights" of the Jewish peopie as well as those of the 
Arabs of Palestine: · 

The self- determination issue may have been resolved in ari unusual 
manner, but it is not possible to conclude as a matter of law that the 
varticUlar method of self-determination in two States was invalid per se. 

Given these writers' premises this does indeed have the air of a major concessien. 
They head the title of their relevant section (p . 39) "The National Rights of the 
People of Palesti ne", which implies that the:re is only one "people of .Palestine" 

·entitled to self-determination· .. · It is clear :from all they have written, and from 
all the output of the 1!Committ~e ·on tne Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of. 
the Pal·estinian People" that if there is only orie people of Palestine, the Arabs 
are the one. This logical inference conforms openly to the claims of article 6 
of the Palestinian National Covenant (1968) that all Jews who had not normally 
resided in Palestine before 1917 should he' barred from .. citizenship in the 
projected Palestinian Ar·ab state and pr~sumably expelled; There is consequently 
an air of magnanimity in the admission that 'th~ Jewish peo'ple, as well as the 
Arabs in Palestine; might be entitled to self-determination. Yet as these authors 
expatiate on this apparent concession it becomes clear ·that there is 11ttle 
substan·ce· ~o it·: 

88. Proceeding throughout as if any resolution of the General Assembly is law 
(despite their failure, as noted, to provide any found~tion for this)~ the authors 
review the ·assertions of Palestinian national identity in General Assembly 
resolutions since 1970. They then attempt (pp. 46, ff.) to delineate the precise 
geographi~al area, presumably within Palestine, "t"o _which Palestinian· self
determinatiob applies". Next they struggle to show how two States. in Palestine 

· may be warranted by the self-determination principle, despite the fact that the 
self-determination "these authors are 'vindicating is only that Of "the people o"f 
Palestine".' · 

89. Their · solution is r~grettabl! of little cbm:fort either to international law 
as hitherto understood, or to the State of Israel. What they seriously assert 
is that the General Assembly now has a new power deriving its legal authority . 
from resolution 2625 (XXV), commonly known as the "Declaration on Prin'ciples of 
Internationai Law· Concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation Among ptates in 
Accordance with the Charter· of the ·united Nations" (herein "Declaration on 
Principles"). Whenever any group hitherto connected with a State asserts a right 
to self-determination against it, the General Assembly is now purportedly 
empowered to redraw the. frontiers of that Stat~ in accordance with that same 
body's· view of the extent to which the Government of the target State "represents" 
the whole of the people in its territory. 
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90. In a remarkable tour de force, the authors infer this extraordinary power of 
the General Assembly from the following proviso in the Declaration on Principles: 

Nothine in the foregoing paragraphs shall be construed as authorizing 
or encouraging any action which would dismember or impair, totally Qr in 
part, the territorial integrity or political unity of sovereign and 
independent States conducting themselves in compliance. with the principle 
of equal rights ~d self-determination of peoples as described above and 
thus possessed of a government representing the whole people belonging to 
the territory without distinction as to race, creed or colour. 

Every State shall refrain from any action aimed .at the vartial or total 
disruption of the national unit and territorial integrity of an.v other State 
or country emphasis .supplied • 

I do not propose to canvass the question of whether that passage s~pports any 
proposition that the General Assembly can by resolution usurp .the drastic.power 
of cutting up and even dis~antling Member St~tes of the Un~ted Nations. Any such 
assumption transcends the bounds of credulity of both international 'lawyers and 
national political leaders. 

91. The threat posea to the territorial inte~ty and political unity and 
i~dependence of all States ~y ~ General Assembly with. such omn~potence scarcely 
needs elaboration. The self-determination principle is now increasingly invoked 

. not merely against Western ex-colonial Powers, but ,also within and between the 
populations of new States •rhich have atta.iI}.ed independence since the Sec~md World 
War. Consequentiy, t,hose States too would become subject to these asserted 
powers of the General Assembly to make and unmake States by redefining their 
boundaries. 

92. The ·authors do display some awarene~s of the dangers to which all States 
would be exposed by their extraordinary ,proposal. They try to minimize these 
danger's by arguing that the case of Israel ·is sui generi.s. The bounda.rie~ of 
Israel; they contend (p. 47), are merely .de facto because they exi~t "at a 
particular t:lme as fit. .result of military· conquest and of illegal annexation". But 
this egregiously false assertion of both fact and law, lifted almost literally 
from the first report o.f the 11Committee on ·the Exercise of· the Inalienable Rights 
of the Palestinian People", 33/ ignores the considered opinions to the contrary 
of II).any reputable international lawyers" as well. as the necessary contrary 

· implicat;ions of repeated actions by the G~neral Assembly and the Security Council .. 

93. If the case of Israel cannot b~ so cavalierly singled out, then no less a 
threat is posed to all other States in the international community . Any State 
with neighbours entertain.ing predatory designs against it, which are able to find, 
promote or manipulate any specious "self-determination" clail!is, will be vulnerable 
to similar ~achinations. The sinister game in which the Committee spo~sorinp, 
these pseudo-scientific "researches 11 .into international law is eng~ed, is a deep 
and wide-ranging threat to the whole international legal order and to the United 
Nations itself. 

I . . . 
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94·. In a pamphlet· issued late in 1979, following the Resolutions study, the 
"Committee on the ~:icercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People" 
made this threat even more explicit. It asks, somewhat disingenuously: "If a 
series of General Assembly resolutions on the right of. self-determination in 
general h~s the ~ffect of creating a principle of international law, then do not 
a series of resoiutions on the specific. right of self-determination of a particular 
people create obligations on the part. of the international community?" 34/ The 
Committee here frankly reveals its intent to invest . Ge~eral Assembly majorities 
with binding power to disrupt, dismember, and even destroy the life of sovereign 
independent St~tes, Members of the United Nations, under the pretext of satisfying 
self-determination claims of one dissident group or another . 

95. The fact that the States wpich are the intended victims of this draconian 
power would be picked off one by one in !JO way alleviates the threa.t to them 
all. 

96. 'rhe Resolutions 1'study" finally i:µid grudgingly admits .(p. 47) that Israel's 
pre-1967 boundaries "may have received some inter national ~ssent". This · is the 
·undeniable implication of Security Council resolution 242 (1967) wh.ich clea1."1Y 
contemplates wi thd,rawal of Israel's armed forces only from "territories occupied 
in the recent conflict", and also affirms the principl,e of "the sovereignty, 
territorial integrity and politic~ independ~nce of every State i .n t}1e ~ea". 
Thes~ prov;isions of . resolution 242 (1967) are ~et out as bases for the negotiations 
to be promoted between the States concerned, and they are in full accord with 
principles of ·international law. Any other approach, especially one suggesting 
that the (}e~e.ral Assembly has any power under international law ~o determine t~~ 
boundar;ies of Israel, is not merely naive, but is demonstrably i.lnfounde_d and 
dangerous. 
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VI. THE USE; OF FORcE AND ALLEGED LIBERATION STRUGGLES 

97 . .Among the more outrageous assertions in ·these "studies" is the proposal that 
any asserted legal right 'or self-~etermination gives rise under international law 
to the legal licence ·for any people claiming self-determination, and· for third 
States supporting it; to use .armed force against a sovereign State in its 
vindication. 

98. At the same time when this supposed legal liberty to use force in liberation 
struggles was being asserted in the General Assembly against the State of Israel 
in 1974, the Special Committee on the Question of Defining Aggression was 
concludine its seven years of labour. No question was more hotly debated .than the 
question whether the use of force in liberation struggles was iawful, 
notwithstanding the prohibi tions of the Charter. That Special Committee was 
composed of 35 Member States, and it was never suggested that they were not a 
fair representation of the entire membership of the United Nati0ns. For scholars 
genuine;I.y conc~rned about the · extent to which the voting behaviour of States in 
the General Assembly manifests either the o-pinio juris s'ive necessitatis necessary 
for the formation of a rule of customary law, 6r the kind of assent which can be 
treated as equivalent to consent to be bound by a treaty, these debates are an 
indispensable and decisive bo~v of research material. The significance of these 
materials is enhan~ed by the fact tha.t the General Assembly accepted" and · endorsed 
the outcome of the Committee's work. · . . . 

99. Yet among the material which they invoke against Israel; there -is no sign 
that the authors of the "studies" have evinced the slightest int·~rest in these 
proceedings which touch so closely their ostensible intellectual concerns. Had 
they studied the records 0f the Special Committee and those of the Sixth Committee, 
or even only resolution 3314 (XXIX), they would certainly have been more guarded 
before leaping to their simplistic conclusions. They would have found that the 
practice of States is in stark contrast to the thesis pressed by these researchers, 
namely, that the "consensus 11 of States as manifested in repeated General Assembly 
resolutions makes the contents. of those resolutions binding international law. 
State practice demolishes a point crucial to these nstudies" , which is that 
international law today permits the use of armed force in liberation struggles 
and by third States supporting them. 

100. In the seven years during which the General Assembly and the Special 
Committee debated the question of the use of armed force by peoples struggling 
for independence and by third States supporting them, various arguments advanced 
to legitimize the use of force in liberation struggles were considered and · 
rejected. Those arguments ~serted, inter alia, that Article 51 of the charter 
accords "a right of self-defence of peoples and nations against colonial . 
domination" , and that the use of force is authorized by an accumulation or recent 
General Assembly pronouncements, including resolution 1514 (XV) on the Granting 
of Independence to Colonial Countries, resolution 2131 (XX) on the Inadmissibility 
of Intervention in the Domestic Affairs of States and the Protection of their 
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Independence, resolution 2625 (X:XV) (the "Declaration on Principles" already 
mentioned), resolution 2734 (XXV) on the Strengthening of International Security 
and, finally, resoluti~n 3314 (XJO;X) itself on the De~inition of Aggression. 

101'. The crucial provisions of the Definition of Aggression for our purposes are 
article 3 (g) and article 7. · Article 3 (g) of the Definition stigmatizes as an 
act of aggression: 

The sending by or on behalf of a State of armed bands , groups, irregulars 
or mercenaries, which carry out acts· of armed force against another State 
of such gravity as to amount to the acts listed above /i.e. acts constituting 
"aggression"/, or its substantial involvement therein.-

In apparent contradiction is article 7: 

Nothing in this Definition, and in particular article 3, could in any way 
prejudice the right to self-determination, freedom and independence, as 
derived from the Charter, of peoples forcibly deprived of that right and· 
referred to in the Declaration on Principles of lnternational Law Concerning 
Friendly Relations and Co-operation Among States in accordance with the 
Charter of the United Nations, particularly peoples under colonial and racist 
regimes or other forms of alien domination; nor the rif,ht of these peoples 
to struggle to that end and to seek and receive support, in accordance with 
the principles of the Charter and in conformity with the above-mentioned 
Declaration. 

102. The full antithesis between the drafts of the self-determination saving 
clause finally embodied in article 7 and the indirect aggression armed bands 
provision (art. 3 (g)) eI!lerr.:ecl. 1E1.te in the course of the a.elibere.tion.s. There 
were three main earlier drafts of that saving .clause. ~e Soviet draft did riot 
only .propose to save the 11struggle11 for self-determination; it unampiguously went 
on to make l .icit "the use of armed force in accordance with the Charter", 
including its use in order to exercise the inherent right of self-
determination. 35/ The 13-Power (non-alir,ned) Cl.raft ·, on the other hand, 
protected the provisions of the Charter as to "the right of peoples to self
determination, sovereignty and territorial integrity'', but was not express in 
stating. whether armed force could be used in seeking this right. 36/ The 
six-Power (Western) draft, on the other hand, carefully· provided that a 
non-recognize'd"political entity" could be considered ·a. victim of aggression only 
if (a) it was delimited by international bol.µldaries· or international~y agreed 
lines .. of demarcation, and (b) the "political entity11 concerned is not "sub.1ect to 
the authority" of the State alleged to be committing aggression against it. 37/ 
This~ of course, includes the most characteristic class of self-determination-
struggles. Some Members resisted even that limited concession towards 
non-State political entities, and thought that victims of aggression should be 
limited by definition to States. 
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103 .. . It "was in the context of. the failure of t ·he 13-Power dre.ft to free the 
use of armed bands and other. modes of indirect aggression from the stigma of 
aggressi.on that the' provision which ultimately became a~icle_ 7 of the Definition 
first .appeared.. In its original form (as art. 5) t he bid to le~itimize the 
use of force by non-State groups and by States assisting them was (as in the above 
Soviet dra~t) quite explicit . There was nothing in the proposed definition to 
prevent peoples "from using for.ce and seeking cir receiving ' suppor:t and assistance" 
in exercise of "their inherent right to self-determinati6n. in accordance with the 

. principles of the Charter11
• 38/ If those words had survived to the final text of 

article 7, they would have compensated the proponents .of "wars of° liberation" for 
the failure of their bid to free. the sending, etc. of al1lled bands ·f'rom :the stigma 
·of ag:gress:i,on.. But the quoted words did not· survive. 

104~ ·rn the version of articie 7 ulti~ately adopted, the range of conduct saved 
from inculpation was narrowed in several significant respects.. The reference to 
"peoples under military occup~tion". disappeare·d (a matter especially relevant to 

· the problem of. the Middle East). Not "foreign dom:i,pation" as ·such, but only 
"forcible · deprivation" of the Ch~rter. right of self- determination co'lild j~ti fy 

: :the right .to "struggle". Above all 2 article 7 was strip"Ped of any express 
reference . to a right to use force. in the- "struggle", .and of any rigl;it of. third . 
States to use force to assist. What remains is the radically. reduced fo~ula of 
'"the right of these peoples· 'to struggle to that end·". 39/ In other- words, the 
States which rejected the view that international law permitted the use of .armed 
bands by non-State political entities.; or of force by States 'assist-ing ·them under 
the banner of '1self-determination'11

. or "liberation H, won the day, while those · 
States which .'t!-ied to claim that international law had legi;Uized such uses of force 
were simply outnumbered and failed. · · 

105. The Definition· of · Aggression., therefore, was established against the 
background of those very General 'Assembly ' resolutions which the researche~s of 
the "Committee · on the Exercise. of the Inalienable Rights .of the Palestinian Peopi.e11 

assert have established rules of international law leg~li~ing the use of force in 
self.;.determinatioi:l struggles. The attitudes of the States participating in the 
Special Committee, whose work was subsequently_ endorsed py the General Assembly, 
_clearly sh,ow that th-is claim : is wrong. · In ~hree critical respects, the text 
finally adopted absolutely denies any such claim. First, tqe Definition 
deliberateiy omits mention of aily right to use fore~ in self-de~eni4nation . . 
struggles. Second, no right to recc~ye assistance by way of force from tb~rd 
States is expressed or implied. Third, all reference to "peoples under military 
occupation" was removed., On: all these counts spurio~s claims such as those 
asserted in the "studies" were decisively· rejected by a prepo_nderance of States 
clearly not limited to Western States-. 
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106.· Any legal import of any of the United Nations resolutions disc~ssed. so far 
cannot operate in a vacui.Jm. Its effects must be determined by reference to the 
context of the rights and duties of the States concerned under general 
international law, inclu4ing the provisions of the Charter and any pertinent 
binding determinations of the ·Security Council. 

107. Although some may wish it otherwise, it is an axiom of international· law, even 
under the ·Charter, that States live within an international legal order in which 
force is not the monopoly of the organized community, but rather is urider the 
control of"Tndivid'ual nations. In the absence of predominant community .force 
there has been a ' ccnstent accumulation of force (notnbly military potential) in 
the control of individual StA.tes. The most that can be done in support qf leGal 
order and corununity is .. to marshal, on occasion, some private forces against. 
others for public . ends. Unfortunately, the ·' fact is that such forces are from 
time to time· marshalled ~ainst. the int~rnational legal orq.er ~ It is for ·these 
reasons that international law has always g·iven legal effect ex post facto 
to the outcomes of its collision with the overwhelming power of individual 
States. By allowing the· military victor through an imposed treaty of peace to 
incorporate his ·terms into· the body of international law, int·ernational law 
at . ieast preserved the ·rest of its rules ~nd ensured its own continued existence. 

108. In international law until recently, these legal positions held · for the 
relations between States, whether the victor was himself an aggressor or whether 
the victor was an innocent victim of aggression, responding by way of legitimate 
self-defence . . The recent mod,ific'ation of this position, especially .under the 
Covenant of the League of Nations· and Char~er of the United Nations, arises from 
the application of the principle ex injuria non· ori tur . ,jus . ·Whether applied 
to treaties procured through duress, or the acquisition of territory, this 
modification se~ks to strip of legal effect, not the use of force as such, but the 
unlawful use of force. 

109. From its inception, Israel has maintained an unusually strong record of 
compliance with international law despite ceaseless provocations by its neighbours. 
It was armed aggression by Arab States. (denounced as such in the Security Council) 
which aborted the Partition Plan accepted by the Jewish pe.ople in 1947; From that 
point onward, to President Sadat's journey to Jerusalem in 1977 in ~esponse 
to Prime Minister Begin's · invitation, Egypt as well as other Arab States 
persisted in maintaining a state of belligerency against Israel. For three 
decades they flouted their b~sic obligations as Members of the United Nations 
to refrain from the threat. or use of 'force and armed attack against Israel 1's 
independence and territorial integrity. They did so not rrerely by wars and 
threats of wars; they also gave shelter to and promoted attacks by· armed bands 
against Israel from Syria, Egyptian-controlled Gaza, Jordan· and Lebanon. Those 
terrorist attacks massacred and maimed hundreds of innocent men, women and 
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children. From Jordan first and suqsequently from Lebanon, the PLO and its 
associated terror organizations have operated for years since 1967 aided and 
abetted by their Arab hosts and other Arab States. This situation was 
re-endorsed by the Members of the Arab League at their Tunis Conference as 
recently as 22 November 1979. 

110. Israel's repeated requests, directly or to the United Nation~., that :thes~
unlawful attacks be stopped have been left unanswered. Its own military actioris 
in southern Lebanon were accordingly designed to abate them. Its actions conform 
to international law, as set out, for example, in such an autbcritative work 
as Oppenheim's International Law edited by Sir Hersch Lauterpacht. That work .. 
states that on failure of the host State to prevent or, on notice, to abate 
these attacks, "a case of necessity arises and the threatened State is justified 
in invading the neighbouring country and disarming the intending raiders". 40/ 
This rule or· international law makes clear that this is a case of necessity, of 
self-defence, authorizinG a State to enter another and destroy or remove the .. 
weaponry and bases being used· against it. Majorities in the Unite~ Nation~ 
organs which, from time to time, hav.~ purported to condemn such responses 
by Israel, have no competence to alter such fundamental precepts 'of international 
law. This is especially so when the actual conduct of States observed in the 
international community bears no relation to the norms of conduct proscribed 
in those resolutions. No State has yet abandoned its inherent right of 
self-defence, preserved in Article 51 of the Charter. 

111. After cease-fires were accepted by the Arab States concerned in the 1967 and 
1973 wars, the illegality of continued hostilities by t .hem became (if possible) 
even more heinous. Their continued hostilities flouted not only the Charter, b~t 
the very ceasE>-fire agreements for which they had supplicated and }l'hich they 
had solemnly accepted. Here again, the fact that Soviet and other pro-Arab 
interests in the United Nations were able to marshal majorities to shield those 
illegalities fro::n censure in no way sanctioned them or impugned the legality 
of Israel 1 s responses. 

112. All the States concerned (including Israel) are Members of the United Natio~s, 
bound by the Charter. Refusal by a Member to acknowledge the statehood and 
MembershiE of a .State duly admitted is incompatible with the Charter, and in 
particular with Article 2, paragraph 1, ens:t.rrining the principle of the sovereign 
equality of a11 ·Members. This is surely a fortiori so when the refusal, as in 
the case of several Arab States denying Israel's right to exist, carries wi~h it 
the claim to be at liberty to dest·roy that State by force., despite Article ?, 
paragraph 4, of the Charter. However one interprets that difficult text, th~ 
openly articulated claims of Arab States since 1948 to destroy Israel or, as 
their jargon has it today, "to liquidate the Zionist entity", violate Ch3.rter 
prohibitions against the threat or use of force, and the positive duties imp~ied 
in Article 2, paragraph 1, and elsew~ere concerning the assurance to Isr~el 
of the benefits of membership, and the peaceful settlement of disputes. 4.1/ 
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113. The basic precept of international law concerning the rights of a State which 
has been the v~ctim. of aggression, and which -is lawf'ully administering territory 
of the attacking State, is also clear. The precept ex in,juria non oritur jus 
holds that a la¥ful occupant such as Israel is entitled to remain in control of 
the territory involved pending conclusion· of a treaty of peace. Security Council 
resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), adopted after the respective wars of those 
years, expressed this requfrement ·for settlement by negotiations between the 
parties, the latter ·resoiution usins those· very words. Through the decade 
1967-1977, the Arab States and the Arab League compo'l.inde~ the illegality of their 
continued hostilities by proclaimin6 at their Khartoum Summit in .September 1967, 
the notorious three "No's"; no recognition of, ao peace and no• negotiation with 
Israel. 42/ This effectively blocked -the regular proce·sses for post-war 
pacification and s~ttlement. 

114. In the mea1~while, oil pressure upon countries throughout ·the globe, and the 
propaganda machines of the Arab-Soviet blocs, set -out to blur and if possible 
expunge all r~cord of these gross illtgalities. Though the general law ·(as well 
as resolutions 24~ and 338} required the Arab States to negotiate with Israel 
among other things the extent of Israel's withdrawal from territories, those 
States demanded withdrawal fr0m all the territories before negotiation. There 
is no hist0ric(!.l instance in whieh aggressor States have been granted that kind 
of prerogative after the defeat of their aggression. 

115. Israel's territorial rights after 1967 are best seen by contrasting them with 
Jordan's lack of rights in Jerusalem and Judea ·and Samaria (the West Bank) after 
the Arab invasion of Palestine in 1948. The presence of Jordan in .Jer4salem 
and elsewhere in Cisjordan ·rrom 1948 to 1967-was only by virtue of its ·illegal 
entry and occupation in 1948 . Under the international law principle 
ex in.1uria non oritur .jus Jordan acquired no legal title·. Egypt itself denied 
Jordanian sovereignty and never tried to · claim Gaza as Egyptian territory. . . . . . 

116. By contrast, Israel's presence in all those areas pending the conclusion of 
negotiations· fol" the · establishrilent of secure and rec_ognized boundaries is entirely 
lawful, since I~rael entered thosP areas legally in exerqise of its inherent 
right of self-defence. Interna~ional law forbids acquisition of territory 
by unlawf'ul force, but not where, as in this case, the entry into the territory 
was lawful. In particular, it does not · forbid it when force is used to stop an . 
aggressor, for the effect of such prohibition wo~ld " be to. guarantee to all 
potential aggressors that, eyen if their aggression failed, a11 territory lost 
in the attempt ,.iould be aµtomatically ' ret\.irned to theni. . Such a: rule would, of 
course, be utterly ~bsurd. · 

117. International law, therefore, · suppor~s on three counts Israel's· claim that 
it is under no obll:gat:i.on to hand the territories back a,utoma:tically to Jordan 
or any other State .. · Fir~t, those lands' never legally belonged to Jordan. Second, 
even if they liad., I,sraer' s present control is lawf'Ul, and it is entitled to 
negotiate th(> extent' and the terms of its_ withdrawal.. 'Third, l.nternationai law 
would not in such circumstances require the automatic handing back of territory 
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even to an aggressor who was the former lawful sovereign, which Jordan certai~ly 
was not. It requires the extent and conditions of t;h.e handing back to be 
negotiated between the partie.s. 

* 
,. 
.~ * 

118. As iµany have shown, all attempts to amend the draft of .Secur.ity Council 
resolut~on 242 of 1967 so as explicitly to call for Israe~ to withdraw to the 
1967 frontiers, failed. 43/ That resolution did not call for withdrawal from all 
territories occupied in the 1967 War, but only ~thdrawal to lines to l;>e 
negotiated., which were t'hen to become "secure and recognised boundaries". Indeed, 
any other provision would have been at odds '¥i.th the plain fact that, 
immediately after the War, at the l,360th meeting of the Security Council on 
14 June 1967, the Soviet resolution seeking to brand Israel as the ~ggressor w~s 
rejected by 11 votes to four. Also, the General Assembly at its +,548th meetine 
of 4 July 1967, iong before the entry 9~ the oil weapon into that voting arena, 
also repe~tedly refused to endorse su~h a _proposition. 44/ 

119. Because the operative parts of resolution 242 are so explicit, Arab 
arguments beg~ to focus on the preamble which refers to "the inadmissibility 
of the acquisition of territory by wa:r", ~Q -the hope of weakening thr9ugh that 
delphic phrase the clear internation~i leg~i b~sis of Israel's territorial 
standing in the territories. They have had to argue that this phrase must be 
taken literally .in its widest sense. ijavi~g stretched it in this way, they 
extract from it a meaning which other States have not been willing to accept. 
That meaning indeed yields such absurd results that while they press it against 
Israel, they implicitly deny its appl~cation to themselves. 

120. The international lawyer, faced with this recit.'.ll in the preamble to 
resolutio~ 242 j~aposed with its operative provisions, will recoCTJlize no less 
than three logi~ally possible interpretations. He must ask which of them m~es 
sense in its immediate context, bearing in .mind the ex~sting principles of . 
international law.~ and what many call t~e "world order" policies ~nderlying ·those 
principles. 

121. The Arab States' interpretation is onP. logical possibility, and it does 
yield their desired result, that Israel must autoill:lltically and fully · withdr~w 

from all the terr~tories, however perfectly .lawful its presence there. A second 
interpretation is that the recital merely rec;:alls, with the eloque?lt .f'lourisp 
common in preambles, the established ex in.1uria principle of inter.national +aw 
as this applies to unlawful war. In this reading, "acquisition ••• by war'.' wouid 
refer to the initiation of war for the purpose of acquiring territory; suc!J.:: 
initiation, being unlawful, would bring the ex in.1uria principle into. play.~· , 

Israel's action being in self-defence, this i:rir:ciple would in no way affect ·.its 
rights under intern~tiona.l law ~s ·:;et out above. Third, no less plausibly_:;,".the 
recital could be a restatement of the rather commonplac~ technical principle of 
international law th~t mere occupation of te~ritory does not itself vest in the 
occupant sovereign title over it. Transfer of title requires some further act, 
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such as formal annexation or cession by a treaty of peace or other acce:i;:-::ed 
instrument. That third meaning .would fit particularly well the operative 
provisions calling for negotiations ·en such inatters as ;;secure and recognised 
boundaries", the f:l.xing of "demilitarised zones';, and. the like , and again would not 
affect Israe·1 1 s rights as set out herein. 

122. As indicated, the first interpretation, favow:-ed 'by t!1e Arab States, would 
be at odds with the operat:l.ve provisions of resolution 242 . Moreover, it would 
conflict with existinf, international law. It could scarcely be reg;:rrded as an 
amendment of the · law, offered by the Security Council de lef;e fer~nda for the · 
future. For, in that eventuality; the recital would rc:E=~an that an occupant must 
withdraw even before peace terms are agreed, even if he entered lawfully in 
self-defence agai nst an aegressor. A rule presented de_]_e,ge ferenda must by 
definition be a rule the consequenc·es of wh~ch would be regarded as desirable for 
all members of the community generally. But it is apparent ttnt this .E!:..~e-4. 
ru.J,.e would be di~astrous and undesirable. It would assure every .:prospective 
aggressor that,. if be fails, he will be entitled to tbe restoration of every 
inch of any territory he may have .lost. This proposed rule would yield this 
result even if the defeated aggressor still openly reserves the liberty to 
renew his aggressive desiGn, and even if the territories concerned had been 
seized unlawfully by the claimants, who have consistently used the~ since as a 
base for aggressive activity against the present occupant. In short, that 
interpretation would unconditionally underwrite the risks of loss .froffi any 
contemplated aggression. Such a rule would turn ex in.iuria principle on its 
head: rather than discourage aggressors, it would positively encourage them. To 
put forward such a rule de lege ferenda is to sanction a new and cynical legal 
maxim which might ruri: · "If you cannot stop the aggresscr, help him! 11 'l'he 
interpretation yielning sur.h a result cannot, therefci~e ~ . be accepted when two 
others, each more consonant with both 'international law and common sense are, 
as shovm above, readily available. 

123. In this connexion, it must be added regardins both Egypt in Gaza and 
Jordan in Judea and Samaria, tl:at even if their entry had not been unlawful or 
in defiance of the Security Council ' s cease-fire and truce resolutions of 
April and May 1948, the proposed rule would bar any right of theirs to remain in 
those territories. For in those circumstances their continued presence ;muld. 
fall within the ·meaning they seek to give to nthe inadmissibility of the 
acquistion of territory by uar 11

• The consequence is the.t even were the rule ;1cw 
newly adopted with retrospective effect, it could not improve their present 
legal position vis-a-vi's Israel except by (:!.n entirely unprincipled discriminatory 
applic~tion of the new rule in favour of - or rather against - one side only .. 45/ 

124. Finally, it should be noted that this kind of Arab activity, desibned to 
11ari.end11 international law for ad hoc use against Israel, has become persistent 
since i967 in all organs and contexts of international activity. The work of 
the 1967 Special Committee on the Question of Defining Aggression has already 
been discussed at length in another context (paras. 97-105). But of relevance 
here is the fact that its work was also characterized by efforts on the part of 
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the Arab States to include -a provision that terri tori_al acquisition even by lawful 
force would be invalid. Those efforts failed abjectly. 46/ 

125. The only operative provision concernine acquisition of territory by force 
(:;-xt. 5, para.. 3) strictly limits any invalidity by · imposinp .no less than 
three requirements: (1) It is not acquisition by mere threat or use of force, but 
only ac.:q_uisition by ::aggression·: , which is invalid, · so· entry in \;he course of 
self-defence as in .. the case of Israel in 1967 would not 'be proscr ibed . (2) The · 
acts of force t_here enumerated (in arts . 2 and · 3) are stated. to be· a;::c;ression · 
only if.first committed by the occup~nt, thus doubly exciuding acts in self-defence 
from the taint. (3) Even such. acts~ to be -tainted , must be "in contr~vention of 
the Charter;_;, thus triply excluding acts of self-defence. 

126. Through all the meetings of the Special Co$ffiittee. a,nd o'f the Sixth eommittee 
of th_e General Assembly between 1967 and 1974, a version of the rule concerning· . 
acquisition of territory by force based on the · principle.ex injuria non oritur . jus 
maintained itself against all Arab efforts to mutate it. i~to a tool for condeI!ll)ing 
Israel·. The attempt to twist this princip~e of international ·law for ad hoc use 
against one ·particular State thus wholly failed. This must be attributed not 
simply to the legal skills and learning of most State reprebentatives but also 
to a keen.aware:Qess by many of ·them of the dangers to their own security likeJ.y 
to ensue from a change in internatiopal law of which tqe operative impltcations 
are, as shown, quite absurd. 47/ 

. ~uli us- S.tone 
Sydney, New: S0uth Wales 

10 June. 1980 
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1. I. C. J. Reports, · 1955, 155 . ff. . His further explanation. that repe.ated flout r np, 
of such recommendations may overstep ·the ';line between impropriety and illegality 1 

(p. 120), has reference to the special case of exercise of supervisorj competence 
over the tr~steeship system ·under the Charter . +t . is riot of general·appli°cati0n. 

2. Institute of International Lavi', Livre du ·centenaire (1973) 268 ff . For the 
. discussion of the San Franci sco Conference, see 9 iJNCIO Doc'Uments 70. 

3. Official Reco'rds of the . G.eneral Assembly,_ Twenty-ninth Session? Sixth Committee ~ 
at 166 ff. 

4. The Development of International Law .ThrouRh the Political OrRans of the 
United Nations (1963) 2. 

5. Second ·Phase,.I . C. J. Reports, 1966; 6 at 248. 

6. See generally for a recent and most valuable survey of the literature 
manifesting these doubts and disputes, Christoph Schreuer, "Reco!!!!Ilendations and 
the Traditional Sources of International Law '1 

( :J-977) 20 German Yearbook bf 
International Law. 103~118. 

7. Ibid. , at 11 T~ 

8. See on the history and scope of article 52·, Stone, Of Law and Fat·ions (1974); 
231-251. . . 

9 , 137 Academie de Droit International, Recueil aes Cours (1972)~ 419. 

10. Resolution· 3236 (XXIX·), .para. 6. The succeeding words - ';in accordance with 
the Purposes and Principles of the Charter': - are' ambi iralent as to whether. any 
limits "are· to be read· into that extraordinary · appeal. 

11. Press Release US~-UN 191 (74), 6 December 1974. 

12. See, e.g. H. Cattan, Palestine and International Law (London, 2nd ed., 1964), 
on which the authors rely heavily: · 

13. See Official Records of the General Assembly. First Special Session, Plenary 
Meeting (A/286), 183. 

14. E. Lauterpacht; Je:>:"usalem and "the .Holy Places (London, -1968), 39 . 

15. Certainly, in so far as all the parties concerned allowed it to becom~ 
operative, it would become binding on them and on all concerned. It was on that 
assumption that M0she .Shertok, speaking for the Jewish Agency~ distinguished at 
the time b.etween the Par"tition resolution and other resoll,itions of the General 
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Assembly, and stated on 27 April 1948 that the Partition resolution would (~hat is, 
if it became operative) have a (emphasis supplied) binding force. Official Records 
of the General Assembly, Second Special Session, vol. II , at. 108. Hr.· Shertok was 
cleal~ng with the particular problem which arose in 1948, namely~ wh~ther the 
General Assembly could r.evoke the 1947 resolution and impose a United Nations 
trusteeship on Palestine . The Mallisons quote a part of that section · of his 
statement (Resolutions, pp. 25--26), with out due reference to the context in which 
it was made, and to the assumption underlying it, namely that the :).947 repo;l.ution -· 
was to become operative. 

16. Offic~al translation in 1 Laws of the State of Israel (5708--1948) 4. 
Reproduced in J. N. Moore (editor); ·The· Arab- Israel" Conflict, III, Documents, 
(Princeton, 1974) 349. 

17. In fact, the Arab States were on this _account subject, under the resolution , 
to Security Council action aGainst them as aggressors . The Mallisons, as already 
observed, blow hot and cold as to whether, at its moment of propose.d implementation, 
the resolution was or irn.s not ;ivalid':, let alone binding on the States concerned 
(Resolutions, pp. 23- 25 ) .• 

18. Cf. Israel and the United Nations i.n th~ Carnegie Endowment 9eries of 
National Studies on International Organizatiol'!_ (New York, 1956), 67. 

19. As early as 20 February 1948, the Security Council received ~ report from 
the Palestine Commission that ~'powerful . Arab interests, both in~ide and outside 
Palestine, are defying the resolution of the General Assembly /181 (~I) of 
29 jfovember 19417 and are engaged in a deliberate effort to alter by force t _he 
settlement envisaged therein11 (S/676, 16 February 1948) . Official Records of the 

-~ecuri ty 9ounciL. Third Year, Special Supplement Ifo. 2 at 11. 

20. For the quite explicit obj~ctives of the atta~k.see the of~icial statements 
of Arab Governments and their representatives, as~embled in the letter dated 
12 December 1978 of the Permanent Representative of Israel to the Uni.ted Nations 
(A/33/488-8/12966). 

21 . E. Lauterpacht, supra, note 14, at 27 ff. 

22. For instance, here and elsewhere the references in the •:studies 11 to 
H. :C. Hockin3, The Spirit of World Politics (1932), 354, 372-74. 

23. A.t 12-13. Their main authority on ,ius cogens is a somewhat complicated 
ipse dixit of M. Gros Espiel in his study prepared for the Subcommittee on the 
Prevention of Discrimination and the Protection of Minorities, entitled 
Implementation of United Nations Resolutions Relatirig to the Right of Peoples 
under Colonial_.and Alien Domination to Self-Determination (E/CN.4/Sup.2/405), 
especially at 33-35 . Contra, see study for the same Subcommittee by A. C_ritescu 
entitled The Historical and Current Development of the Right to Self-Determination 
on the Ba.sis of the Charter of the United Nations and Other Instruments Adopted_ 
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Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (E/CI'!.4/Sub.2/404), para. 154, 
who squarely states: ;;No United Nations instrument confers such a peremptory 
character on the right of peoples to self-determination. i: The anonymous authors 
also cite a dictum of Professor Georg Schwarzenberger to the effect that since 
international law has always been a system of nation-States, it has abrays in that 
sense been based on tpe self-determination of these nations. See G. Sch:·rarzenberger, 
International Law and Order (1971), 27-28. How much Professor Schwarzenberger 7 s 
position is here misunderstood is indicated by the fact that in his important 
Frontiers of International La'W (London, 1962) neither the notion of ,;u; cogens 
nor the self-determination principle .receive any discussion even und~r the head 
of 11 fundamental rights and freedoru.s 11

• Loe. cit., 308 ff. And see his essay 
::International Jus Coi;:;ens 1:, 43 Texas Law Review 455 (1965). It is to be recalled 
that no treaty and no serious scholar has yet given jus co~ens any function other 
than the negativ~ one of making void an inconsistent treaty. 

24. C0unt Falke Bernadotte, Progress Report of 16 September 1948, 3 UN 
_9fficial Records of th~ General Assembly, Supplement No.· 11, 1-19, at 18, 
United Nat ions Docuinent A/648. 

25. See the voting figures in Res·olutions, pp . 57 ff. In this connexion, . it 
is recalled that the United Nations Conference on the Law of Treaties ad.opted its 
well-known Declaration on the" Prohibition of ·!·J!ilitary, Political or. Economic 
Coercion in the Conclusion of Treaties, solemnly condemning the threat or use of 
pressure 11in any f0rm11

, · by any· State in ord.er to coerce another State nto perform 
any act 1'., in violation of the "principles of the sovereign equality of States and 
freedom of consenti; (emphasis supplied). United Nations Conference on the Law 
of Treaties, Official Records, Documents of the Conference, at 285 (A/CONF.39/26). 

26. Cf. Foreign Relations of the United States, Paris Peace Conference, 1919, 
vol. 12, 781 (Report of the King- Crane Commission). This historical fact continues 
to reverberate today in Arab circles. President Assad of Syria in 1974 stated that 
"Palestine is a basic part of Southern Syria': (New York Times, 9 March 1974). On 
17 November 1978, Yasser Arafat commented that Palestine is southern Syria and 
Syria is northern Palestine (Voice of Palestine'· 18 November 1978). 

27. For English translation, see Moore, op. cit. note 16, at 698, 705. 

28. Ib.' 43. 

29. Ib., 40. The significance of this document receives little attention in the 
11studies11

• Cf. Origins, Part I, p. 82, n. 7. 

30. Report of the Palestine Royal Co~ssion, Great Britain, Parliamentary Papers, 
Cmd. 5479 (1937)~ 8-9 ·. Contrast Origins, Part I, pp. 55-57. 
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31. It is to be noted that Origins, although .containing several maps;. significantly 
omits one crucial map, namely the·· map of Palestine to which the Mandate for 
Palestine ·applied; and this, until 1946 , included the .area now called Jordan, 
coverinG almost four fifths of the territory of Mandated Palestine. · 

32. Thus it was stated in the political programme approved by 'the Fourth Congress 
of J'.1-Fatah (the largest single component within the PLO , headed· by Yasser Arafat) 
held in Da-:nascus at the end of May. 1980 , that its purpose is 17to .. lib~rate Palestine 
completely and to liquidate the Zionist entity politically , economically, 
militarily , culturally and ideologically" (published by. 1;al-Liwa" of Beirut on 
2 June 1980). 

33. A/31/35 , para. 33. 

34. The International Status of the Palestinian Peonle (1979) 27. 

35. A/AC.134/L.12, reproduced in the 1971 Report of the Special C0mmittee on the 
Question of Defining Agg~ession,·Official Records of the General ·Assembly, 
'l'wenty-sixtb Session, Supplement ?fo . 19 (A/8419), 23. 

36 . A/AC.134/L.16, ib., 24 . 

37. A/AC.134/L.17, ib., 26 . The texts of this and the other earlier drafts are 
reprinted ±n Official"°Records of the General Assemb~ Twenty-eighth Session, 
Supplement No , 19 A/9019), 7-12, from Annex 1 to the 19 7 Committee's 1970 Report, 
Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-fifth Session, Supplement No. 19 
(A/5019), 55-60 . 

38 . See the Committee's 1973 Report, Official Records of the General Ass.embly, 
Twenty-eighth Ses::ion 2 Supplement No . -19 (A/9019), 16, 17. 

39. Grammatically, it is not clear what "to that end 11 refers to ~ presumably 
::the right of self..:.determinat~?n, etc." 

40. Oppenheim-Lauterpacht, International Law, vol. 1, para. 130. 

41. Cf. Q . Wright, "Legal Impacts of the Middle East Situation ?r ( 1968) 
33 Law and Contemporafv Problems 5, 17. 

42 . Moore, op . cit. in note 16, at 788. 

43. Stone, iio Peace-No War in the Middle East (1969 ), 34- 35. ·_Also A. Lall, 
The United Nations and the Middle East Crisis (1967), passim. 

44. See Official Records of the Security Council, Twe~ty-second Year, 
13t0th meeting at 18. In the General Assembly the majorities rejecting (including 
abstentions in each case) were of the order of 88 against 32, 98 against 22, 
81 against 36, and 80 against 36. Official Records of the General Assembly, 
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Fifth Emergency Special Session ~· 1548th plenary meeting, 14-16 . And see Stone, 
The Middle East under Cease-Fire (1967), Sections II-IX, at 2-40. 

45. Cf. A. Lall~ op. cit., in note 43, citing Abba Eban in the Security Council,. 
Officia:. Records of the Se.curi ty Council., Twenty-second Year, 1375th meeting 
(13 :November ·1967), ~ara . 49. · · · 

46. See the analysis of° the drafting in Stone, Conflict Through Consensus (1977) 
55-56. 'Jhe Thirteen-Power draft ("Third Worldn draft) (A/AC.134/L. 16 and .l\.dd.l 
and 2), 1ara. 8 , had proposed a text harmonious wit_h the Arab :oosition. It was 
not folln1ed. , · 

47. After the above failure of their ·main· efforts, the. Arab States then sou8l'lt 
the inclusion in pa:fagraph 20 of the ·speclal ·co•ttee's Report Of an enigroati.c 
.Note 4 : 11Wi th reference to the third· paragraph of article 5 . . . this paragraph 
should not be construed so as to· pre.Judice the established principle of 
international law relating to the inadmissibility of territorial acquisition 
resulting from the threat or. use ·of force·. 1~ Official Records of the General 
'Assembly; Twenty-Ninth Session, Supplement .No. 19 (A/9619 and Corr . l). Since, 
as indicated, international law is prec'isely what arti'cle 5 affirmed, the purport 
of the note seems to be to keep alive the precise words of the relevant recital of 
resolution 242, in the hope presumably that its superficial ambiguity could 
·cont'inue to be exploited by the Arab side in the Middle East conflict. See Stone, 
op. cit., note 46, at 63- 64 . 
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APPENDIX . 

Political bias in legal ar~urr.ent : the Mallison study 

l. The foregoing meBorandum establishes the internetiof!al law context, including 
the prevailing rules as to the territorial entitlements of States, in situations 
err:erging from the la;1y-;ful a:1d unlawful use of force. In the same context it 
examines t he assUBptions of the Mallisons in their Resolutions ."study" concerning 
the legal effects of General As.sem.bly resolutions . A ccnscientious inquiry in the 
context of international law is also what those authors claim to pursue in their 
"study:;. It is thus dismaying to find that major questions and principles which 
have been shown to be part of the essential international legal context of the 
matters they discuss receive virtually no consideration or even mention from these 
autl1ors . Moreover, where, as with the question of the leg~l .value to be attributed 
to General Assembly resolutions, they do consider this context, their consideration 
is sliw, if not perfunctory; and ignores most of the authorities. Ifl the end they 
patently beg the question. In this, the Mallison ~=study" is no different than the 
three ano:iymous !!studies.:; whfch j?.receded · it. The following exposition highlights 
some of their more egregious errors in fact and law. It is mearit ·to be 
illustrative, and is by no means exhaustive. 

2 . The authors presumably are not aware of some of their inadequacies. But other 
inadequacies are higblighted by them in their introduction. · One of these is their 
decla:;.·a.t·ion (p, v') that 11consistent ~·Tith the consulting arrangepients T.rith the United 
Nations, no direct use has been made of the formal negotiation history of the 
resolutions or of the informal unrecorded consultation which led to the adoption 
of particular wording1

:. 1/ Consultation of the travaux preparatoires is an 
essential part of international techniques of interpretation . The:reade::- is 
entitled to wondt!r why either any United Nations officials of the ncommittee on 
the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinia~ People", or these 
authors, should wish to renounce it . This is especially so since such preparatory 
materials are sometimes critical to the issues on which the authors engage . As 
Lord Caradon h::j:r:i.self testified: for example, the legislative history is essential 
background for understanding the effect of the references to withdr,awal of Israel ' s 
~rmed forces in Security Council resolution 242. 2/ They are e~ually essential to 
ascertaining the meaning of references to acquisition of territory by force in 
con-c;:?.·avention of the Chart~r in the General Assembly's Definition of Aggression. 

3. The Mallisons' renunciation of the travaux was not necessarily inspired by a 
sense that foreshortened inquiries would yield better results for their particular 
theses. However., no suc!l neutral explanation is plausible for another stateinel'.\t 
in their introduction:- na.I!J.ely: 

The terms nJew'' a.nd :;Jewish0 are used to refer to adherents of a 
particular r:~onotheistic religion of universal moral . values. The terms 
"Zionismn and "Zionist 11 r ·efer to a particular national movement, with its 
political program;iie of first aa national home 11 and then a national state 
located in Palestine. 
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The authors innocently declare that this is a 0 basic distinction" which it is 
necessary to make 11because this is a .iuridical study;~ ( D. v). But it is no :more 
:'basic ;.· from a juridical point of. view than an analagou~ distinction bet.:i'e?en 
,;Irishmen as adherents to a particular form of Christian Catholicism.!;, and some 
other term for those •:who are adherents to a. political programme of securing . 
(formerly) the independence of Ireland, or now of Northern Irelandfl. The authors 
are certainly aware that the designations 11 Zionism;1 and 11Zionist 11 ha.ve been falsely 
and arbitrerily ~ranslateC. into 1:racist 11 by one of the most lamentable resolutions 
of the General Assembly (3379 (XXX)). It is just such resolutions which they are 
attempting to extricate from the morass of international politics to tne ~~~e 
sheltered level of international law. No reputable international lawyer ·nas 
accepted that meretricious pronouncement as other than an adventure in expedient 
pejoration. The authors should, as intErnational lawyers, have avoided demeaning 
their brief in this way, especially since it is difficult to find any important 
legal argument of theirs which would not be equally strong (or equally we'ak) 
without this so-called nbasic distinction;1

• lf 

4. On the other hand, there is another distinction which would indeed have 'Qeen 
1;basic·n, not only for the Mallisons' juridical nstudy" but also for tbe~r!.: 
exposition of what they claim (pp. 9-17) to be "the background of the Partition 
Resolution" . That is the distinction in time, demonstrated. earlier, bet1.reen what 
they in 1979 identify as 11the Palestinian Nation", on the one hand, and the 11.Arab 
Nation" of 1917, on the other. That distinction is no invention of the pt'esent 
writer, for as seen the "Palestinian Wa.tional Covenant" insists precisely on it. 
The Mallisons may or may not agree with my conclusion that the burden .of redress 
due to the Palestinian Arabs, like the redress due to Jews displaced by t~is 
distribution, should be shared equitably between the Jl..rab States of the Middle East" 
and Israel. But it is difficult to see hm·~ they could fail to address themselves 
at all to a distinction so relevant and central, and at the s:.mie time so dazaging 
by its omission to both the structure of their argunent and its main conclusions. 

5. A further observation is called for particularly in the light of the 
Mallisons' dogged efforts (sometimes even to the point of misquoting important 
documents) to show that the General Assembly ' s Partition Resolution is ''the 
pre-eminent juridical basis for the State of Israel:1

? and that Israel is bound by 
that resolution even though the Arab States rejected it and , by blatant acts of 
armed aggression, wholly aborted its operation . The Mallisons have, as shmm, an 
exalted if somewhat undiscriminating view of the legal effects of General Asse.t:lbly 
resolutions. They are particularly enthusiastic about the Partition Resolution. 
But there is one central provision of that resolution, reference to which they 
asiduously avoid. That is the General Assembly's request that : 11The Security 
Council determine as a threat to the peace, breach of the peace or act of 
aggression , in accordance with Article 39 of the Charter, any attempt to. ~lter by 
force the settlement envisaged by this resolution. " By this omission, they are 

·able to ignore the consequences of the Arab side's rejection of the resolution, 
and their armed aggression against it and against Israel , which prevented it ever 
coming into legal operation . Such consideration; had it been given, would, as 
demonstrated in the memorandum have proved fatal for the main legal conclusions to 
which the Mallisons seek to lead their readers. 
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6. . Perhaps these tmfortunate lapses in purportedly objective "studies" are 
expJ.o.ined in part 1::iy the need of the ;•committee on the Exercise 01' the Ine.lienable 
Hight·s· o! the · Pa.lest-iniar! PeoJ:>le:i to find 12:wyers whose kno1m opii::i.ions on the 
issues · would produce· the: conc·lusions desirea. by the Committee . One dra.matic 
inste.nce of relia!1ce on very questionable sou'rce·s · appear·s in Ori~ins: Part I~ 

pp . 35 ff . ., ih relr..tiox; to the ''validity':' of the Palestine Mandate. The Cor:2mittee 
there .cei.n apparently only marsho..ll tvo writers to support the desired. concrusion . 
One is Mr. !-ien.ry C:::ttan,. <i. for:r;:ier i~:ember of the Arab ·Higher Committee in Palestine. 
Tt1e other is· onr familiar Professor W. 'I'. Mallison, who has· written introductions 
to works by II. CattaP, The read.e1· can assess for himself the scholarly a11d 
dispassior.:ate objectivity of such· 1::c:noeuvrihg. 
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1. A curiosity within a curiosity. That remark presumably ref'ers to travaux 
preparatoires available other than in official United Nations rpcords. Sed ~uaere? 
It is positively startling later to find the a1.ithors delibPratPly invqkinB tlie 
negotiating history of the Palestine Mandate to make a J?Oint "'~ich they believe 
favourable to Arab claims (p. 26). 

2. See Stone, ~o Peace- No Har in the .Middle East (1969); pp. 33- 35. 

3. The only real us·e the author·s seek to make of this supposedly :ibasic 
juridical distinction" is for ·ventilating some criticisms of' t he early Jewish 
liberation ·movement, or of Israel by isolatPd Jewish individuals and a f<::w extrr::me 
Je•rish religious sects. See Resolutions, pp. 9-14 , pas sill!.• Whatever else is to 
-be said about this, it is in no sense "juridically basic 11 to the Mallisons' terms 
of reference . 



STRANGE RESOLUTIONS OF THE UN . 
. Transl ate~ from 

Lf:l PreiUra, Buenos Aires, 5 December 1979 

At the end of November, the General Assembly of the Uhi~ed Nations passed three re

solutions on the Middle East: One deina~ding that the Palestine Liberation Organization 

(PLO) be included in the. peace negoti~tions; another fa.vouring the creation of. a Pales

tinian state; and .the .third condemnin~· the Egyptian-Israeli agreeme~ts of Camp David,which 

resulted ·in peace between . the two countries after thirty years of war. Of course Is-

rael rejected t~e UN condemnatio·n, and its Mi~ister . of Interior, Yosef Burg, stated 

that: ·"The faat that the UN condemns a peace treaty· be~een Egypt CD'J.d our country is. a 

macabr>e. joke." 

The atti.tude of the UN is ·hard to understand. An organization · created to preserve 

world peace npw ·rejects ~he agreements which are putting an end to thirty years of. 
. . . .. . 

bloodshed ·;,; the Mi.ddle. East. · For a long time the UN par~icip~ted in the peace ne-

gotfatiQns, encouraged a spirit of agreement and COf'.ltributed fonnulae to bridge the · 

differences - even though these were always disregarded. Moreover, the Camp David 

agreements were s1gned on the basis of Security Council Resolut"ions 242( of November 

1967) a·nd 338, which detennines that peace n~gotia.tions in the Middle East must take 

into account the ·tenns of 242. 

Resolution .242 was endorsed by the Soviet Union, by the countries involved in the 

confli~t and by the majority of countries in the Arab bloc of the Organization. Thus 

the recent .UN resolutions a_re an astonishing retraction, perhaps~·-intended to support 

·recent ·attempts in· the Security Council to change Resolution 242, although the US -

which has the right of v~to ~ indicated, from the beginning, th~t .it wou'~ oppose 

such · an ~nitiative.· . 

The incoris .ist~ncy of the UN's beh~vi.our , in these matters . is evident By demanding that 

the PLO be included in the peace negotiat.ioris ,it grants recognition to an organization 
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which not only fails to recognize the ~ta~e of Israel~ but. h~s openly declared its de

termination to destroy it. ''Armed st'I"Ut]gl.e,n states the _ 9th Article of the Pales

tinian National Covenant, "is the onl.y wai; to l..iberate Pal.estine." ·''We wili con ... . 

tinue to fight," .said Vasser Arafat on a "Voice ·of Pa.lestine" broadcast on 21 Au-

gust 1979. "The revol.ution shal.l. p'!'e'VaiZ through to~ of blood. I t UJiU be 

a long and crue Z. way • " 

The. recent General Assemb1y resolution~ are all the more serious in that the member 
. . 

states are . not unaware of t~e terrorist _activities of the PLO, · especially the assaults 

on embassies and the ·abduction of diplomatic staff of the· countries which belong to 

the Organiz~tion. The .demand that the · PLO be included. in the peace negotiations . . 

comes at the same time that. the Secur.ity Council has condemned Iran for the occupa-
. . ' ' 

ti~ri of the Amer1can ~assy and the holdi_ng of fifty staff lllE!llbers as hostages - an 

act which was carried out \:Sith the full support and shared responsibility of the PLO. 

The Algeri~n newspaper AZ. Skaab, in its issue of 19 November, published an interview 

with Vasser Arafat in which he stated: ,,we have not and "1i. .Z.Z. not make any effort to 
mediate in. the Iranian revolution . . We and the Iranian. t'evoZution a:I'e in the same 

boat." 
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A NEW UNITED STATES POLICY TOWARD THE UNITED NATIONS 

The policy of the United States in the United Nations 
is in a sta l 0 cf disarray . Spurred by policy reverses at 
the last General A ~ sembly session, Congressional hearings 
were initia~ed to re-evaluate U.S. participation in the UN. 
The appo int. rn i::nt of a new IJ. S . Ambassador . to th~ UN -- our 
eighth in ~ i. gin :: (;a i ~ ·· · pr o \ f i d c s an opportunity to re -
define tht.: :1. s. n::L1 tionshlp to the world organizatiori .. 

The lnemher s of the Ad Hoc Group who coopeFa ted ~n pre -
paring this report are united by a convict]on that we wish 
to record at. the ·out :-:.et.: t.ha t. ~ cen tra 1 task of U. S. foreign 
po 1 icy in t he c r u c ;_ :-ll 1 a ::; t qua r t er of the t went i e th century 
is the bui~1ing 0f effective world institutions to help solve 
er it i cal wn·;· ld i' ·!·o liJ~:ms of \' i ta 1 import a nee to the American · 
people and to .J.Jl pel)].iles and nations. These pro·blems include 
th.e danger ci f the spread of lo ca 1 con f 1 ic ts, the prol if era -

\ 

tion .of nu~lear and conventional weapons, the increasing · 
financial _ hurd~11 of _the arms racej the population explosion, 
the deter1orat1on ot the environment, food and energy short

. ages, un~erJe.\;:clopment, unemployment and mass poverty. 

·uespite our C\Hmtry 1 s differences with the developing 
nations, we believe tl~t if the U.S. seeks sincerely to 
accommodate their genu.i.ne concerns, many will find it, in 
their i .ntere ·st to cooperate with us in dealing constndc
tively with th('se \.iorld problems through the UN system . . · 

We are deeply concern~d that international performanc~ 
in these ar :.'a. !> ·: s .i nade4lw. t: e when mea ..;ured against need . This 
is not the fault 1n-imarily of the U. S. In the. main, our coun
try has played a role of constructive leadership in the his
tory of the 'HN and its overall record ·Compares favorably to 
that of ·mosL other countries, many of which have used the UN 
for politi~ : il warfare while demonstrating little concern 1or 
pressing global problems. Nevertheless, we find inescapable 
the conclusion that U.S. participation in the UN system has 
followed a declining ·path of effectiveness under both Repub
lican and Democratic administrations during the last decade. 

Th.is trend can and must be reversed. American prestige 
tan be restoied . because our power and influence remains real. 
If we regain our sense of purpose and direction, we will 

··again be in a position to use both in international affairs 
in a constructive manner. The survival of the U.S. as a fre~, 
secure and prosperous country demands that the vital business 
of· managing international interdependence be somehow per-
formed . . There is no more important challenge to U.S. 
foreign policy tha n to determine which items of inter
dependence business can still be effectively performed 
by the UN and which cannot. Where the UN can be effec-
tive, the li.S. must energetically work to reform and streng-
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then the UN system; where the prospect~ for constructiy-e· 
work ·are poo,r, we will pave to set about bujl~:ing alter- . 
na'tive structl.l'·res .in cooperatio~ . w~~h like-min4~.d n~tio:ns . 

. · This report is not intended .. to provide detajle~ · 
answ.ers to all the sp~ci'f ic ques"tions .that m~~t. _l,>e " 
addressed as part of ~ thoroughg6ing revie~ of U . S ~ , 
part ic ipa t ion . ·in the lJN s·y s.tem. ·However, we . trµs t " that · 
it may offer a. US{:ful .'co.nceptual framework as · well a·s a 
st .imulu~ for the re-examina tioi1 of .policy which I,lOW must 
be undertaken _ by the Executive Branch., the Congress ~nd · 
the American people. 

Rethi:n~ing .. _the Pri:>hlelll 

R.ecent disquieting events at the UN the ext~~~ist 
rhetori~ about econom.ic .issues, the · campaign to delegiti
mize Israel hy brand·ing Zionism as racism and by cal'ling 
on s ta t.e~ to desist from economic aid ·to ·1srae1, th·e fa i 1-
ure to deal with international terrorism, the votes ag~inst 
Guam bases an~ for Puerto Rican independence, the use of 
the G~neral A~sembly as a forum for villifting certain 
countries, ,. including the U.S. (e.g., Gen~ral Amin's spe.ech), 
the tol.erance by the membership of such pra.ctices, the f ai 1,
ure .to act o·~ Lebanon and Angola. - - have intensifi~d ~eri _ 
ca~~is~nch~ntment with the . U~ •nd its ~gencie~.~ They have 
produced ~id~sp~e~d doubts · ~briut its var~~ and ~ave ~ed to . a Congress'ion:al e::a11 for ·a reassessment of our multilater·a1 
diplomacy. 

Part~y: th.e prob'lem ·1s immed.iate and tactical - - :ho~ to 
stem th.e t:ide of accelerating po 1itica1 abuse. and . misu.se. _of 
the UN's. deliberative bodies. This is not ~olely a t~sk of 
ensuring due process and· procedura·l fai.rn·e~s. to b·e · sure,' it 
rem~ins n~ces~ary to protest against sµch acts ·as the ~wist
ting of th~ · rule$ by the Security Council to seat the PLO wi~h 
all. the priviieges" of a member state. But procedural abuse. i .s 
not the cni.x of the problem. R?ther the problems .in t .he ~ssem
bly,,. and indeed throughout the UN system, hav.e been. caused by 
po1:i ti.c~ zed behavior w.hic.h has undermi.ned the institutional 
cap•city Of the system to deal in an ;mpart~al and effectiv~ 
manner with questions of world concern. The question we face 
is whether ~ t, . is poss.ible to turn around political hehavior . 
so that the institution .will become again an environment for 
useful dialogu~ arid ~6nstr~ctive action?. 

Beyond this, events have illuminated a basic and c~ronic . 
impairment in the UN system: during the past decade,.·while ~he 
involve~ent of the UN in pressing global problems h~s increased, 
in many important . respects · it ha~ bec-0me le~s respo~iive to the 
objective !equirements of international cooperat~on . It has . 
become less efficient in coping with world order problems such 
as: . pe,cekeeping, · ecotiomic development, promotion of human 
rights, protecting t .he environment, eradicating epidemic dis 
eases, regulating the ·airways, and managing ocean resources -
problems which are too global and too complex to be solved.by 
one nation or e~en bi all the Western nations together. 
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' - i J;;. :> h'-~c.:.m-.;; : ncreasingly difficult· for the U.S. and 
othei- natL1n:; to ccnduc-t constructive multilateral diplomacy 
in the UN. Accelerated politi~il abuse of ·UN bodies, the 
assertiveness ~f majorities th~t dictate not only the agenda 
but one-sided solutions, and their insensitivity to legiti
mate nati~mal interests, including those of the U.S.; have 
put strain::; on the effectiveness and credibility .of. multi
lateral institutions. Many Americans are ·so outraged by these 
developments that they have lost sight of the functional 
value to he found ir. UN agencies and UN activities. Congres
sional and popular support has been eroded to the point where 
any program that bears the UN label is suspect. 

Int:oli:::isten ·. : ie~, in American multilateral diplomacy have 
complicated the vroble~s. Sometimes the U.S. ha~ spoken with 
several vo ices (e.g., on economic .and African iss·ues) and ~as 
been insufficiently vigilant. For example, it fiiiled to commu
nicate at a high level in the capitals of UN members the reason 
for American concern about the Zionism resolution and the dam-
age . it . mi~ht: do 1"d the prospects for Middle East peace., the 
autheut.i~ fight "'ga. ins1. racism and America1~ support for multi
lateral !>ope1 at i.\)J1. 

A Possibl~ Approach 

Whatever weight one attributes to the various causes of. 
our predicament, clearly a corrective strategy is imperative. 
Its ~im sh,>uld be not punitive but remedial. The U.S . must 
act and bt: percei,.reJ as acting out of a genuine concern for 
the restoration oi the UN as an effective ·institution for 
de~ling with the world!s vital inte~ests . This means synchro
nizing tough diplomfcy -- ·speaking forthrightly to set ·· the · 
record straight,· de ending our interes.t .s vigorously and 
delineating the limits beyond which the U.S. will not b~ . 
. pushed :. - with a re~diness to accommodate honest grie.vances 
and . to bargain about the rear economic and other interests 
of .the de··:eloping wo:rld. 

Some have criticized the policy of standing ·up to the 
majority as incompatible with "accommodation," but this sets 
up false alternatives. A viable strategy recognizes that these 
are two sides of the same coin . Philosophically and in terms 
of practical politics, Congress and the American people will 
not mak~ satrif ices or agree to favorable economic arrange~ 
ments in an institutional context where America's legitimate 
concerns are , ignored or brushed aside and the negotiating 
atmospher~ is poisoned by venomous pol itical debates. There 
can be no fundamental improvement in the UN or room for 
accommodation save by dealing with the Third World -- and 
the Communists for that matter ·-- in a spirit of realism· 
and candor . The developi~g nations must ~now that the U.S, 
cannot respond to their economic concerns if they are insensi
tive to vital political and economic interests about which the 
u~s~ feel~ s~rongly . 

This unJerstood, .our strategy should be to appeal to 
those elements in the developing world that are more inter
ested in solving economic and political problems than in 
scoring ideological points. Accommodating such elements 
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pro~~~ ~'· ~ ~~~s~ui al ~he Seventh Special .Session on .economic 
issues in s~pLember · 1975. Our purpose should be to identify 
and pursue interests we share ~ith the moderates and _ pragma
tists, to explore o~portu~ities for working with leaders of 
developing nations who are ready to engage iti cQllectiVe 
bargaining. We must thke i11to account the possibility of 
bargains in which we ,try to satisfy the priority concer.ns of 
the less developed co~ntries (LDCs) in their economic· devel
opment a nu in elimiDa~ing the remnants of coionialisi:n .. in . 
exchange for tl1eir ~o~peration in ' peace-ke~pi~g, ~rilarging 
respect for t he cntir~ range of human rights and cooperating in 
so lving wo rld order problems. This strategy is credible only 
if ti1e ,fovt~loping world js seen not as .an ideological mono- · 
l ith b11t ~s an ~ggregation of nations .with vaiy~ng ~nterests, 
many vf which are in harmony with ours. O~r ~ppro~ch sho~ld 
be pos itive, not - only because · there are limi~s . to the . power 
of nega~ive thinking, but also because we cari ~ucceed in the 
long .run only . by enlisting allies and mobilizing . the nori-
doc tr i na ire pro -UN cons ti. tuency, . including those . irt · ~he · . 
Th~rd Wqrld. · · . . . : ·. 

N~xt Steps for ~.S. Policy 

Given this concepqon of the problem, what step~ _:can .b_e 
taken t o fashion a ~o~structive diplomacy for both_ the short 
term and the long haul -- to s tem the erosion of American 
influenc~ and to . s~rve long-term U.S. inter~sts in ef~ective 
international ins ~i tu tions? · · - · .. : ... · 

. . . . 
Total withdrawal from the UN or total non-particip•tiort 

are not really sensible options, though it may be necessary~ 
to consider selective participation. The pur~ose is no~ · to . : . 
weaken the UN . but to i~prove it. Nor .is there profit in ·' · 
absenting oursel~~s . totall~ from .~he Assembly~ . which · ~~~: 
often serve as a . u~eful platform and ·n~~Qt~~tirig foru~ . - Evert 
the most skeptic~! see value in UN peac~~~eping opetati6ns ' 
and in tne UN's public service activities. (Even Israel, 
des~ite understandable frustrations, has chosen to stay in 
the· UN which provides a ~eitif icate of le~itimacy and an 

·arena - o~ .communication in· a cold diploma tic world.) 

We believe that . the national interest in a stronger and 
more responsible UN would be best served by new U.S . policies 
in the fo llowing areas: · · · 

1 . Making Multilateral Affairs Part of Overall Diplomacy 

The key to successful action in the UN is to perceive ·and 
conduct multilateral diplomacy as an organic part of ·total 
diplomacy. Issues and interests do not divide neatly into . 
bilateral and UN boxes. In recent years, the U.S. has come to 
perceive that a weak position in . the UN can have a negative 
i~fluence on its . bil~teral diplomacy. Just as poorly con- . 
ceived bilateral diplomacy, par t icularly in the Thir4 World, 
undermines U.S. influence in the UN, so do setbacks to the 
U. S. in the UN complicat~ U.S. bilateral obje~tives. We need 
to pay more attention t o -what goe~ on in UN and other multi - · 
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lat(;·r~d for1.1;,._.;, ;: :;, i ng Ameri~an diploma.tic leverag~ as needed 
to accompli::>h our purposes. Our concern . a:bout events at the 
1975 General Assembly was . twofold: that i~ impeded our foreign 
policy objectives, notably by making a Middle Ea~t settlement 
more diffic1~Jt and that it impaired the integtity of the UN. 
Unless the threat to the :i,ntegrity of the institu~ .~ons of the 
UN is overcome or LOntaineJ . we may be compelleJ: t6 fashion · 
new international arrangements to co~e with world brd~r tasks. 

We must, then convey the message that -we: take very . 
seriously pulici~s and votes in the UN. A clear-cut measure
ment of "responsible" UN behavior is hard to de.fine; but it 
.is possible. to di s cer i, .. ~i n.sistent patterns of constructive 
as against cl·3struct.ive con.duct in utterances and votes. The 
overall pattern Qf a . ~ountry 's UN behavior. and whether such 
behavior supports 9,r -' undercuts our major foreign policy aims, 
shou1.d be tak~n ~nto . account in our overall re_lat.ionship with 
them. Its U~ behavior is an aspect of the national pol_itics 
and dip loma1.;y of ea ch country and nect.'-ssar 1·1y affects th~ . 
hilateral relationship. lhe Department of .State has recently 
recognized this fa~t by appoi nting an official in the Bureau 
of International Org8:dz::it.iori Affairs to monit.or patterns of· 
multilateral behavior, discern where vital American interests 

· are at stak~ and draw.~olicy implications. The Department is 
expected . to alert foreign nations in advance about.issues and 
votes the U.S. consid~rs of major importance. This can be a 
constructive development provided that countries are not 
penalized for defending legitimate national interests (e.g., 
supporting a resolution on commodity agreements opposed by the 
U.S.), but rather for ·pursuing a consistent course of negative 
be~~vior that serves no genuine national interest and weakens 
il).ternational institutional structures. 

In implementing this diplomacy certain steps are indicated: 
. . 

Diel om;i. tis_ .. r:~pre seE!!!-~-~ons. D_iploma tic approaches should 
be ini t1ate.l w1 tTl'Key nat io~15linclutl~ng missions by the re
gional Assistant Secfetary of State) for a candid z:eview of 
UN events and tl1eir implications. The purpose should be to 
define and register the ~1erican interest, and these nations 
should be informed that American cooperation on matters o·f 
interest to them c:rnnot be unrelated to their behavior in UN 
fo_rums and agencies on matters of interest to us. The U.S. must 
be concerned when countries with no a ·::tive interest in such . 
issues as the Middle East, Korea, Guam, Puerto Rico, the 
Panama Canal, etc. pursue certain policies and cast their votes 
for reasons of propaganda, bloc solidarity or 16g-rolling. 

Such diplomatic approaches are especially imperative where 
nations have played an egregiously damaging role. On the diplo
matic front, also, the U.S. should not leave the USSR in doubt 
about its displeasure over the major role played by Soviet 
representatives b~hind the scenes in launching the anti-Zionism 
offensive. This is a grave compromise of detente rules of the 
game and calls into question Soviet cooperation in fostering a 
pea~eful settlement of the Middle East dispute. 
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.ln gc:>11u'<Hl, the most effective way to influence pvl.icies 
is for our Aml>a s sadors and their staffs to communicate more 
frequently and at a higher· level with ho~t governments on U.S. 
policies in multilateral inst;.tutions. This is particula.rly . 
important since many df the 144 UN delegat~s a~t w~thout . :· 
instructions on the va~st majority of UN agend.;i . ite~s~~- Tq · be 
ef f ec ti ve, our di pl oma'.c y mast l>e. consistent. Thus, c.ou.tting 
a country whose hehav~or in international . matters -~e.g.; 
ear ly recognition of fhe f'.IPLA in Angola, voting fo1· the anti 
Zionism.resolution, unhelp f ul statement~ by the foreign min : 
.ister -- has been damaging, is hardly'· eff.ective dipl·omacy . . . . 

Dipl oma1.:y towani the 'fhi rJ World. The success of· such a 
Jip)omatic approach toward the Third World hinges on a · 
spec{ally~<lesigned ~ffort to persti~de moderate leaders that 
their true interests lie not in confrontationist demands of 
"have-nots 11 . on the "haves," but in cooperating in seeking 
solutions to co~mon world problems. On many real issues, such 
as providing help in capital formation and technology, aiding 
agr~cultural devel~pm~nt and s~abilizing export eaFnings, 
responsible lcader~hip can be induced to . seek negotiated 
solutions rather than confron tat ipn. Moreover, we ·share with 
the~ r~ai intetests in pr6moting ~eaceful settlement of con
flict, cbrnhatting terrorism, erilarging t~e area of respett for 
human rights. {Specifi~ proposals f~~ pursuing such shared 
interests are explored later). Approaches to the moderates 
need to be undertaken on a selecti:v:e b~sis ·by· analyzing the 
rec·ord. Many Third World count'ries are· 1 ikely to be receptiv e · 
to.such an approach and would join in cooperative and construe ~ 
tive · effor-ts· at the UN. 

Aid and Tra·de. As' a guideline in aid-trade pol·icy a ru1e 
should be adopted that a consistent pattern of· responsible or· 
irresponsibie behav'ior on important multi la tera1 issues . wi 11 · 
be taken into account in bilateral aid and trade r~lati6nships~ 
for example, granting access to Eximbank credits and pricing 
arrangements on commodities invqlves .hard· choices · in allocating 
limited· resources ~hich should take into consideration the · 
entire spectrum of relationships, inciuciing· ·the ·multi lateral 
record. We believe Congress will properly- want .to consider t :he 
multilateral dimension of other nations' polic~es~ even where 
the Administration does not. . . 

In aid-giving the principle needs to be established that 
responsible UN beh.avior is an important consideration in allb·
cating development assistance. Under a new provision in the · 
International Development and Food Assist~nc~ Act of · 1975 ·~ 
assistance may· be withheld from any country with. a "consistent· 
patt~rn of gross violations of internationally recognized human 

.·rights ~ '' A co~parable approach should be taken by the U.S. 
where there is a consistent pattern of irresponsible behavior 
in mul t .i1ateral bodi e.s. This would not .be an absolute criterion 
but a factor to be given due weight and balanced again-st other 
national interest considerations . (Humanitarian considerations 
should continue to be overriding, so that emergency relief in 
famine and other types.of disaster would be dispensed on human
itarian grounds irrespective of the balance sheet of "respon- · 
sible" behavior in UN forums.) To be effective, such a policy 
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requL·c. :> r c b~ ~i !.d i. ng our foreign aid program as a major tool of 
U.S. foreign policy, including a commitment to an increase in 

.official development ass:j..stance and appropriation'. in •full of 
our authorized cohtrib11tion to the International ~evelopment 
Association ( IOA). Otherwi.se our leverage is weak . an~ it is 
unrealistic to "speak of orchestrating aid ~olicy ~ccording to 
a pattern of behavior in multilat~ral bodi~s~ · 

UN context . It is more complicated to apply this . approa~h 
to U. S": cont...· .tbu ti on.; to UN budgets without hurting ins ti tt:itions 
and programs we favor. (Chart A) Withholding ~oney from assessed 
UN budgets as a sign of displeasure with certain· programs pre
sents difficulties. The financial management rules of the UN 
prevent the 0armarking of contributions. Moreover, not paying 
dues to which we are committed by treaty (though the Soviets 
and others have occasionally followed this course), raises 
serious leRal questions. If we delay payment -~ t should be made clear 
that this is not a vindictive act but a principled move in · 
. line with the "Goldberg reservation" of" 1965, which declared that 
we ·-rest!rved the right to withhold funds from "certain" ac ti vi ties 
for "strong and compelling" reasons. Cutting <?ff or reducing 
don~tio 11s to voluntary programs presents no legal problems, 
but suc h programs generally support humanitarian and public 

·service activiiies we favor, as the appended table makes clea~· ; . 
. (Chart B) B~sides, ~uch broadside cuts could hurt respon~i~l~ 
and friendly UN members as well as others. 

We be.Ii eve the following specific actions _deserv·e consider
ation: 

W~ile continu i ng vigilant participation,· the U.S~ should 
continue .its policy of delaying payment of dues to UNESCO a~d 
other agencies that persist .. in discriminatory · or other iinpr<>:per 
actions. · · 

The U.S; should disengage selectively from "tainted" 
programs~ such as th(! action program in support. of the decade. 
to eliminate cacism, which was re-defined last November to 
include Zion i srn . . This would ·implement the pol icy d.eclared by 
the U.S . representative in the Fifth (Admivistrative and Finan
cial ) Committee, December 1975, that the· U.S. could "no longer 
support this program." 

The principle h~re is that any human rights · or other meri
torious ·program that is polit~cally distort~d ceases to be 
desirable. Credibility and principle now dem~nd ·.t.hat we de-
duct from the U.S . contributio·n our · share (25.%) of the cost for 
any such program . Though the gesture would be mainly. symbol~c, 
it would help establi~h the principle . Tp drive home the point 
that we oppose not the ·commendable purposes of the program for 
the decade but · its perversion, we should add an equivalent amount 
to voluntary UN programs we favor. 
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2. ~.~le~: tiy_£_J~arti1.:ipation in UN Agencies and Programs 
. . .. . . ' . 

· Tht~ q. s. should concenttate ·its energies on those ageii<:: ies : 
and programs where possibi~iti~s for constructiYe ; di~loma~y· 
are most pro.mising. For p<r~i~ical and security-. i~sues . th~s .. 
means the Security Counc~l, fdr de~pite the cap•fity rif Third 
World coalitions to exeitise .a ·passive veto, U~S; ·and . allied 
interests can still be protected t.he"te . and constructbn( pea,ce-: . 
keeping "action undertaken. On economic matters, ac.tion respon
sibility should be vested, t6 . the lar~e~t extent po~sibl~~ in 
the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and a 
refor~ed and .strengthened General Agreement on Ta!iffs .and 
Trade (GATT) and ·other agencies where American interests ". c.~n. 
be adequately safe-g~a:rded. ·· · . _ ·· . . ... . 

The U.S. sh~uid c.ontinue .to particl.pate ac~~vel.y, and 
inde~d continue tQ i~sert l~ader~hip, in su~h . erideAvor~ . as 
the negot ia ti on·~· qn t ·he La~ of the Sea, de~ igne.<;l · to· produ,ce 
agreement for th.e ·or4erl y use and management of t·h·~ ocean-s 
and their ~e~ources -~ · a major objective of U!~· foreign . 
policy. C~ntrai:-il~ise;. the lJ. S .· should disengage from cO'nf er~. 
ences and activities. wryich. r~flect a: perver-?ion of . technical 
agendas by "politicization" or discriminatory practices. Walk·· 
outs of U.S. and · 1ik~-1ninde'd delegations --· as· occurred at 
the UNESCO world-med.ia confe~en_ce over its · incorpqration 6( 
the lionis~-equals~racism resolution in the . official d~tlara
tion -- should be encouraged. Moreover, the U.S should refuse 
to ~ay its share · of the ~o~ts ~£.such coQferen~~s. and programs . -
and, where it has r.eason .. to ex'peL:t . moves to politicize, announce 
this intention to ~dvance. 

Wi.thin the Asse.nibl y · the ·u :~. s·h6uld focus .ef_f or.ts. where 
con~ensus is possible ~nd yractital matters, such .as ~ood, law 
of th~ sea, drug abuse· control and protection of 'the environ
ment, are being adva.nced .. Though ·the Assembly c1~ar.ly .. l!~s .a · 
useful role in launching such· program~; .e:very effort . ?houl.d . . 
be made to ensure that i~ doe~ not ihter£ere in operatiorial . 
functions. 

Selective involvement i.n Assembly proceedings means 
participatin.g where constructive disc~ssion is .Possible: 
articulating a strongly held minority vi~w where necessary 
on matters such as disa.rmament, satellite broadcasting and 
rules governing · expropriation of foreign prop~rty; s~ppo~~ing 
worthwhile programs suc~ · as peace~eeping, dr~g abuse control 
and law of the sea; a~d explaining and protecting our poli
cies and negotiating positions. We should, nf course, re~•in 

.a · watching biief over al~ Assembly-relate~ activities, but 
on marginal issues or those designed strictly for pro~agan- . 
da, we should downgrade our participation. (Fran.ce an.d China 
have ofte~ followed a policy Of the empty seat and the U.S. 
left the anti-colonialism committee when it became a forum 
for vilifying America and one-sided espousal of "national 
liberation" movements. Our departure .did not end the abuse 
but the committee lost its audience.) We should make it clear 
that our absence is not simply a symbolic ."protest," but a 
judgment of wher~ serious business is being conducted and· 
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The U.S. should vote less td affect the outcome tha~ to 
make a ' point: to affi rm convictions ~nd underline the diplo
matic as against thE:: "legislative" uses of the Ass·embl.y. There 
is nothing wr0rig with splendid isolation on a vet~: it helps · · 
make the point. In general, the voting pro.cess as a way of 
making decisions should be devalued and we should work f6r 
inc reas.ed use of con ~;ensu s procedure in the As sGm~l )'' s 
decision-making process, especially on economic issues. 

3. Coalition of the Like-Minded 

To improve it~ parliamentary position and . erihance opportu
nities for p0sitive action in UN bodies, the U.S. should con
cert with like-minded states. Consultation should be conducted 
in advance on all key issues, as well as through ~ormal diplo
matic exchange~ d~1ring sessions. We should take the lead in 
forming an informal "world order coalition" -- maintaining 
rapid c'ommun icat.ion among foreigff ministries on crucial multi
lateral issues and engaging in advance planning~ The core of 
the coa~ition wuuld bt~ Ol.&r European allies, Japan and like
mindcd d eve lc.p'ing 11<1 t. ions. Diploma tic act ion of this nature 
should of course be complemented by maint~ining diplomatic. 
liaison with other s~~athetic countries. We should make ~lear 
that : suc~ a coa li tion is ri6t in~~nded to spli t the Third World. 

In addition, opinion leaders and non-governmental organi- · 
zations could be mobilized to help stimulate constructive 
policies in UN agencies; 

4. siructural Reform~ 

1We should work much harder at reforming and strengtheni~g 
the w~rk af U~ agencies, even wh~le recognizihg that the pros~ 
pec~s may not be ~oo promising in the short run because of the 
overheated atmosphere at the UN and - because ortly limited bene
fits can be. ~xpected from improved mechanisms unless they are 
accompanied by political will. Most promising is the approach . 
of the Group of Experts on the Structure of the UN System, which 
designed a Il<.:l<i ~true tu re for economic coope·ra ti on. The Group has 
proposed that contentious item~ before the General Assembly and 
ECOSOC be referred ~o negotiating groups for consultation and 
conciliation. These groups would include countries "princioally 
interested in the subject matter," who would function in private 
under a full-time chairman (who may travel to capitals to . . 
attempt to conciliate positions), and may take a year or two to . 
reach agreement. Pending agreement the plenary body would nor
mally refrain fro~ pressing issues to a vote and give concili
ation a chance to succeed. 

5. Reassessing the Utility of UN Agencies 

'The U.S. shoulJ take a hard look at intetnational institu
tion·s .to which it belongs to determine whether they ~re still · 
workable and still promote major American and world order 
interests. Where the machiner.Y is no longer serving the pur
pose for which it was established, or is working inefficie~tly 
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btcaus..: .n· 1;,1! i ci,~al Liint or. htireaucratic petrifaction, · the U.S. 
shoulJ take the lc~J in :·org~ni2in~ new and More manage~ b1e· · group
i11gs \vhich reC.lcct lHl r interests and are better able to deal with 
emerging 1v(1rld 1.Jn:blems. An example of such a new·rnechanism· .. is 
the Conferen...:e on Inter11ational Economic Coop~ration ' which . 
bring:.;.togeth,~r 27 indus·trialized, OPEC-.and non-oil.producing 
developing 11atjons. The ~ventual-linking of such agertties to the 
UN would be ... le s i l"::t b 1 e, ii and whcil · the General Assembly· and. other 
UN bodies reinr~ · themse lves and evolve into more · resportsible 
institutions. · ·· · :. 

Mvrc 1..:~>:1truve~· ;ia1 . . but inescapable if the reassessment of 
U.S. policy : toward : the· U.N is to be comprehensive, is to take 
another lank ~t : our membership and extent of part~cipati6n in 
UN specialiied : agencies~ Some h~ve become politicized and de
based; some may J)O. longer serve · the national . interest · of the 
ll.S. or· ·even"the:broader world ~ objectives of standard-setting, 
de~ i very. ·Of i.echnica 1 ,. a id and t ransli.a t ibnal communica tio·n for · 
winch · they · were c raateJ. The purpose of such.an appraisal · is ·. 
not to " kiil the ··agency -- othets ·may • find value in them -- but · 
to calculate whether we sr.il l have a net interest in belonging 
ourselves . The pre?umptL1n should be for staying in~ but U.S.-.. 
policy ~h~uld not e.>..l:lude the option of renouncing· membership · 
in cer,tain agencies when a careful appraisal indicates that our 
interest · in ~ a · cooperative world order would '' be better served · by 
getting out. · : · · · 

6. Pursuin~ .' ~hared : rnterests'with the· Third World ~ : .. 

Ultimately I e.ffec-tive multilateral .. diplomacy :·re·sts on the 
assumption that the Wesi shares a · common -inter~st .. w~t.h .~uch of . 
the develop irtg world · in · negotiated solutions to ·· c0mmon economic 
and political problems; It . is tied to ~ shared ·p·erception about 
the need· to l.!oop era te thrqugh interna t iqna·l"' ·inst i tutiorts ·Jand to 
fashion im1hovcJ international' arrangements to .. ·cop_e w-ith world 
order .'iHoi..>11.:;rn!'i, While the attitudes -of the ·developing :na.ti·ons . 
may di.ff er from thnst~ of ·the West on many of these · world order 
issues, we · hcJieve accommodations in the mutu~l int~r~st are 
still . possible. ·· · 

Colonialism. A·more positive American stance · on southern 
African and human rights problems could· help defuse· ·the · colo- · 
nialist·issue. In · the UN, particu.iarly bec.ause of the ·Byrd , 
Amendment, we are seen , a:s lacking concern about colonialism ·,. ·· 
and racism. Secretary -0f :state · Kissinger's recent ·African 
policy speech in Lusaka was -a major step forward. The Adm·inis- · ·. 
tration must urgently follow ·through. Re.peal of the Byrd · Amend"" · 
ment (whi~h puts us in Jefault of Security Council sanction~), 
joining the Cotinci l c>n Namibia, a more accommodating stance on 
commissions of i11·p1i.ry for southern Africa, paying more atten
tion to Africa i.!1 011r diplomacy - are ot~er measures.· that will 
give the U.S . moral l~verage. · 

Human Riihts .· Accommodation on colonialism should be linked 
to a more active posture on humanitarian and human rights con
siderations in foreign policy. A fitting ~icentennial action 
would be U.S. adherence to the Conventions on Genocide, Racial 
Discrimination, Forced Labor and the two Covenants on Human 
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Right s. 1. llf .:: ! u ·l!:.t i t:s drafted by UN bodies the U.S. is a 
party to on lj thr~e : t.t)e Supplementary Convent ion on Slavery, 
the Protocol Relating to th~ Status of Refugees . and . the Con
vention on the Politjcal Rights of Women.) 

... 
Even more important, we should call· attention to human- _ 

rigl1ts viol~tions anywhere in the world on an .objective basis 
and 11nderscore our concern over the disturbing trend in th"e 
lluman Rights Commi ssion and other forums of deviation from 
t he·ir prover tole a s c~xpert bodies examining issues · on their · 
m~rits. We should stress that we cannot accept the lack of 
balance in the human rights activities of these bodie.s - - the 
disproportionate concentration on unsustained and exaggerat~d 
charges against one country as against the lack of interest in 
more serious violations elsewhere, the sing~ing out of oppres
sion in one country while turning a blind eye to politi~al 
repression, torture and mass murder in many other countrie~. And 
we should ~all attention to inhumane practices where~er they 
occur. We should intensify efforts to. persuade Africans a.nd 
Asians that our concern an<l thei!·s ought to extend not only to 
institutionalized racial/ethnic discrimination (Article 7 of 
the Universal Declaratjon to Human Rights) but also t 'o mass 
murder (Article 3). ~crture (Article S), arbitrary and unfair 
detention and trial (Articles 9,10,11) and denial of the right .. 
to emigration (Article 13). ... 

We should seek common ground· with countries which are 
beginning to share our 'perception about the importance o.£ .. .. . 
upgrading civil and po~itical rights . and combatting the grosser 
forms of oppression. Speci~ically, an effort should be made to 
get their support for unblocking the implementation procedure .. · 
under ECOSOC resolution 1503 and ending the selective ·morality ; 
applied iri the· operation of this and other implementation efforfs 
of the Human Rights Commission and Sub-eommission· on .Prevention . 
of Discrimination and ·Protection of Minorities. ·- ·: 

A Juster Economic Dea~. 

The paramount issue for the developing countries is the 
economic ~elationship. The U.S. should regain the momentum of 
the initiative at .the special session in Sept~mber 1975 con
vened to foster a constructive dialogue on development and 
economic cooperation. The final doctµnent (ResC?lution 3363) 
incorporated much ~f the American plan, notably these recom
mendations : a facility to stabilize export earnings through 
the International Monetary Fund, replenishment of the Inter
national Development Assoc iation, increased capitalization 
of the !nternational Finance Corporation, an interna·t~onal 
energy institute, a center for the exchang~ of technological 
information, a world grain reserve and an International Fund 
for Agricultural Development . While the U.S. had reservations 
about some aspects of the final document, a satisfactory 
accord was achieved on specific provisions and larger objec
tiv~s. Now we should move in concert with Western allies and 
cooperative Third World nations to implement the pro.mises and 
build the institutions. 
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The ;special ·session s howed that with good will in nego
tiation a ver~ substantial measure of agreement on real con-
cerns can be reached. The main message to the , developing . 
world is that more is to be gained from working with us than 
against us. A related m~ssage: since much of the . program 
depends on Congressional actio11 or con.currenc~ .Ce .. g. par"' 
ticipation· in the tin., coffee and ot~~r. commodi, ty. - ~g~.e~_ :"'_; 
ment s, increased capital izatio~ of _the .. IFC, re·pleni$hnfent 

. ' 

of the International Development Ass.ociation, enla.rgement 
of quotas in the International Monetary Furid)~ ··responsible 
behavior in the UN may become a practfcal . prereq.tiisi te· to 
success . America, in turn:, must cominit itse~f to.- the '·.goals 
of. the Second Development Decade, including · the aid target, 
and pursue vi~orou~ efforts to prov~de the · developing .wgrld 
with access to our markets under conditions ·~hich ~rotect 
American workers either through genero_us adjustment as.~is
tance or scheduled import entry. ,we must give clear and con
vincing evidence thit w.e · care · ~bout the' issue· of ·world···po_ver
ty .· Only then is ·there hope oi success for · the .si.ra,tegy _of . 
tough- diplomacy" a,nd accommoda t ·ioi;t .' of the rea~ concern~: . . 9£ 
the Third World. · :.: ... 

• . • •• 't 

Conclusion 
... . :' 

The car.d).,n.al· feat u r~ of. American· stra teg.y ,- . t .hen, . should 
not be a · test o.f· s ·ttength .with the ·Third World but' a t _est of 
wJ;e.ther pragm_a,t~c intere.sts :. wi~J .override ide.olog:ica~ · fixa-. . · 
tions . We should make a sustained effort to ·reestabl1s·h·· . . 
American :inf1uen~e .t}iro~Jgh ·the .. " ~ynchronized· diplomacy'!· ·de.- . ·· 
scribed· above. Th:ls will enabic· us . to determine whether . 
present trends. c_an be overc.ome .. by. Am-erican · lea'der.ship arid ·· 
honest bargainin& op whether .the trend~ are · ir~ever~ibl~. 
If grievance~ .are .re~l a.(ld as pi ra·t ions concre.te··, ' th·ere . :j.s 
room for col.lee t .ive barga.ining, provided -p,oli tical le_a_d~_rs 
on all sides .substitute statesmanship for . showman~hip: , ·· 1.. 

focusing on practi~al prdgrams rather · than .abstrac~ _ dpc- ~ . 
trines and sho~ing a decent Fespect for one another's polit~ 
ical and economic concerns. In such bargaining - ~.e - .c~Q . be . 

· sympathetic "a~d · frien41y. If the response is noneth~les·s ·. 
to · debase the institutions, . to r~ly on steamroller m•jori- . 
iies, to avoid consensus, and to try to ''le~islate~ · rath~r · 
than negotiate farreaching changes in ·· the world· <;>rder, our 
recourse is clear - - to · downgrade poli.ticize.d UN. inst,i tu~ions ,_ 
to participate s~lectiVely an~· to fashion new institutions a~d 
new groupings· a.round real interests. 

AD HOC GROUP ·ON UNITED ·STAT-ES POLICY 
TOWARD THE UNITED NATIONS 

April 1976 
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UDit.ed Nations programs: 
U.N. Development Prosrarn •• · •••••• S17, 897 '120, 000 - - ------ 25. 9 
U.N. Children's Fund.............. 17, 000 15, 000 -----~-- 19.' 
ln&.en:iat.io:.1al Atomic Energy Agency 

Oper.ational Fund • . •••••••••••••• · 2, 500 . .. 3, 5~ .. :-----~-- 21: a 
World Meteorological Organi&ation, 

Voluntary A.s.~istuice Prograni.... 1, 500 J, 500 -------- 2'. O 
U.N. Food and Agriculture Organl-

ut.ioa, World Food Program...... 1, 600 1, 500 -------- 29.1 
U.N. lnst.itut.e for Training and 

Research·---·--------·--------- 400 •OO -~-----:. · 26.1 
Jnteniatiooal Secret.arist ror VoJUD-

&ary Service............. . ....... . 80 -----···---:.----------·- --· 
U.N. Rf' lief and W crka Agency. .... 23, 200 26, 700 13, 400 21. O 
U.N. Funds for Soutbuo Alricam... 50 50 --------· . Of 
World Herititge f't.?!!~L----------·-- HI ao •.••.• .:. 87. 0 

.. U.N. Disaster Relief Organiutioo... s 750 ----.'- -----------~-------
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t.ion, scieoct< and cultun •••••••••••••• .:..... 1, 5tO 2, 080 66. O 

Special multilateral fund, speda1 
projeeu. --------·· ---------·------------ 6, 000 l, 740 66. 0 . Spcc:.ial developmait 'a.Watance fund _______ _.__ fS, •10 l, 760 66. 0 

Int.er-American &port PfOlllOUoa 
Cent.er________________________________ 800 220 86..' 0 
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a. 000 . .,, $00 ------~- 31. 0 U.N . En\·ironmea~ Program P\md •-----
Indus Ba.sin:• .. ~· 

Loam _______ ·----·-.------·--···-. 
<lranta ••• --···--------·-·----···-

200 
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JO, oOo -------- ·21. 0 
22, !OO . f. 500. ~: ·78.·0 

Total, iat.eni:aUonal orgauiHUoill " · · 
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lnt.eraat.ional N arcotic:s Control '. __ • 
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Seeuriir Su21>orc.lng Assis~~ U.N. 

Force iD CypNa..-- ---- ---- ----- -

, 
''. ·· . . . ~ .. 
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CAll TO CONSCIENCE 

We are representatives of the internationa1 academic, arts and science 

·communiti'es who .. have a·ssembled in New York City on this seventh day of · 

· Dece~ber, 19.80 to voice ·our al.arm at the growing danger to world. peace 

· resulting from · ~he e_rosion of the United Nations. 

The United Nations was esta~lished 35_ years ago in the wake of the 

devastation · of World. War II to promote peace 'among the nations and the 

well-being of all their peoples". It came into being with a mandate to 

oppose violence and to prevent war, to fight hun_ger and disease, to ex

plore and advance the human. conaition. 

But the United Nations is no longer the guardian of social justice, 

human rights and equality am.ong natfons . Indeed, perverted by irrelevant 

... / politic,al machinations, it is in danger of becoming a force against peace 

its.elf. · 

Nowhere i's the failure of the United Nations more tragic than in the 

Middle East. The Soviet invasion .of Afghan_istan, the war between Iran 

and Jraq, the prolonged incarceration of American hostages in Teheran, 

grave trises tn Indochina and elsewhere : go virtu~lly unchallenged while 

the United Nations pursues a course of action destined to undermine the 

principles on. which .the organization was founded. 

This convocation must bear wit_ness to the assaults orchestrated by . . 

· the So vi et and Arab blocs in their campaign ~o i sol at.e and discredit 

Isfael. Th~ United Nations condemns the historic Egyptian-I~raeli peace 

treaty and exalts PLO terrorists. Those who l vm~ to · eliminate the .state 

of Israel and refuse to make. peace are permitted .to sit 'in the _councils. 

of the peacemakers, while Israel, a member state created in fidelHy to 

.. 
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the principl~s of the United Nations, is slandered and faced with the 

· threat of delegitimizatiod. · 

The. United Nations resolu~ion. which branded Zionism - the nation~l 

·" liberation movement of the Jewish people· .:. with the false label _of racism 

must bear some responsibility for the ·scourge of anti-Semitism now reap

·pearing in many parts ·of ·the world. · 

. In its pre.occupation with Pale~tinian rights, the United Nations . 

neglects. ~he plight of millions of men, women and children in. other parts . 

of the world who are in immediate danger of death from . famine, disease 

:and war. 

The ·manipul.ation _ of the world forum has reached beyond the halls of 

the General Assembly and has .politicized , and thereby crippled many of 

the Uni~ed Natio~s specialized agencies . The campaign to ostracize Israel 

· has 6bstructed the efforts of the International Labor Organ{zation, the 

Worl~ ~~alth Organization, the . United Nations :EducationaJ, Sc~entifjc 

and Cul.tural Organization, among oth~ts, all dedi~ated _ to promoting high- · 

e~ stand~rds . of livi~g, social and e~ono~ic progresi. i~t~rnat1o~a~ cultur~ 
. . 

_· al and educational cooper~tion .. It has made an international · ~harade of 

, their labors :to extend freedom of speech a~d press, to help the working man 

and _woman, ,'_to meet the_ neeqs of children, to achieve 'equality for women . 

.In devotion to the fulfillment of the United Nations ' humanitarian 

and peaceful · goals, we -cannot remain ·silent while forces whi~h incite 

hatred and foment wa~ betray our hopes for ·world peace and ptogress. We 
. . 

cal1 ~pan . the United -. Natirins - and ea~h member nation - to e~brace 9nce 

again. the _ideals of the United Natio'ns Charter and to restod~ th_e promise 

that the United Nations can achieve a better world ·far · all hµmanity. 

. . 



W·'MITIEE FOR U.N. · INTEGRITY 
Contact: Richard Cohen 

(212) 988-8042 
9 East 40th Street 

New York, N.Y. 10016 
(212) 532-5009 

FOR IMMEDIATE MLEASE 
At 1:00 PM Sunday, 12/7 

100 LEADING SCIENTISTS AND SCHOLARS 
VOICE ALARM AT 'EROSION' OF THE UN; 
'GROWING DANGER TO WORLD PEACB' SEEN 

NEW YORK, Dec. 7 -- More than 100 scholars, scientists and 

artists in the United States and abroad -- including 30 Nobel 

laureates -- joined today in a '.'statement of conscience" voicing 

11 alarm at th.: growing danger to world peace resulting from the 

erosion of the United Nations." 

The statement -- signed by. Simone de Beauvoir, French author; 

Sir Isaiah Berlin of Oxford University; Nobel Prize physicist Hans 

Bethe and historian Barbara Tuchman, among others -- said that the 

world body was being "perverted by irrelevant political machinations" 

that have "crippled" UN specialized agencies such as the International 

Labor Organization, . World Health Organization and UNESCO. 

Citing the "assaults orchestrated by the Soviet and Arab blocs 

in their campaign to isolate and discredit Israel," the signers said: 

"The United Nations condemns the historic Egyptian-Israeli peace 

treaty and exalts PLO terrorists. Those who vow to eliminate the 

state of Israel and refuse to make peace are permitted to sit in the 

councils of the peacemakers, while Israel, a member state created in 

fidelity tb the principles of the U.N., is slanderedand faced with 

the threat of deligitimization. 11 

(more) 
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The convo~ation was issued at a day-long conference sounsored 

'by the· Committee =on U. N. Integrity at the City Urii~ersity Graduate. 

Center, . 33 West 42nd St. The Committee is composed of Nobel laureates 

Kenneth Arrow . (economics) , Hans .:; • · Bethe. (physics). Felix Bloch· 

. (physics) and ~-~~dre Lwoff ' (medicine); Sir Isaiah Berlin of Oxjford 

University; Robert J. Kib}:)ee, chancellor of the City Universitty of 

New.York; ·and Elie ,Wiese,l; chairman . of the U.S. Holocaust Courlcil. 

Mr. W~ese'l read. the . declaration following a 1ilncheon session 

at which Senator Dani~l Patrick Moynihan (Dem., N.· Y.) assal.led the 

: 1975 Ge.neral Assembly ·resolution, · ~assed while he was servi·ng as the 

·United. States Pe·rmanent· Re!?resentative. to · the . United Nations, calling 

Zionism .· a"' form 6£ racism. He noted .that the "statement of 

. . 
conscience" read by Mr. Wiesel had. charged that the U.N. Resolution 

·.·· ~ ·"must bear some responsibility for :the scourage of a.nti-Serni tism now 

reappearing .in many parts of the world. '1 
· 

. The statement.adopted by the · lOO scientists and intellectuals 

had been circulated. byJ the Committee on U.N. Integrity. earlier.· It was 
.. I . 

particµlar:l~" tcri.tical . of . the U .N. 's "tragic. failure" in the Mideast: 

"In its preoccul?ation with Palestinian r 'ights, the united Nations 

neglects the pl·ight of · millions of men, women and child~e.n in I other 

parts o ,f the world who are in immediate danger of death from famine, 

disease ·arid war. u : ~he statement added: . 

"The campai9n "to ostracize Israel has ••• made an i.nternail:ional 

charade of· ~1forts · to extend fr~edom of. speech and press, to help 
· . ... . 

th~ working .man ana :wonian, to meet the needs of children, to 

achieve equality of 
.. 

women .. 

(rn.ore) 
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Among the signers of the declaration were Eugene Ionesco, French . 

. . ~---
playwright; French phi.losorher Bernard-Henri Levy; Benjamin Hooks, 

.--=-- . ~ 
executive di.rector of the? National Association for the. Advancement of· 

Coloreq People: AFL-CIO ~resident Lane Kirkland; Leonard· Bern~tein ; _ '_;.~_)· 
- ·· 

REi.v ~ · ·Dbnald.>. Ha·:i:-ring.ton; .? Father Edward H. Flan::-.ery o{ the Secretari~t . . .. ___, .. . 

f·.)r catholi.c-Jewish Relations of the U.S. · Conference of Bishops;· Sister 

Margaret Ellen Traxler of the · National Coalition of Ameiican Nuns; 
- ~ 

. Henry Steele C0inmager, ?rofe~sor o -f History at Amherst 'college; ~~~> 
,..__ ,• . 

Prof. · Richard Pipes , a member of the Re·agan transit ion team .• 

Spea·kers at today ' s convocation included· Mo~ris 'Abram; . a. forme;r 

U.S. Represen'?:a.tive to the: United . Nations Human Rig~.:,t.s Commission; 

'- Allen Dershm·1it2 , Professor of Law· at Harva:r::'d University; Se:yu.our 

Martin Lipset, Professor · of Political Science at Stanford ·university; 

. J)r. Arno ?enzias, Nobel · laureate· in 9hysics .. , 1 978; anq Raymond Tanter, 

. ·---~ 
?rofesspr . of Political · S~~ence at the Univ~rsity oE ' Michig~~ and~ 

fo·reign !_)Olicy adviser to Pre~;ident-elect Ronald R~agan •. \\ 
·-..'.' .,f::.·:The statement- concluded: ''..In ·aevot;.ion ·:to the fulfiliment of the 

·united !ht ions' humanitarian ~na peaceful goals:, .we:' cannot rerl1ain 

siJ.ent while forces wh:i,.ch incite hatreq and f-:::>t~E'nt · war betray our 

hopes for world peace and· progress. 

"We call iqon the : thl :U:: . .=d Nations and each mew.her. natj_on to · 

. e;ribrace once again the . ideals of the l.J .N. charter and to restore the 

pronu..se that the u .N. can achieve a ·better wor1a · for all huri'tanity. II . 

'l2/7 /8Q x x x 
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DANIEL P. MOYNIHAN 
NEW YORK 

WASHINGTON, C.C. 20!110 

· March 2 , 1 9 81 

Dear Rabbi Tannenbaum: 

On December 7, I addressed members of the Committee for 
U.N. Integrity who had convened to exchang~ their views 
about American policy at the United Nat.ipns. I have worked 
the ideas of that talk into an article in the February issue 
of Commentary, which I enclose. 

The arguments I set forth are only a small part of 
those that have been put forward by our committee. This 
debate, however , is neither complete nor over, and it will 
be the responsibility of people like yourself to reshape 
America's role. Indeed, we must work together for a United 
Nations that can at last meet the expectations of its found
e.rs. 

Since.rely, 

"Q~L--, 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan 

Rabbi Marc Tannenbaum 
American Jewish Committee 
165 East 65th Street 
New York, NY 10022 

(Paid for by The Moynihan '82 Committee) 
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Commentary 

."Joining the Jackals'' 

The U.S. at the UN.1977-1986 

Daniel P. Moynihan 

A DEFEAT so overwhelming as .tliat · 
which Governor Reagan inflict"ec:~ 

on }>resident Carter soon takes on the air of the 
inevitable. Before .it does. it may be useful to re
cord that- those who were defeated in 110 way 

, .looked upon the outcome as fated. To the con
trary,. the view in the.White House was that things 
were going well until M(l.rch l, when Ambassador 
Donala F. McHenry voted in favor of a particu
larly vicious anti-Israel resolution in the Security 

· Cou;.cil ·of ·the United Nations, followed three 
. w~eks later by the appearance of Secretary of State 
·. Cyrus R. Va rice before· the Senate Foreign Rel a- · 

tions Committee in which he refused to disavow 
the vote. There~fter, in this view, everything spuri 
out of control. The Carter administration left 
Washington convinced..:....and proclaiming-that 

. defeat was brought on by malevolent incompe
tence at the U.S .. Mission to . the United Nations 
and t~e inability of the Secretary of State to con
trol· the Mission. What they did not proclaim and 
only dimly understood was that they themselves 
had put in place the ideas which helped bring 
them down; that indeed in that sense the outcome 

. was fated. 
Set forth by President Carter and otQers, the se

quence of events was as follows. Senator Edward 
M. Kennedy's .challenge to the President began 
poorly .. On March 18 the two met in Illinois, the 
first industrial state to hold a primary. The Presi
dent won handily. If }\ennedy could be beaten a 
week later, in New York, his candidacy would col
lapse. A private poll conducted by Dresner, Morris 
& Tortorello Research in late January and early 
Februar}• showed th.e P~esiderit leading the Sena
tor 54 percent to 28 percent am~ng probable Dem· 

·ocratic primary voters in New York, with only 13 
· per~ent undecided. Yet in the end, Kennedy won, 
59 percent to 41 percent. 

DAsu:i.. P. MOYNIHAN, United States Senator (D.) from 
New :York, has a!so served as Ambassador bolh in. India and 
at the· United Nations. His many previous contributions 19 
Co:-.rnENTARY include .. The Politics of Human Rights .. 
(August 19?7), "Party and International Pol itics" (February 
1977), and the widely discussed 'The United States in Oppo· 

·sition" (March 1975). He is the author of, among other 
. books, Coping: On the Practice of Government, Ma;cimum 
Feasible Misunderstanding, and Counting Our Blessings. 

Ii:i_a gracious gesture, after the." results were in, 
Lieutenant Governor Mario M. Cuomo, who head
ed Mr. Carter's campaign in New York, called the 
Presli:Ient to apologize. "No," said M.r. Carter as re- . 
ported in the New Yo.rk Times, ,;it was the United 
Nations vote." In ~n intei:view with Meg .Green
field. of the Washington Post on March 27, Mr. 
C~rter, speaking of an incumbent's problems in 
running for reelect~on, repeated the poif1t: 

... Then to make a mistake like we .did on the· 
UN vote and have the Secretary of State testify 
a few days before the el~ction. : ... 

The same theme was sounded, finally, in a post
mortem by Steven R. Weisman and Terence 
Smith of the Times after tpe nationa,l election: 

.This blunder, in which the administration first 
voted in favor of a March I resolution rebuking 
Israel on settlements in Arab-claimed territory 
and then disavowed it, cost the President dearly 
among Jewish voters in the Marc~ ~8 [sic] New 
York pnmary. Sena~or Kennedy cart1ed· the state 
and attracted · new contributions to his cam
paign, which carried· on ·through the last batch 
of primaries on June 3. 

"New York was our chance to ~no~k Kennedy 
out of the box early," said Mr. rRobert S.] 
Strauss, . the campaign chairman. '"We blew it 
w~th that vote." · 

Jody Powell told the Times rep.orters that in 
consequence, "We sure as hell spent a lot of time 
and money fighting him that would have been · 
better spent against Reagan." 

Now it will be clear that there are many reasons 
President Carter lost the. election, of which the UN· 
vote was only one and scarcely the most important. 
What is important, however, is· that the adminis
tration had looked upon its United Natipns record 
as a ·huge success. Other policies had ·failed, and 
that proved costly. But this had succeeded, and 
proved costly. When the-fall of a President is in
volved, and possibly also the fall of a party, some 
notice should be tak~n. For I do not conceal ·my 
judgment that so long as the ideas underlying the 
Carter administration's UN · policy are dominant 
within the Democratic party, we Democrats will be 
out ·of power. · 

:· 
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on November 10, 1975, the same day Zionism was 
declared to be a· form of "racism and racial dis-
crimination." . 

The first of the resolutions was breathtaking: 

Security Council Resolution 242 of 22 Novem
oer 1967 does not provide an adequate basis for 
a just solution for the question of Palestine. 

.One of the more dishonest (and debilitating be
cause profoun9ly misleading) assertions of the U.S. 
Mission during the Carter years was that the 1975 
Zionism resolution was somehow brought about 
by the United States. Having resisted, · America 
was judged to have provoked. That resolution 
passed 67 to 55 with 15 abstentions. This resolu
tion, potentially far more destructive, was adopted 

·9s to 16 with 32 abstentions. 
The United States said nothing. No American 

cldegale wenl to the podium to offer the smallest 
demur. Next, a resolution denounced .the. Camp 
David accords, declaring that the General Assent· 
bly 

Expresses its strong opposition to all partial 
agreements and separate treaties which consti· 
tute a Aagrant violation of the rights of the 
Palestinian people, the principles of the Char
ter, ... [etc]. 

The United States said nothing. The last of the 
resolutions reasserted Israeli violation of the 
Fourth Geneva Convention. This time the United 
States, by abstaining, said all there was to say. 

There was something of note in the sponsors of 
the resolutions. The familiar Soviet-leaning or So
viet-dominated nations were present: Afghanistan, 
Cuba, Lao · People's Democratic Republic. But 
present also were Nicaragua and Zimbabwe, two 
Third World nations with which the Carter ad
ministration had presumably established relations 
of friendship arid respect. 
· As for North-South relations, on Wednesday of 
that week Ambassador McHenry acknowledged 

·that the General Assembly's Special Session on 
economic development which had convened in 
September had come to nothing. Finally, on Fri· 
day, December 19, .the United States voted for a · 
Security Council resolution condemning Israel for 
the expulsion of two Arab mayors (an expulsion 
which followed upon parliamentary debate, trials 
before an independent judiciary, and the usual 
processes o( a possibly wrongheaded but stubbom
ly democratic society). Ambassador McHenry ex· 
plained that the Fourth Geneva Convention "pro
hibits deportations, whatever the motive of the 
occupying power." 

In an editorial entitled, "Joining the Jackals," 
the Washington Post, which had supported the 

President for reelection; described this American 
vote against Israel in the Security Council on that 
Friday as representative of "the essential Carter.'' 
Now the President himself was being held to ac
count. 
· American failure was total. And it was squalid. 
These men, in New York and Washington, helped 
to destroy the President who appointed them, 
deeply injured the President's party, hurt the 
United States, and hurt nations that have stood 
with the United States in seeking something like 
peace in the Middle East. They. came to office full 
of themselves an~ empty of any steady understand
ing of the world. The world was a more dangerous 
place when at last they went away. 

T. HOSE who now take office must deal 
with the ·aftermath of this massive 

failure of policy. The Security Council resolutions 
are time bombs. Ticking. The · case has all but 
been made that Israel is an outlaw state, and in
deed the General Assembly h~s now called on the 
Security Council to· c:Onsider imposing sanctions 
against it. It will take the toughest-minded dipl~ 
m.acy to dismantle the indictment now in piace
thanks to the Carter administration; thanks to 
those who brought the Democr.ttic party to such 
confusions. The new administration will have to 
deal also with the whole question of the Third 
World. It should be dearer now that hostility 
toward the West, toward the United States, is 
abiding and, it may be, burgeoning. . 

Yet it remains for the Uniteq States to evolve a 
mode of dealing with the· UN majority, am~ this 
in some measure turns on what kind of countries 
we think them to be. Irving Kristol has put ·the 
matter at its bleakest: 

The radical-nationalist ideologies of these na
tions, so far from being a prelude to the liber~l· 
constitutionalism we revere, are a kind of epi· 
logue. They-or at least theii ruling elites
have seen our ~resent and reject it as their fu. 
ture. So long as · we refuse to confront this real
ity, we do not have a clear vision of the world 

· the U.S. inhabits. And so long as there is no 
such clear vision, there can be no coherent for. 
eign policy. 

My own vfew is more ·sanguine: consider India, 
Sri Lanka, Trinidad and Tobago, Jamaica. There 
are others-rriany others. Still, with the experience 
of these four years, we should at least have learned 
that foreign policy cannot be conducted under the 
pretense that we have no enemies in the world-or 
at any rate none who~ enmity we have not merit
ed by our own conduct. For it was this idea more 
than anything else, perhaps, that led the Carter 
administration into disaster abroad and over-
whelming defeat at home. . · 

Reprinted from· conunentary, February, 1981, · 
by permission; All Rights Reserved. 
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the very existence of the administration. And to 
protect itself from having to face this failur~. the 
administration had begun to undennine Camp 
David itself-its one great success. 

T HE March l vote, then, was a disaster 
and should have .stimulated a reap-

. praisal of the route by w~ich the administration . 
.had traveled to it. Israel had been permanently 
damaged, and (unless their perceptions are peril
ously dulled) Qther allies of the United States per
manently warned. Yet no more was said than that 
ii was a mistake, a1.1d only a partial mistake . at 
that. The administration · never thought its way 
ilifo~gh the matter. Those publicly most identi
fied with th~se policies had already begun to leave · 
~first Ambassador Young, then Assistant ~ecre
tary Maynes, and finally Secretary Vance himself. 
But the policies persisted .. By the end of the Carter 
a_dministration the pattern had become au but im
possible to overcome. One can measure it this 
way: on nine substantive votes on. the Middle East 
taken. in the Security Council between janual)' 

. 1979 and August 1980 the ·United States abstained 
seven times. 

, ... J~st once we cast a veto-striking down a Tu
nisia.n resolution of last April !lO which called for 
Lhe creation of a Palestinian state. This 'resolution, 
one might ·note, unlike the one we voted for on 

. March l, did refer to "secure and recognized 
boundaries"-the language of Resolution 242-
but only for the Paiestinian state. Not for Israel. 

To be sure, we occasionally made our unhappi· 
ness known. In August 1980, for example, Secre· 
tary of State Edfnund S. M.uskie went ' to New 
York and ·defended the American approa<;h to a 
Middle East peace settlement based on the Camp 
David accords: · 

Let me ... repeat our belief that this constant 
rerourse to debates and resolutions that are not 
germane to the peace process-and even harm· 
ful to it-should stop. 

. . A . salutary sentiment;· but . what .must ·. the other 
members have thought? For Secretal)' Muskie was 
asking on behalf of the United States for the end 
of a process that it was perfectly within our power 
to end. If we believed such resolutions to be harm
ful to the peace process, we were free to veto them. 
We ~ere free to · deny them the force of law they 
acquire when they pass. The same point could be 
made of such American statements on the March I 
resol~tion as this one by President Carter: 

While our opposition to the establishment of 
the Israeli settlements .is long-standing and well 
known, we made strenuo'us ·efforts to eliminate 
the language with reference to .the dismantling 
of settlements in the resolution. 

Yet when the strenuous efforts failed, t.he U.S. Per· 
manent Representative had only to raise 'his hand, 
·to vote No, and the resolution would have failed. 

Having committed itself, .however, tc:> solidarity 

with the majority at the UN, the Carter adminis
tration ~ould riot bring itself to exercise the vetp. 
Thus in our flight from "confrontatiOn" did we 
end not by understanding the perspectives of oth-
ers, but by adopting them. · 

In s0 doing, we have acquiesced in a vel)' great 
qeal. · 

After March l the application of.the Fourth Ge
neva Convention became a routine of Security 
Council resolutions. It was invoked in Resolu
tions 460 (May 8, 1980), 469 (May 20, 1980), and 
471 (June 5, 1980), all three of which dealt with 
Israel's expulsion of two Palestinian mayors in the 
wake of terrorist attacks on Israeli civilian settlers. 
Where once· there was the routine affirmation of 
Resolution 242, we now have routine indictments 
of Israel for Hitlerian crimes. 

The U.S. abstained even when Israel's sover
eign~y itself was at issue. The last Sec~rity Countjl 
resolutions in this cycle of attacks on Israel were 
adopted in the summer of 1980 and dealt spe· 
cifically with Jerusalem. Resolution 476 of June 
30, 1980 warned Israel about its pending legisla· 
tion on the annexation of East Jerusalem. One 
might we.11 question the prudence of this Israeli. 
law-and many have done so-but it was some· 
thing else again to find that in Resolution 476 (as 
in. its successor Resolution 477 of August 20) Is· 
rael had become the .,'occupying p0wer" of its owri 
capital. Both resolutions, in fact, seemed to in
clude the entire city of Jerusa.lem within this 
charge. An9 Resolution 477 .went still further: it 
declared the Basic Law on Jerusalem, by then 
passed, to. be null and v.oid. It declared in effect 
that Israel 'was not entitled to fix the iocation of 
its own capital city, and cali~d-in .a "'.holly un
precedented step-<>n member · states to withdraw 
their embassies from. this capital (which all. did). 

A
N epilogue of sorts took place in the 
third week of December 1980, as 

the Carter administration and the 35th General 
Assembly began winding down. On M~nday, De· 
cember 15, the General Assembly adopre~ five res
olutions on the Middle East more virulent and 
anti-Semitic than perhaps anything · the UN h.ad 
yet seen. The debate was obscene. Thus the Am· 
bassador of Jordan speaking of the Ambassador of 
Israel: 

The representative of the Zionist entity is evi
dently incapable of concealing his deep-seated 
hatred toward the Arab world for having broken 
loose from the notorious exploitation of its na
tural resources, long held in bondage and plun· 
dered by his own people"s cabal, which controls 
and manipulates and exploits the rest of hu
manity by controlling the money and wealth of 
the world. 

The occasion was the receipt of the most recent 
Report of the Committee on the Exercise of the 
Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People, a 
body established by General Assembly resolution 
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physical character, demographic comp0sition, 
institutional structure or status of the Pales
ti_nian and other Arab territories occupied since 

· 1967, including Jerusalem, o_r any part thereof, 
have no legal validity .... 

In a word, according to Resolution 465, Israel is 
an outlaw state, guilty of war crimes. (Not the Vi
etnamese invaders of Cambodia, or the Soviets in 
Afghanistan. Israeli) Its alleged capital is not its 
capital at all-"Jerusalem or any part thereof"~ 
and it is in illegal occupation of territory now for 
the first time designated "Palestinian." . 

Here, then, was the triumph of everything the 
Soviets an<;I the "Rejectionists" had stood for: the 
repudia4on of everything Sadat, and for that mat
ter Begin and Carter, had sought. Yet the United 
States voted in favor of this resolution. Shortly 
thereafter the administration stated that ·this had · 
been a "mistake.'; It was no mistake at all. Resolu
tion 465 reflected the view of the majority of mem
bers of the United Nations, and the ·u.s. Mission 
there had simply come to accept that view. Their 

· conception of the world, by now shared in Wash
ington, gave them no alternative. 

Once the vote was cast there' came the shock of 
recognition, in Washington at least, that this was 
what that conception led to. But still they clung 
to it. The White House, sensing the disaster and 
the dilemma, did not want any testimony given 
before Congress. The State Department insisted, 
and so on March 20 the New York Times re-
ported: · 

VANCE REBUFFS CALL FOR Fuu Drs/\vowAL oF 
. UN's IswL MoVE 

·Yet it was more than that. Vance would neither 
disavow the episode nor acknowledge it. He could 
not bring himself to admit consequences he could 
not desire of a policy he could not repudiate. 

T HE operative __ paragraphs of Resolu
tion 465 began by stating that the Se-

curity Council: 

L Commends the work done by the Commis
sion.in preparing the report .... ; 

2. Accepts the conclusions and recominenda
tiOns contained in the above-mentioned report 
of the Commission; 

Yet Vance in his testimony on March 20 suggested 
that nothing, really, had happen_ed, that voting for 
the resol!Jtion did not imply support for the com-

. mission report which had occasioned it. 
Senator Paul S. Sarbanes of Maryland went di-

rectly to this point: · · 

SENATOR SARB/\NF.S. Mr. Secretary, the resolution· 
that was passed and for which ·we voted, accepts 
the conclusions and recommendations contained 
in the report. of the commission. established by 
Se<;urity Council Resolution 446. 

Do I take your assertion to be that the word 
"accepts" there means nothing more than "re
ceives"? 

SECRETARY VANCE. You do correctly understand. 

SENATOR SARBANES. Why wasn't the word "re
ceives" used? I would understand the word "ac' 
cepts" to carry wi.th it some element of subscrib
ing to the conclusions in the recommendation. 

SECRETARY VANCE. No; it was merely intended 
to connote receives. Accepts-they hand them to 
me, they are accepted. 

I joined in the questioning: 

SENATOR MOYNIHAN. Very frankly, ... Mr. Sec
retary, I am concerned with our reputation for 
plain dealing. 

Did anyone at the U.S. Mission to the United 
Nations tell you that in a Security Council reso
lution, the w~rd "accepts" should be read to 
mean "receives"? 

SECRETARY VANcF.. Yes: I have been.told that. 

SENATOR MoYNlaAN. You have been told that? 

SE.CllETARY VANCE. Yes 

SE.NATOll MOYNIHAN. Sir, 1 once served as U.S. 
Permanent Representative there. I can tell you 
that I could not conceive telling a Secretary of 
State that tl:te word "accepts" should be read to 
mean as in a .letter, "Dear Sir, I have received 
your letter of' so and so. 

The first paragraph, the preambular para
graph of a Security Council resolution starts out 
always, "Taking note of.". This is the p<tragraph 
that says, "We have received.'' 

"Accepts," on the other hand, is a slight varia
tion on the word "endorse." It would be the 
only way it would ·have been understood in my 
time there, sir. 

I think you have been misinformed, sir, and I 
think you have been done a disservice.• ... 

Something quite extraordinary was happening 
here. It is of course possible that the members of 
the U.~. Mission had simply not told the truth to 
the Secretary of State. (They had. evidently been 
leM than candid on some other questions concern
ing· the resolutions-informing him, for example, 
that references to Jerusalem had been excised 
from the text when they had not.) But how could 
a lawyer of Cyrus Vance's ability believe such an 
untruth save that at ·high and low levels alike the 
men of our government were deceiving themselves? 
The Carter _ildministration had failed in its objec
tives at the UN; but to admit that failure was to 
cast in doubt the · view of the world that justified· 

• A brief review of UN documents will malr.e clear that 
"accept" ha·s 1he everyday meaning of "endorse." After the 
first commission · report was submiued i_n July 1979, it be· 
came the subject of Security Council Resolution 452. in 
which the C.Oundl voted to "accept" its recommendations. 
The members of the commission easily understood what this 
meant. T~ey wrote in their second report (which in turn 
became the subject of Resolution 465) that they had taken 
particular steps "bearing in mind that the Security Council, 
in. Resolution 452 (1979). had accetJted the recommenda· 
tions contained in the c:ommission'a first report .• . " (em· 
pbasis added) • 
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though it might declare that :.thugs in Afghanis
tan" were "tormenting schoolchildren" for the 
profit of Zionists, had established itself beyond all 
question _ as a brutal conqueror of Third World 
·peoples and as an anti-Semitic regime of near de
·me11ted proportions. The moment to fragment or 
silence the opposition was at hand. 

Faced with this assault on the UN Charter, on 
peace, on decency-and, not so incidentally, on 
the President of the United States-what did our 
people ·do? They ·took the other: side. 

To persons whose deepest conviction was that 
Third World nations were hostile to ' the United 
States . because of o~r own neocolonial behavior; 
whose strong disposition was t~ believe th~t ·t~e ·so
viet Union in almost all instances supported the 
true liberationist forces in the former colonial 
world while the United· States, on the wrong side 
of l~is~~ry, backed brutal but doomeq dictatorships 
-the events from 1977 to 1980 could make no 
sense. It became ever more difficult for such .Peo
ple _to unde~stand. and support th~ir own govern
ment'~ _policy. For .had not the Camp David frame
work, its · peacefUI appearances notwithstandi_ng, 
called forth a more sustained disagreement be
tween· the · U.S. and the' -Third World than even 
the "confro_ntationist" policies of the past? To un
derstand this one had to entertain the possibility 
that the opposition we encountered' there was not 
a malter Ol long-h~~<,l' gri_evances against our 
abµses of power. O.ne had to e·ntenain the possi
bility that 'there were those, whose great fear was 
that in seeking' P.~ace we might succeed. · 

Confused, and after a point not altogether 
straightforward, the strategy of :our diplomats in 
New York, backed up in the Department of State, 
started to undergo a subtle and disastrous transfor
mation. They had begun with the pro"position 

. that .if the United States put' itself <;>!l the "right" 
side of history; we would find. the nations of" the 
world, most of which of course were "new," com

. ing over fo ·our side in turn: Unaccountably, how· 
ever, they were still not on our· side. To .the· con-· 
trar-y, some were actively seeking · to undo the 
greatest diplomatic achievement the administra
tion had to its credit: and none-not one-was ob-

.. jecting to or uying fo .impede such efforts. Evi
dently, theri, we must siill be on the wrong' side. 
Reasoning thus, our diplomats prepared them-

. selves to vote for the Security Council Resolution 
of March l, 1980 and (though this was certainly 
not their intention) to help bring down the ad· 
ministration .they served. 

T HE chain of resolutions passed in con· 
·demnation of Israel by the Security 

·Council' in 1979-80 forms a ~omplex story. Yet to 
follow it· only a single point needs to be under
stood. It is that, as a direct result ·of American ·pol· 
icy, the Security Council was ·allowed tC? deg~neT
ate to the condition of the General Assembly: 

Under · the UN Charter the General Assembly 
reaches decisions by majority vote, but its deci-

. . . . 
sions are purely recommendatory (Article JO). By 
contrast, _the Security Council has power. In situa· 
tions where it determines that there is a "threat to 
the peace, breach of the peace, or act 6f aggres
sion," the Council "shall make recommendations, 
or decide what measures shall be taken .... " 
These inqude "such action b.Y air, sea, or. land 
forces as may be ner.essary .. ... " The Security 

·Council, in a word, may make war. And for that 
reason the Security Co.uncil does not operate by 
majority vote. ~ny permanent member may veto 
any action, simply, by voting· No. However, in the 
face of the increasingly vicious Soviet-Arab as
~ults that followed Camp !)avid, the United 
States began to ~bstiin. I have represented · the 
United Stat~s on the Security Council;· I !).ave 

. served as President of the Securi.ty Gouncil._ I state 
as a ma~ter 9f plain and· ':'niversally ·understood 
fact that for the United States to abstain on a'Se
c~rity Council resoli.ition cqncerning Israel is the 
eq'uivalent of' acquiescing. · · . · · . 

The.first ,abstention in the sequence we 'are now 
tracing occUrred on March 22, 1979 ~hen the 
C<?uncil, in a resolution directed against Israel; es
tablished a. three-membe"r commission "to examine 
the situation relating Jo esta~lishm.en.ts in. the 
Arab territories occupied since 1967, ·including Je
rusalem." The phrasing here was ominous: . "Arl!b 
territories . .'. including Jerusalem:" Jerµsal~m is 
the capital of Isri~el. ~ow could its capit~l bi; in 
the territory of others? · 

Equally ominous, although at this point re
strained, was the reaffirmation of earlier Council 
statements that the Fourth Geneva Convention "is 
applicab~e to the Arab territories occupied. by h
rael since 1967, ·including Jerusalem;, ·and the 
strict inj1,mction upoQ· ~srael ·:as the o~~upying 
Power, to ab~de scrupulously by ~e 1949 Fourth 
Geneva Conve·n·tion:· Now, the Fourth Geneva 
Cqnvention on the Protection of Civilian Persons 
in Time of' War ·is one· of a . series of treaties 
des-igned to. codify the behavior. of Nazi Germany 
and make such behavior criminal under interna
ti~nal law. This particular convention applied: to 
the Nazi practice ·of dei}orting or murdering vast 

. numbers of ~~o~s in Westerp Poland-as at 
Ausi:;hwitz-a~d plan,s· for settling the territory with 
Germans. The assertion that ihe ·Geneva Conven
tion also applied to the West Bank played, of 
course, perfectly into the Soviet proplganda posi
. ti on that "Zionism is present-day fascism." 

Witliin a year the new commission had submit· 
ted two reP<>rts. In response to these, on March I, 
1980, a resolution- (465) was submitted to · the 
(;()uncil that was as viciously anti-Israel-and as 
destructive of the Camp David. accords-as any 
that had ever been encountered or could readily 
be devised. Israel was found to be in "flagrant vio
lation of the Fourth ·Geneva Convention": the 

· first nation in history io be found guilty of behav
ing as ·the goven~ment of. Nazi Germany had be
haved. It was determin~d 

that all measures taken by Israel to change the 
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new pro-American alignment of Egypt and the 
step-by-step peace negotiations, which had scored 
a major success with the second disengagement 
agreement of May 1975. The Zionism-is-racism res
olution in November of the same year was itself 
one part of this sabotage campaign. . 

That the UN and its Third World majority 
could be manipulated for the purposes of an as
sault on American policy was much more poorly 
apprehended after Kissinger's departure. In . fact, 
in its desire to dissociate itself from the past, the 
Carter administration set out to bring the Soviets 
back. The still startling Soviet-American 
commui:iique (issueg jointly but plainly Soviet· 
drafted) of October 1, l 977 proposed to recon. 
vene the Geneva Conference, a meeting under UN 
auspices at which the two nations would be co
chairmen and to which all interested parties 
would be invited. To Sadat the meaning of this 
was dear: a veto in the hands of the radical forces, 
immediate stalemate, ultimately perhaps his over
throw. And so to avoid going to Geneva, he went 
to Jerusalem (where, he had every reason to know, 
a deal was waiting to be struck with the Begin 
government). This set in motion the events that 
ended with the Camp David accords of 1978, and 
the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty of 1979...,.Carter's 
single greatest achievement, albeit purchased only 
by a reversal of his original "Geneva" approach 
and by shifting negotiations over the Middle East 
away from the UN. 

Inevitably forces at the UN would resent this. 
Thus it is not t00 much to say that the supreme 
test of the Carter policy at the United Nations was 
whether that body would leave him alone to make 
peace between Israel and its neighbors. Had his 
diplomats, through their new approach, acquired 
sufficient .influence with the far-flung nations of 
the Third World to persuade them to stay out of 
disputes with which most of them had in any 
event only the remotest connection? 

·The answer was not long in coming. First, the 
remaining Arab states, with Iraq only momentar
ily absent, convened a "confrontation summit" in 
Damascus to fight the Camp David settl~ment. 
Iraq soon was brought in, and before the year was 
out leaders of all Arab states except Egypt had 
met in Baghdad to form a :·rejection fron.t" 
against Egypt and Israel. Simultaneously the So
viet Union (returning to the tactiCs it had used in 
1975 to counter its expulsion from Egypt) esca
lated its campaign to delegitimate Israel by identi
fying it with the Nazis. 

Having been sounded in 1971 with a two-part 
article in Pravda entitled "Anti-Sovietisrn is the 
Profession of Zionists," this theme was steadily 
elaborated and diffused. (The original Pravda ar
ticle, for example, asserted that the massacre at 
Babi Yar had been a collaboration of Nazis and 
Zionists.) Once the idea had been set, it proceeded 
to. be popularized on television, in novels, and fin. 
ally in children's publications. Thus the October 
IO, 1980 issue of Pionerskaya Pravda, a tabloid-size 

weekly for children aged nine to fourteen who be
long to the Soviet youth organization, Pioneers: 

Zionists try to penetrate all spheres · of public 
life, as well as ideology, science, and trade. Even 
Levi jeans contribute to their operations: the 
r~venue obtained from the sale of these pants 
are used by the firm to help the Zionists. 

Most of the largest monopolies in the manu
facture of arms are controlled by Jewish bank
ers. Business made on blood brings them enor
mous profits. Bombs and missiles explode in Le
banon-the bankers Lazars and Leibs are mak
ing money. Thugs in Afghanistan torment 
schoolchildren with gases-the bundles of dol
lars are multiplying in .the safes of the Lehmans 
and Guggenheims. It is clear that Zionism's 
principal enemy- is peace on earth. 

... The United Nations described Zionism as 
a form of racism and racial discrimination. 
More and more people ·today are beginning to 
realize that Zionism is present-day fascism. 

This propaganda seemed to possess the Soviets 
internationally as well as at home, and they began 
to insist that other nations join in the campaign 
to treat Israel as an outlaw state, indeed a no~
state, an entity without the rights of statehood. It 
began to work. In 1978 Cuba became head of the 
"nonaligned nations." A summit meeting of these 
states in Havana between SeP.tember 3 and 7, 1979 
adopted a resolution that declared: 

The heads of state or. government reaffirmed 
that racism, including zionism [sicl, racial dis
crimination, and especially apartheid consti
luted crimes against humanity and represented 
violations of the United Nations Charter and of 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
[Paragraph 237, Final Declaration of the 
Con feren~e J. · · 

Jn June 1980 at the ministerial meeting of the Or
ganization of African Unity, held in Freetown, 
Sierra Leone, Israel was referred to in official docu
ments merely as the "Zionist entity." And on Oc
tober 8, 1980 the Soviets signed a Friendship 
Treaty with Syria of which Article 3 dee.Jared: 

The High Contracting Parties, guided by their 
belief in the equality of all peoples and states, 
regardless of race and religious beliefs, condemn 
colonialism, racism and zionism [sic] as one of 
the forms and manifestations of racism, and re
affirm their resolve to wage relentless struggle 
against them. 

This was perhaps the clearest statement to date of 
the Soviet Union's opposition to the very existence 
of the state of Israel, but its essential purpose had 
been evident for at least a decade. 

No LESS evident was what the United 
States Mission to the United Na

tions should have done. The Arab nations were 
split; the United States was, in effect, allied with 
the largest of them, Egypt, and in the cause of 
peace in the Middle East. The Soviet Union, 
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for greater justice, respect, and dignity. All this 
has changed. · 

Testifying before a House Subcommittee on 
March 27, 1980 (two days, mind, after the New 
York primary), Assistant Secretary Maynes spoke 
even more glowingly of changes that had· come 
over the UN: · 

... the UN has become the crossroad of global 
diplomacy. 
· . · .. [It] now appears to be less unfriendly 

and dangerous a place than some have led us to 
believe. It is also possible that we wilJ find there 
a greater spirit of cooperation than before-not 
just in condemning the lawless but also in ad
vancing the rule of law. But these promises may 
come to naught unless we adopt .a more mature . 
stance toward the UN itself. 

We must remind ourselves that the United 
States needs the .UN at least as much as it needs 
us. 

One might have thought this assessment would 
be reflected in votes in the General Assembly or 
the Security CoundJ. But it was not. Worse, the 
ideas of the new administration stoOd in the way 
of seeing opportunities to be seized and under
standing problems to be met. 

This was perhaps to be expected. The heavy 
emphasis on North-South relations, after all, was 
surely a way of coping with, or at least diverting 
attention . from, the difficult realities of the post
Vietnam.world. "American imperialism" had been 
defeated. Our defeat had been caused, to be sure, 
by overreaching and after a point it could not per
haps have been avoided. But its consequences, all 
the same, would have to be lived wilh, and ad
justed to; foremost among them would be a major 
opening for, and stimulus to, Soviet imperialism. 
Susan Sontag has recently acknowledged how little 
she and others in the anti-war movement had un
derstood this equation: 

It :was not so cle_ar to -inany .of us as we talked of 
American imperialism how few options many of 
these countries had except for Soviet imperial
ism, which was maybe worse. When I was in 
Cuba and North Vietnam, it was not clear to · 
me then that they would · become Soviet satel
lites, but history has been very cruel and the op· 
tions available to these countries were fewer 
than we had hoped. It's become a lot more com
plicated. · · 

But the perception of such complexity was be
yond ·the powers of the U.S. Mission to the UN 
under the Carter administration. Its members 
could not see · the signs of a new phase of So
viet policy: military support for Ethiopia in 1977, 
coups in both Afghanistan and South Yemen in 
April 1978, the invasion of Cambodia in Decem
ber 1978. Unable to explain all this or to fit it to 
the purposes lhey had set themselves, American 
diplomats at the UN: grew increasingly silent. 

.It also emerged that our representatives had 
little sense of the UN Charter as law that had to 

be upheld, and to be expounded. A superb oppor
tunity came in the fall of 1977 ·when the Soviets 
switched sides in the Horn of Africa. Abandoning 
Somalia, they actively entered the war in the Oga
den, an ethnically Somali territory, on the side of 

. Ethiopia. Of a sudden the Somalis were pound
ing on our doors begging for help, pleading for 
us to understand the "nature of the Soviet threat,'.' 
Soviet "neocolonialism," the "Soviet plot to encir
cle the Gulf," the "Soviet contempt for human 
rights and the rights of small nations." 

Now it happens that in 1975 the principal spon· 
sor of the reso1ution that declared Zionism to be a 
form of racism was none other than Somalia (act
ing in its then capadty as ~n especially fawning 
sate1lite of the Soviets). After the resolution was 
adopted; I rose in lhe General Assembly and ad
dressed the following words directly to the So
malis: 

Today we have drained the word "racism" of its 
meaning. Tomorrow terms li.ke "national self
detennination" and "national honor" will be 
perverted in the same way to serve the purposes 
of conquest and expfoitation. Anc! when these 
claims begin to be made ... it is lhe small na
tions of the world whose integrity will suffer. 
And how ·will the small nations of the world de
fend themselves, on what grounds will others be 
mpved ,to defend and protect them, when the 
language of human rights, the only language by 
which the small can be defended, is no longer 
believed and no longer has a power of its own? 

With the Somalis bleating in terror, pleading 
for help, did the U.S. Mission to the UN make a 
single refer~nce to lheir behavior in 1975, and our 
response? None. This would have been to engage in 
''confrontation," a practice of the discredited past. 

The United States helped found the UN, mostly 
wrote the Charter, has largely paid for the place. 
U.S. reptesentatives have an obligation to insist 
that there are standards written into that Charte~. 
Occasionally we would stand up for them. In 1978 
William J. vanden Heuvel, the U.S. representa· 
tive to the UN in Geneva, actually objected to the 
appointment of a KGB officer as ·director of per
sonnel for UN activities in that city. (The appoint
ment was a dear violation of article l 00 of the 
Charter.) But lhere were few such instances. Not 
even when UNESCO, that embodiment of a de
cent liberal optimism, set about developing an in
ten:iational regime for state control of the press 
under the insolent euphemism of '-'A New World 
Information Order" did we engage in "confronta
tion." No, neve.r: And so it went. 

Bur the crucial turning point came with 
Camp David, which involved an irony 

worthy to be called tragic. Perhaps the most im
pressive achievement of Henry Kissinger as Secre
tary of State had been to cooperate with , Anwar . 
Sadat in maneuvering the Soviets out of Egypt. 
Together Sadat and Kissinger had had to stand 
against the efforts of Soviet policy to scuttle the 
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Representative at the UN in 1975-76 as the prime 
example of American diplomatic aggression . 

This was notably the view of C. William 
Maynes, who left the Carnegie Endowment for Jn. 
ternational Peace to become President Carter's As
sistant Secretary of State for International Organi
zation Affairs. It was the view of the Ambassadors 
who came and went at the U.S. Mission beginning 
with Andrew Young and endi ng with Donald Mc
Henry. In an interview published in September 
1980, contrasting his performance with mine, Am-
bassador McHenry said: · 

I don't believe in confrontation politics. I don't 
believe in name-calling. I do believe in commu
nicating with them (i.e., Thii-d World nations], 
in stating my views, listening to theirs, respect
ing their views. expecting them to respect mine. 

A few weeks later, on October 1, 1980, taking issue 
with a New York Times Magazine article entitled 
''How the Third World Runs the UN," he re· 
turned to this theme: 

The article was reminiscent of the speeches 
about the "Tyranny of the Majority" that one 
of my predecessors used to deliver when he rep
resented our country at what he later called "A 
Very Dangerous Place:·• 

Yet there was a fa teful avoidance of reality in 
the new administration's view: a denial that there 
is genuine hostility toward the United States in 
the world and true conflicts of interest between 
this nation and others- an illusion that a surface 
reasonableness and civility are the same as true 
cooperation. 

To be sure, if there are conflicts of interest 
among states, there are also truly shared interests, 
and even genuine friendships. The world, alas, is 
complex, and although the new men of the Carter 
administration professed to understand complexity 
where others had missed it, they were in fact great 
simplifiers. They trivialized the sources of real con
flict. between the United States and other nations 
and they exaggerated our ability to resolve the~ 
to everyone's satisfaction. 

Again, one notes a parallel with the approach of 
the new administration to defense and foreign pol· 
icy. One. of the fh:st (and fateful) decisions of 
President Carter was to appoint Paul Warnke as 
negotiator for the strategic-arms-limitations talks 
with the Soviets. Warnke in his celebrated article 
''Apes on a Treadmill' had set forth the thesis that 
the Soviets essentially imitate American behavior 
in defense matters. Thus just as the United States 
could turn enmity into friendship merely by 
avoiding "confrontation politics" in its dealings 
with the Third World, so the United States could 
change Soviet behavior simply by changing its 
own. 

But if these ideas had a parallel structure, they 
did not prove equally durable'. Although President 
Carter had campaigned in 1976 on a pledge to cut 
the defense budget, his promise did not survive 

the first encounters with reality-the reality· of 
conflicting interests and genuine danger. Instead, 
it was buried, and (admittedly modest) increases 
in defense spending commenced. The same readi
ness to retreat from unrealistic approaches was evi
dent in the area of human rights (and indeed, 
here the administration's retreat was almost over
eager). But if in these areas reality obliged the ad
ministration to think better of the ideas by which 
it had hoped to guide policy, no such perception.s 
ever managed to penetrate our approach to the 
United Nations. We would unilaterally change the 
whole international atmosphere simply by avoid· 
ing "confrontation politics." The Unite_d States 
would make amends for its past failures by a 
greater responsiveness, by greater openness. by at 
last understanding the problems of others and 
their perspectives. Thus the psychological arro
gance that lay behind the seeming humility of our 
new relations with the Third World- it was we 
who still dete~ined how others behaved-=-re
mained intact. 

At the UN the arrogance of this view was partic
ularly risky, for those convinced of the abuse of 
American power found themselves representing the 
United States at a time when our power was in 
fact much reduced. Whether American interests 
could, even so, be protected would depend on how 
well this decline was perceived, on the suppleness 
of the new tactics that would be brought to bear, 
and above all on the ability to sense failure when 
it struck one across the face. The new administra· 
tion was conducting an experiment of a sort; 
much would depend on whether it could tell the 
difference between good results and bad. 

BEFORE defeat in the 1980 election 
forced a different conclusion upon 

them, the Carter people were of the opinion that 
the experiment had been a brilliant success. From 
the 1980 Democratic platform-prepared in coop
eration with the staff of the National Security 
Council-one learned that when the administra· 
tion came to power in 1977. . 
relations with the Third World were at their 
nadir. The United States appeared hostile and 
indifferent to the developing world's aspirations 

• lt would be hard lo pack more misinformation into a 
single sentence. It was President Gerald R. ford, in an ad· 
dress at the opening of the Gener.LI Assembly in the fall of 
1974. who " 'arned the UN against "the trranny of the ma· 
jority"; at tbe close of that session Ambassador John A. Scali 
repeated the warning. Jf I e\'er used the phrase, which I do 
not recall doing, it wa~ only to cite them. As for "A Very 
Dangerous Place," in 1978 I published a memoir about the 
UN with a passage on the first page: " I had first gone to 
Washington with John F. Kennedy and then stayed on with 
Lrndon Jotinson. There I learned as an adult what I had 
known as a child, h·hich is that the world is a dangerous 
place- and learned also thar nor evef)·one knows this." My 
editor rhought A Dangerous Place would be a good title; 
but I was not referring to the UN. As seamen are taugh t of 
the sea, the UN is not inherently a dangerous element, but 
is implacably punishing of careles.snesi. 
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· J N NORMAL circumstances UN affairs 
play ~ marginal role in Unit.ed States 

foreign policy, the simple reason being that Amer
ican foreig11 ~licy is normally preoccupied with 
the Soviet Union, and the UN, with its profusion 
of small, even . mini, states, is the last setting in 
which two powers would wish to conduct their 
affairs. But four years ago, to the incoming Carter 
administration, the main attraction of the UN as 
a se'tting in which to conduct foreign policy was 
precisely the prominent role Third World nations 
play in UN affairs, and · th~ North-South axis of 
the place. This wa~ a setting in which the cold war 
could at last be put behind us. · In his first lllajor 
foreign-policy address, given at Notre Dame on 
May 22, 1977, President . Carter reported that the 
United ·s.tate·s had overcome .its "inordinate fear of 
Communism, .. and proposed that the two powers 
now join in a cooperative effort to improve North: 
South relations, specifically through e(onomic as
sistance. to the developing nations. In the mean
time,· the name of the ON Ambassador was pro
moted to second place on the directory of the State 
Department building, immediately below that of 
the.Secretary. · · 

In his Notre Dame speech, as in his appoint
ments, President Carter brought together two 
strains in Democratic thinking on foreign affairs. 
The first was the old tradition of liberal interna
tionalism-the extension of domestic standards of 
social justice to the world at large-exemplifiad by 
President Harry S. Truman's Point Four program 
or President John F. Kennedy's Alliance for Prog, 
ress. 

But there was another and newer strain of 
thought, one much at odds with the traditions of 
Truman and Kennedy. This was the view that 
had emerged in the course of the Vietnaffi: war to 
the effect that the United States. by virtue of its 
enormous power, and in consequence of policies 
and perhaps even national characteristics that 
were anything but virtuous, had become a prin
cipal source of instability and injustice in the 
world. We were, in short, a status-quo power, and 
the status quo· we. were trying to preserve was 
abominable. By contrast, a more positive future 
was available to mankind if it could break out of 
the American dominion. Much has been written 
of this, and one need not expand. For my part the 
most evocative and excruciating memory of the 
onset of this point of view was the day that a 
group of former Peace Corps volunteers, protest
ing the .war, ran down the American flag at Peace 
Corps headquarters in Washi~gton and ran up 
that of the Vietcong. 

Through the l 970's this view grew in strength 
within the Democratic party: It was most often to 
be encountered when issues of defense were in
volved. In an article written in November 1980, R. 
James Woolsey, who s.erved with distinction as 
Under Secretary of the Navy in the Carter admin
istration, described how · 

leaders of many of the interest groups that 
claim to represent the traditional Democratic 
constituencies have convinced themselves over 
the last decade or so that they must be the ene
mies of increased American military power. 

He explained why these constituencies had come 
to feel this way:· 

Wha~ you spend on tanks you can't spend on 
schools or welfare, nor can you . keep it. This is, 
however, an ageless problem o[ government .... 
Perhaps 'more important, the agony of Vietnam 
introduced a new. element and led the interest-

. group spokesmen and many liberal Democratic 
politicians to ·attack the existence of American 
military . power as a way to curtail its exercise. 
Throughout much of the 1970'5, the halls of the 
Sen~te Office Buildings, for example, were 
jaµimed with young staff inembe~ looking for a 
we.a pons system to have . their Senator oppose. 
They, and their friends in the executive branch, 
are now typing up their resumes in no small 
measure because the voters understood what . 
many of the elected officials did not-that cau
tion in using military power is wise, but unilat
eral restraint in obtaining it in the face of a 
massive build-up by a potential enemy is ex-
tremely dangerous. · 

There was a precise corollary to this doctrine of 
self-denial in defense, and it flowed from the idea 
that the political hostiii~y which the United States 
encountered around the world, and especially in 
the . Third World, was, very simply, evidence of 
American aggression or at least of American 
wrongdoing. The aggression could be military, but 
just as often it would be diagnosed as economic 
(the role of the multinational corporation) or eco
logical . (plundering the planet to sustain an ob
scenely gross standard of living). Often it would be 
presented as nothing more. specific than not being 
"on the side of history" or "the side of change." 
No matter, the prescription was the same. If the 
United States .denied itself the means .of.aggression, 
it would cease to be aggressive. When it ceased to 
be aggressive, there would be peace-in the halls 
of the United Nations no less than ·in · the rice 
paddies of Southeast Asia. · 

A s TANKS and missiles were the instru
ment of military aggression, so 

ideas were the means of diplomatic aggression
specifically that array of at~itudes, judgments, and 
prejudices which led Americans to suppose they 
repl'.esented .on balance a successful society, one 
moqel of how developing societies, if fortunate, 
might turn out, anq in the Interval a fair standard 
by which to IQeasure the mefits of other so
cieties. 

Here, in the interest of what lawyers call full dis
closure, let me acknowledge that, from the first, 
those members of the Carter administration re· 
sponsible for po°!icy at the UN, and more gener
ally for relations with the developing nations, re· 
garded my own brief tenure as U.S. Permanent 




